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ABSTRACT

A two,--part articulation instructional objective guide
for drafting (graphic communications) is provided. Part I contains,

suimary information on seven blocks (courses) of instruction. They
are as follow: introduction; basic technical drafting; problem
solving in griphics; reproduction processes; freehand drawing And
sketching; graphics composition; and lettering. Patt II includes two
sections: section A, mechanical drafting and design; and section B,
arFhftectural drafting and.design. Topics included in section A are
tebknical drafting. (tolerances,, dimensions, threads), descriptive
geometry, and design drafting (working drawings, motion transfer,
circuits)..Topicein section B include methods of
construction, site survey, and construction estimation. Information
for tire, instructional blocks generally includes these eleMents: list
of job tasks, course desbription, instructional hours, instructional
objectives, skills and related' technical Information to pe taught,
s, and
perfortance standards, standardized performance test
equipment reguitements. Also available are the Project Report (CE 019
107) , Policy and Procedures Guide (CE 019 108) and Instructional
Objectives Guides (CE 019 109 and 111).'678)
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FOREWORD

This articulated instructional objectives guide is designed for use as a
reference in'the articulation of vocational educatiod progtams at the high
school'level with occupational education programs at the Community college/
-'technical institute level and to foster competency based instructiop and
It is intended primarily for use -by instructors at thelostevaluation.
%secondary level and teachers at the secondary level conducting like,courses
0 the same occupational program. The guide considers commonalities in like
okeupational courses between high school and CC/TI (community colleges/
technical institutes) programs in the. same occupation and implements three
0
basic concepts.
.

ti
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01
The_ commonality exists by virtue of the requirement by law t at North
"Open Door" .
Carolina comunity colleges and technical institutes conduc
uch
Obviously,
IP instruction
instruction'to include occupational progtams.
-must start from the beginning of the total occupational program, often reThis. .fact
sulting it duplication of instruction conducted in high school,
created t'te requirement for articulation which, if properly conducted,
removes the need for the post-secondary student to repeat occupational instrudtion successfully completed at the second4Fy level. Such Students
usually require only the more advanced occupatiVal instruction not recev,d
in their high school.
1i:
'

.

The three basio concepts involved in occupational program articulation
between secondary and post-secondary levels of education are:
.

1.

To ensure that vocational education instruction conducted at
the high'school level is transferal:Ile for credit toithe
in the same occupatioaal program, it is essential that
cational/Occupatibnal education. instruction components
(r.w0 s' es) content be standardized so is to be identifiable
with one or, more like components at the CC/TI level.
,
,

2.

3.

,
',i''

that the student has acquired sufficient skill in
perfokmance
to be given post-secondary credit for
job-ta'S
'high.sb of work,;the teachers and instructors must both use
the same task performance standards,.
To ensur

TO ensure that:student occupational qualification recognized
'fordmplayMent or course credAlt is. both both valid and reli'able,At is: necessary to standardize test items and procedures
in the evaldation'of student job-task performance.

Instructional content, standardization is based upon jobjtasks considered
the perf9Fmance standards
necessary for job qualification by bhe employers.
'"standardization is achiendakbasing them on the performance standards re-

quired by the industry/bus4M/profession for initial job entry qualOcaThe ability to perfbrm job tasks and meet initial job entry task
tion.
performance standards recognized and accepted by employers must takJprecenions regarding standards or articulation cannot be
dente over personal
Test items and eValuation proceduis for the same
-readily accomplished
job task-should be d veloped jointl by the instructors and teachers concerned.

.0,14

ARTICULATION RHSEARCH PROJECT
SIGNATORIES TO LOCAL 4RE,N OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM
ARTICULATION AdREEMENTS

The following listed local area public school syttem and sommunity college/
technical institute administrators have agreed to afticullte their Drafting
Program of instruction. Such agreements involve the employment of this
High school students who
document as, an ins;ructicinal objectives guide.
successfully complete recognized articulatA portions of this progiam and
are evaluated as job qualified in work completed will be given.appropriate
credit for such work by the local area community college /technical. institute.

Cumberland Area:

President

Fayetteville Tec hnical Institute
Fayetteville, North Carolina

C. Wayne Collier

Superintendent

Cumberland County Public Schools
Fayette.ville, North Carolina

R. Max Abbott

Superintendent

FayettevilleCifY Public School's
Fayetteville, Nord? Carolina

Bruce I. Howell

Presiderit

Sampson Technical Institute
Clinton, North Carolina

Charles H. Yelyerton

,Superintendent

Duplin County Public S ools
North C olina

Howard E. Boudreau

,

4k

z.41

Duplin- Sampson Area:
-41

4
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Wayne Area:
Clyde A. Erwin, Jr.

John K. Wooten,. Jr.
-

-Preitdent

Superintendent

Wayne County Public Schools
Goldsboro, North Carolina

Superintendent

Goldsboro City Public
Goldsboro, North Carolina

.

William R. Johnson

Wayne Community College
Goldsboro, North Carolina

THE ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

The Articulation Research Project was initiated on 1 September
Background:
1974 as a State Board of Education approved joint effort by the President of
James Sprunt Institute and the Superintendent of the Duplin County Public
It was and is supported by the North Carolina Occupational Research
Schools.
Unit, State Department of Public Education with funding provided jointly by the ,
State Depaitments of Public Instruction and Community Colleges.

'

The drafting program instructor of James Sprunt Institute and the teachers of
Duplin County High Schoolaassisted by their occupational craft advisors and
'acting as .a Joint committie in 1975 developed the initial instructional objectives guide that was usedto help articulate their drifting programs: Sampson
Technical Institute assumed the,post-secondary drafting program articulation
Tkle Duplin-Sampson revision of
function from James Sprunt Institute in 1976.
the Duplin 'Area guide was in turn up-dated, revised, and refined by a state
level committee in 1977 resulting in this:pilot model for an instructional objectives guide that could be used state wide, at both levels of education. It is
expected that all post-secondary drafting instructors and secondary.drafting
teachers; in those institutions and school sys us that have entered into local
area articulation agreements, will utilize this p lot model., A state instrucelp to ensure that instructional objectives,gdide for a drafting program wil
tional content,a6th-performance standards are the same or common courses of
instruction fdparticipating schools. See Item 10, p. iv for program flexibility.

The state level committee that developed the revisions and refinements to the
Duplin-Sampsbn Area Committee produced guide dbnsisted of representatives frau:h.
each. local area joint advisory and program committee for the occupation concerned
that is,operational in the areas of the state that have entered intOlocal area
articulation agreements. Mich local area sent bot4 secondary and post-secondar
occupattonal teachers/instructors as repreaentatilks for each articulated program,
plus'at least one advisor for each, program., to paiticipate as the, state advisory'
and propels committee. Where poasible, a state occupational education staff
member from both the Department of Public Instruction. and the Departient of CommunAty Colleges participated in the role of acting executive secretiry for each
joitt state advisory and program committee. This committee acting as a whole
performed the actions cited above. The joint state advisory and prOgram committee members participating from the local areas knd state staff personnel are /
listed below
NORTH CAROLINA JOINT DRAFTING (GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS)
ADVISORY AND PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Edward Alderman

Consultant,. T & I Education
Division of Occdpational Education
State Department of Public Instruction

Consultant

.

..chitect-Planner

Advisor
Cumberland Area

William L. Laslett

,

"Ville, NC

.

Adv or
C ..erland Area

Ronald L. Mice
-

S.

=

A

'

Barrior'Free Environments, Inc:
Fayetteirille, NC
.

I

Ro ger Stephens

Advisor
Dupliu.Bampson Area

Rockwell International
Raleigh, Np

James T. Vinson

Adviso
Wayne Ar a

J, T. Vinson, Architect
Goldsboro, NC

Robert S. Barden

Teacher
Cumberland Area

Cape Fear 'High School
Fayetteville, NC

Charles/ A. Bell

Instructor
Cumberland Area

Fayetteville Technical Institute
Fayetteville, NC

Richard Brandt

Teacher
Wayne ,Area

Eastern Wayne High School
Goldsboro, NC

George Crawford

Instructor
Duplin- Sampson Are

Sampson ,Technical'Institute
Clinton, NC

Sanford Johnson

Teacher
Wayne Area

.Goldsboro High Sdhool
boldqboro NC

David Sloop

Teacher
.Cumberland Area

Dou1as Byrd Senior High School

Anthony Turner

Teacher
Duplin-Sampson Aiea

East Duplin High SchoolBeulaville, NC

Edwin Whyte

Instructor
Wayne Area

Wayne Community College
Goldsboro; NC.

Dr. Carlyle P JWoelfer me)

Project Director,
Editor

Aiticulation.Reeearch Project
James Sprunt Institute
Kenansville, NC,

Tbomahina Williams

Typist

James Sprunt Institute
Kenansville, NC

Operator

Offs t Press-

Jaies Sprunt Institute
Kenansvilleu NC

East

Fayetteville, NC

Credits:
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Part I - 1978 Edition

Is the result of a committee meeting of 18 July 1978. Primary, changes
resulted in'idatructional contact hours recommended for each block
to provide the high schools time to give instruction in T&I 7563(Y-2)
Mechanical or T&I 756(Y -2) Architectural. Adjustments were also
made to,CC/TI hour recommendations to accommodate the Advanced
specialty requiremestO.

Purpose of Instructional Objectives Gugles

ArtiaulitedAnstructional objeceives guides are expected to serve the
following purposes:

. Serve as the primary vehicle for the articulation of subject matter
in like occapatidnal programs between the high schools and the
;community colleges/technical institutes, through use by instructors
at .both levels as a reference 1. preparing instruction.
2.

Provide a listing Of the minimum tasks that a worker is'expected to
perform in the conduct Of a specific level.job in the occupation of
concern.

3.

Identify.the primary detailed instructional objectives which are based
upon -he task listing. The tasks are listed in the sequence.of complexity; with the least complex tasks being listed/first, except where
a task must be performed as a prerequisite to performance of another.

4.

Identify the skills (process objectives) and related technical information which must be taught and learned to accomplish the instructional
objective. These represent the minimum skills and related informationV
required for adequate occupational proficiency in task performance

,

rSiDeSigritte the instructional contact hours considered necessary to conduct the required instruction. This is an estimate by the instructors
of the advisory and program committee as to the time required to teach
the average learner to perform the task. This time estimate is based
upon the assumption that the instructor will hive available the essential equipment, facilities and instructional aids required to conduct
the instruction, with the class size limited to the number of students
shown on the equipment list.'
0
f

Identify the performance standards to be met for occupational pr8ficiency
in the task. Perforinance standards.used are those considerea to be
minimum business or industry standards. The ability to meet the listed
standards of,performance will also be considered as qualification for
47 advanced instruction in that occupational program.

6.

7.
*.

Provide a guide in the conduct of sequential occupational competency instrOction by duties.or blocks, requiting in qualification by the Darner
to perform li ited skill specialist jobs of progressively higher skills
file clerk to executive
until the pr gram objective is reached, ie:
secretary; rake technician to automotive mechanic, etc 'As Asthe'learner
becomes proficient in the performance of tasks in succeish% more complex blocks, more marketable competencies are gained may be identifiable as the lower level lob qualifications of a specialist, This
provides an opportunity for even the slow student to eventually gain
sufficient skills to perfor4idequately as'a specialist at game level
in the occupation, despite the lack of ability to complete.the program.

The same holatrue for the learner who has progressed satisfactorily
through "several" initial blocks of occupational instruction (depending
upon the program) and then-for eome_validredson Is _unable_ to complete
0 program or must leave school. Standardized sequences of instructions block presentation also ensure that lateral articulation can be practiced between the high schools of a local area and simplifies vertical
articulation of subject matter with the local post-secondary institution.
8.

9.

Provide a 'isting of equipment required to conduct the program of instruction.
Equipment listed 4,athat considered to be the type and quantity essential for the conduct a-instruction leading to. job Oalificatilln in the occupation, with thr class limited to the size stated. In
some cases, expensive items of equipment, that have limited use, can be
shared between schools, if adequate transportation a*d scheduling.sup7
port is provided by the county school office.
In some instances, it
may be possible to delay teaching of several tasks involving special
equipment and then arrange to take the class to the locetionpf such
equipment for instruction.

Provide a list of standardized performance test items to be used in
the determination of occupational proficiency.
The test itemslisted.
cannot be easily'compromised, as long as the specifics are not provided.,
and could be used as study

Ii is recognized that there may-be unlisted tasks that some empkoyers
may require he worker to do in the occupation, when in their employment.
The tasks 11sted ate the minimum requirements for qualification forthe
/1" job under average circumstances on a regional basis. The tasks are not
limited to-a specific area employment situation or employer.
InstrucOrs.
may teach morp'skills and related technical information than is shown in
the guides.
Such information should be-limited to the students who have
completed the requirements for the tasks concerned in the instructional
_objectives guide. Normally the change of tasks ,to those in the guide
should be based upon local committee agreed area requirements and be
ttaught by all 'schools teaching the block of instruction.

10.

11.

Updating and correction of items in the instructional objectives guides-.
teachers/instructors are encourage to view the instructional objectives
critically in an effort to ensure that the contents are validand current
with business and Industry requirements. Recommendations for change or
correction should be submitted to the executive' ecretary of the cour
mittee, who should then 'assemble and presentith
to the advisory and
program committee as awhole, for review and tops ible adoption.

12.

Instructional Blocks (Duties)--Under normal circumstances ,,the teacher/
instructor should not plan to conduct instruction in a gilrin articulated.
block of instruction unless the capability exists
conduct all of thp
instruction to meet the instructional objectives, w:th the result that
the successful learner is occupationally qualifik
perform the tasks
identified with the block: This of course means that in most cases,
the high schools will lack the capability to conduct a full program of

instruction conducted by the CC/TI ewingito lack of class ti
instructional resources or instructor time. The overall philosophy to
be applied in occupational,prokrama is that it is hotter to_enanre that
the learner-is fully qualified to perform all of the tasks in a
limited group of blocks or modules in an occupation and may be
qualify at a lower job level, rather than to be only familiar with a
large number of duty areas and tasks, but qualified/1 perform none
of them.
k. enrollment at
If higher level job qualificarlionja soUght,
the CC/TI is appropridte.
,

1 3.

Most occupational programs will con in certain basic blocks of instruction vitbqut which a student ould not be considered occupationally
qualified at an level: Such blocks are normally identified as blocks
0.0 to 1.0 and n occasions blocks 2.0 and 2.5. These blocks usually
are base blocks and shotild be taught early in the program sequence.

14.

The nstruction 1 objectives guide t3 also designed to provid the infor tion required to help ensure that the vocational student from high s ool who enrolls for advanced instruction in the same
program at the EC/
ev
will eceive appropriate credit for
articulated occupations
UULIA
work successfully completed at the
secondary education level.
,

e

1
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ARTICULATION RESEARC PROJECT
INSTRUCTIOVAL GUIDE
Summer_

-

PROGRAM:

Drafting (CIaphic Communications), Part

COURSES:

Introduction to Grichica (Drafting ) (Block 0.0)
Basic Technical Drafting (Basic Graphic Communicationm)
Problem Solving in Graphics (Block 2.0)
Reproduction Proceamen (Block 3.0)
/44)
Freehand Drawing and Sketching (Block 4.0)
Graphic Comoosition .(Block 5.0)
Lettering (Gkephic CommuniCations) (Block 6:0)

I

(Baste)*

(Block 1.0)

*Part I - This is the basic and common instructional portion of a..
total Drafting (Graphic C2mmunicationa) Program that leads to
qualification in one of several epecailtiee.'such as architectural
drafting, machine drafting or building trades drafting, Commercial
Art, etc.
Part II contains the advanced specialty instructional
requirements and is prepared as a separate doCument.
4

CURRENT OFFICIAL COURSE IDENTIFICATTAS CONTAINING PART )F ONE OR MORE OF THE
BLOCKS OF INSTRUCTION WHICH COMPRIOiE THIS PROGRAM:
Department of Public Instruction:
T6I 7551(Y-1) - Technical Drafting I
T6I 7552(Y-2) - Technical Drafting/II
T6I 7792(Y-2) -1-Graphics and Industrial.Communica

)

Department of Community Colleges:
DFT 101/DFT 1121
DFT 101/DFT 1122
DFT 1226
CAT 1120
CAT 1111
CAT 1100
CAT 1109
CAT 1126

1

ogp II

_

- Drafting I
- Drafting II
Graphic Communications
- Creativs Problem Solving
- Reproduction 'Processes I
- Sketching and Drawing
- Composition
- Lettering

PROGRAM-INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (PART I): High Schools - Total 540**
Community Colleges /Technical Institutes - Totals:
Architectural - 370** and Mechanical -'8315**
)

**This time allocation represents the initial instruction devoted to developing
the basic skills in the subject (duty) areas of each block of instruction.
Additional-instructional time related to each duty area is, provided by integration into appropriate blocks of instructiori of Part I and in- the adOanced
specialty areas of Part II of this program:
Note:

Numbers shown are local institution course numbers.

r

(BAs c)

IiISTRUCPONA4 ZBJECTIVLS .(PART
f

.

.

1 ..

keeommetded
Instrudtion4
4
Hours'by Blea-115/CC/T1'

c
'

JJ

.

Block 0.0.

0

O:
.

,

4 nStt4OtiOnal4gpleCtiS

v

,

.

:J

provlide the studgent"Aixii;::. (a),,,easential

:..(20 hrs /,,210 hrs).

occupational and career 1.nforma0.on.related,to
A. grap4.ic communi'cations with emPhail upon the
-"geritttal field'df drafting;Vb) the primary
skills.requiretacorrectl use bisi'd drafting
..:

t

4

e

equipment, construct geOmetrkfigures, and apply
the d-raftaan's alphabet of lines.
11'

Block f.0`
1160 hrs488 hrs)

To provide .the student with the reit6iAd:
(1)
knowledge about orthographic ArawingS;
(b) skills
to draw objects using, orthographic, oblique and

,

perspective'methoda add theabnometric system.

)
Block

2:0

To providethe studentwith4the basic skills and
related technical inforMation required to solve
occur. ViOnal (job) problems (with emphasis in the

"(90' hrs/44 hrs

Architectural)
(90, hrs/44 hrs
Mechanical)
.

BloCk
...,.c:(90 hrs/99-hrs

Architectural)
(90 his/44 hrs
-.Mechanical)

Block 4.0
°T.1
:(90.hrs/33 hrs
.

Arciii6 Wi1,)
(90 hrs733hrs Mechanical)

Block ,5.0.:

.

fiel '':f graphics) by leIrning-tp organize
ought
processes,how to plan, apply available appr
sate.
resources, and determine requirements.

To provide the student with the necessary
related technical information.and ability to meet
.initikjob entry-performance standards to operate
certain'itemsof reproduction, equipment commonly
baid in graphic communications (drafting) Emphasis
is on Diez9 Process equipMent, black and white 'photozraphy (take, develop and print) microfilm,photography,
and electrostatic copiers.
To provide the student with:
(a) information as to
Oche advantagett and, application of freehand drawing
and sketching in graolvic communications;
(15) the
basic skills required to sketch and draw freehand
objects to communicate shape and composition from
observation, written or verbal descriptions Or own
mental image, using orthographic projections and.
pictorials in such portrayals.
To provide the student with' the. ability to:

(a)

(45 hrs133 hrs
Architectural)
''(45 hrs/33hrs.Mechanical

define and identify the elements of graphic composition;
(b) control composition of graphsics jobs using the
various elements of grapiyfc composition.

Block, 6.0
T (45'hrs/33.h

provide the student with the primary skills required
to letter freehand, use'various mechanical lettering
devices and transfer types of-lettering prOCedures
commonly employed in graphic communications..

ArchitectUral
(45 hr0/31 hrs
Mechanical)

NI

---.\

I

-Nail-

e

''....

40

1

.

,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE OF DRAFTING (GRAPHIC COMRUNICATIONS)
4

,

..

...

,

PART I.

(BASIC)

,
A-

4-To proVide the student,_with the basicrkhowlqdie,'skills,adiOrelated technical
.
inforhation considered as required, for:.

A: Initial entry employment at the basic job level,in the general area -of graphic
-c.cbmmunications_with emphasis on the specific field of drafting.
B.

Entry /nto 'advanced program instruction in the primary specialty:areas of

drafting such a architectural, machine and building - trades., at the community
college/technical institute level based:uponlcredit received Obt articulated
course work'succethafully completed at the sdaindarysChool level.
C.

Entry-into the advanced program specialty areas of drafting following successfUl,
Completio.of Part I (Basic) instruction at the porat-secondary level of education.
(Note: Tt should be possible for high school students who have successfully'completed at least Blocks 0.0 and 1.0 of fhe articulated.program to Keceive credit
for same ir they enroll at the post- secondary level to complete Part L (Basic)
and enter advanced program instruction.)

Consideration should also be given to the potential of this pfogram segment (Part IBasic) to prepare students for entry into a series of advanced skill related fields
in the general area of graphics, i.e.: Commercial Art, Landscape Architecture,
Mechanical Drafting (InduariaI and Machine Design), Architectural Drawing, Architec=
tur 1 Illustration, Technical Illustration, Commercial Graphics (Layout) and Audio
Vis al Technician.
JOB QUALIFICATION OR SKILLS GAINED:
.

.

(Part I-Basic)

14

Successful completion of instruction of Blocks 0.0, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 can
result in initial entry job qualification as,a Blueprint Machine Operator
(Diazo) (D.O.T. 976.782), Reproduction Technician (D.O.T. 976.381), or
Microfilm Technician (D.O.T. 979.381).. Successful completion of all blocks
(0.0 through 6.0) of instruction of Part I-Basic should be considered an
initial entry job qualification as an Apprentice Draftsman with two years
experience in any of the related fields of graphic communications.
PREREQUISITES':

See each block summary sheet.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: Test items for task performance evaluation for job or
advanced instruction qualification are attached to each instructional block.

EQUIPMENT:

I

See consolide
program.

d equiptent list attached, to the last block of this

.

-ix-.

)

*ACADEMIC AND NON-DRAFTING cantsEsjoF INSTRUCTION COMMONLY REQUIRE R OR
INCLUDED
IN SPECTALIZED2DITING (GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS) CURRICULUM IN NORTH CAROLINA
' COMMUNITY COLLEG GES/TEChWICAL
ES /TECHNICAL INSTITUTES:
d

Specialty:

Mechanical Drafting 12-ye'ar program
--As-

.'Course Title.

Course Number

Algebra

MA

Trigonometry

MAT 102

55

Introduction to Calculus

MAT 103

t5

English Grammar

ENG 101

English Composition

ENG 102

101.

!

f/33*

'Technical Writing

ENG 103

33*,

Public Speaking

ENG 251

3311'

Physics I

PH? 151

66

Physics II

PH? 152

66

Physics III

P H? 153

Statics

.

Strength of Materials

,

55

'''%& 33*

4

a

Cofitactiourd/Qtr.

7,

MEC 105
NEC 205

66.

Mechanisms

DFT

66

Metallurgy I-

NEC 210

55

NEC 211.

55

Metallurgy II

/

/
\

Social Science Ele/ctives

Electives (Tech

66

cal ;Related Sublects)
-0

,.(
.

,

*Note:

Contact hours may vary at different institu iOns.

59-

88.

-x-

Specialty:

Architectural Drafting (2-year program)

Course Tifle

tourseNuab!!;F

Contact Hours /Qtr.,

Grammar

ENG 14.01

Industrial Commurlitations

ENG 1102

+33

Report Writing

ENG 110,3.

#131.

4,1gebra

MAT 1102

59.

Geometry

MAT 1103

33

Trigonometry

MAT 1104

55

Economics

ECO 1106

33

Applied Psychology

PSY 1106

33-

Applied Science I

PITY 1101

Applied Science II

PHY 1102,

55

History of Art and
Architecture

CAT 1121

44

Reproduction Processes If

CAT 1112

99

I'

33

.1.

A

loo

9

0

Specialty:.

Building Trades Drafting O-year program)

'"'"-

l

9,

*

Course. Title.-

p

Co:IrteluMber

Contact Hours/Qtr

-

Trigonometry

.

MAT 1104

.
,

,FundaMentals of Math

.

7.-_-)

MAT 1101

55

to

,

College Orientation,

GUI 110

Algebra

MAT 1102'

ComMunication Skills

ENG 1102i

55

Applied Science I

PHY

33

Applied Scienie II

PRY 1102

33

Human Relations'

PSY 1101

11

/,

55

)

1r
Small Business Operations

'BUS 1103

Industrial Organization

BUS 1101

Industrial Safety

I6C 1101

Note:

33

4

Building Trades Drafting is essentially an abbreviated vocational
architectural prOgram with the majority of technicsal courses also
to be found in the two year Architectural Drafting,Program.

f

ACADEMIC (NON- DRAFTING /GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS) COURSES/SUBJECTS CONSIDERED 4
DFXRABLE FOR IIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS_ WHO PROPOSE TO FALLOW THE DRAFTING
(dRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS). CURRICULUM:
*
r

1

1977-19 78

Unit's

Anglish I, II, III, & .IV

4

Algebra I*

bo.

1

Geometry **

1.

A

Physica Scitnae

1

Biology

1

Industrial Practice
Social Studies 4'

U. S. Studies

1

Eiectives
N.

Health and Physical Education.

1

4Academic & Techhical)

Total

15

(Drafting)

Total

3

Curriculum

Total

18

Drafting courses at. most CC/TI require Algebra and Trigonometry'.
sw

** Geometric figures, angles and other aspects of geometry are 4egral elements
of drafting, in all Phases. A student who has not had geometry will have
difficulty comprehending,many instructional objectives in drafting.
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ARTICULATION RE
OCCUPATION

CH PROJECT

TASKS

blAFTING'<GRAPHI COMUNICATIONS)
Frequency of Task

.

Performance By
BLOCK OR DIVISION:

Is Usually Performed or

IntrOductionto Graphics Aveigge Worker.
CpiOfting).

r

Job Le*1 at Which Task

Applies.

0.0

4
1

TASK:

SELDOM

0.01

Know history of drafting.

WEEKLY

DAILY.

N/A

N/A

N/A

,N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

\i/A4

N/A

N/A

N/A

LOWEST

INTERMEDIATE

HIGHEST

a\
1.02

Know emplowt opporiunities In fie

A

X

X

of drafting/'graphics.
t.

0.03

Know a4erage wage Scales and fringe
benefits in field;1

0.04

Know specialized fields in drafting/

X

graphics.

0.05

Know career opPortunitie's\n draftingl

X

graphics.

0.06

Know application of drawings as used
in industry.

0.07

0.08

!

Know environment and working con itidnt
in the 'field Of dm t

g.

Know techniques that

ad to getting

N/A

N/A

X

andtholding a job.and,to adVancement
in the field of drafting.

0.09

0.10

;Ise basic drafting equipment.

X

Incorporate draftsiin's alphabet of

X

X

X

X

lines' in making driwings.

0.11

Construct geometric figures using
basic drafting equipment.

,

X

X

i

,cr

a

I

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

1CCUPATONAL TASKS
1RAPTINN4(ORAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS)

,

Ar'

BOCK 61 DIVISION .Basic lEChnical-Orafting
(Basic.Graphic,Communica,

tin).

Frequency Of Task

tieb

Performance By

Is Usually Performed pr

Average Worker.

Applies.

Level At Which Task

1.0

4

,TASK:

WEEKLY

SELDOM

1,01

Draw obje

DAILY

LQWE'S/F

INTERMEDIATE

HIGHEST

4

using o;thographic

1
\

4

projecti
L.

4
1.02

objects

j

sing aXonometric

X

system.
,

.

1,.03

Drayqbjects in the Obii.goe.

X
1

,

1.04

Draw objects in.thiperspective.

X

T,

X

,,

0

BLOCK OR DIVISION: 'Problem Solving in
4,$

Graphics."

2,01

'

2.0

Define the problem.

X

6
2.02

Identify problem limits.

2.,..01

Use technical literature in developing

X

X

X

X

a research base for the problem.

2.04

X

Analyze available related infOrmation
,

.

and select problem solving method.

1

2,

esign and implement a strategy for

X

X

'

experimental purposes.

)

.

.24A

X

Analyze and record results of experi-

mental strategy.

.Z11

Have an alternate strategy if first

0 .

choice does not work.

A.

X

x

X

ARTICULATION IRE$EARCH PROJECT
OCCUPATIONAL TASKS

DRAFTING (GRAPHIC COMNICATIONS)
Job. Level at Ihich Task

Fre uency ofloTask

-Is Usually Performed or

formance By

BLOCK OR DIVISION: 'Problem Solving in

'Applies.

Average Worker.

Graphics. (con't.). 2.0
t

TASK:

LOWEST

DAILY

WEEKLY

SELDOM

INTERMEDIATE

'HIGHEST
,

e

2.08.

Summarize and present the sequence of,

4

/
\

X

X

events and steps utilized in problem
.

a

solving from definition,to solution.

0

\t"

h

.

BLOM OR DIVISION:

Reproduction Processes
3.0

3.01

x

X

Know common freprod*tion,Processes

x

used in graphics.

.02

\

1(13

V.104

X,

.

.

'Know operating principles andcapa-

X
,

bilities of diazo reproduction machine.

,
.

.

ix

Make reproductions using diazo machine

x
x

X

Take black and white photographs:

x
.

3.05

x

,

liDevelop black and white film.

3.06

Print black and white pictures.

3.07

Know principles of operation and

X

X

x

capabilities of microfilm procesS.

3.08

X

Make microfilm copiei of documents,

,

,

drawings, and plans.

3.09

X

Reproduce documents (make copies)

x

x

using electrostatic type equipment.

.

23

,

\
;.

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

,

OCCUPATIONAL TASKS
DRAFTING (GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS)

BLOCKIOR DIVISION:

Freehand Drawing and
SketchiAg.

f

4.0

Frequency. of Task

Job Level at Which Taak

Peiformance By

Is Usually Performed or

Average Worker,

Applies.

,

.

TASK:
,

SELDOM.

WEEKLY

ci

4,01

DAILY

LOWEST

I

INTERMEDIATE

HIGHEST

.

.

KnO geed foi and advantages of

'X

X

freehand sketching and drawing skil
\

4.02

Sketch freehand to communicate shap e

i

X

and composition.
,

.

4.03

,

Sketch view of objects using '

X

X

X

%.)

X

orthographic projections and picto
ials.

,

BLOCK OR DIVISION:

5.01

Graphics Composition

5.0

Identify and define elements of

X

graphics compbsition.
4

5.02

Contiol graphic compositions using
elenen

of

X

X

composition, ie:
.

5,021

Location

5 0

Form

0

.

t

t

5.0237 'Hue
5.024 - Size
5.02

7:Value (intensity)

5.026 - Direction
5.027 - Symmetry and balance

,

t
.

\ i

1

,

52r

j

,

I

,A11;CULATION.RESEARPH PROJECT

*CU4TIONAL TASKS
ARAFTINC (GIAMIC COMMUNICATIONS)
Frequency of Task.
BLOCK OR DIVISION:

)Performance By

Lettering (Graphic
Communications).

. Job Level at Which Task.

Is Usually Performed or

Average Worker.

Applies A

6.0
/

SELDQM

TASK:

6.01.

EEKLY

DAILY

LOWEST;

INTERMEDIATE

Letter freehand using different

HIGHEST

X

techniques and styles as appropriate.

6;02

Letter using transfer letters,

6.03

Zetter7uaing mechanical devices.

6.04

Letter using templates.

6:05

Left

using photographic processes.

X

X.

X

4

2S

sa.

ARTICULATION

SEARCH PROJECT

INSTRUCTIO

PROGRAM:
COURSE:

GUID

Drafting (Graphics Communication)
Introduction to Graphics (Draftin )

(Block 0.0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:4 DepartmentFof Public nstruction: Included in Course
Numbers 75p and 7552.
Introduction to Technical
Drafting r and Basic ' echnical Drafting II
Department of Communit, Colleges: Included in DFT 1121 and
INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS: High Scho is - 20
ARC 1226.
CC/TT - 0
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:.
1.

To give occupational information abut a variety of drafting occupations
and activities depending upon draft g.

.2.

To provide. experience and develop skills in the use of working tools and
materials and to meet the need for a curacy, legtpility, technique and
speed which are require'd in industrial drafting rooms.

Nift
.

To give training in theluse of workin: drhwings and to learn the language
of the trade.

4.

To develop a knowledge of the relation hips made possible by drawings
industrial planning, processes, and or anization.

5.

To,provide opportunities for developing usable drafting techniques.

6:

10 develop habits of independent and met odical procedure 'in the making
of drawings.

.

To foster interest and knowledge of the
applied to drafting.

JOB QUALIFICATION OR SKILLS GAINED:

ortance of mathematics as

r.

afting course. Upon satisfactory completion of
this instruction the student.is prepared to learn the\4primitry skills required
for arChitectural, machine, or ogler drafting requirements. The information
provided in this block pert
ifilito the occupation is introduttory in nature
and.,is-repeated,.updated, and
dedtmare specific ,by integration in the advanced
stages oT the program.
This is 'a basic. (beginning)

PREREQUISITES:

High School - Desirable T & I 7306-Introduction to Trade and Industrial
Education.-

7 0 . 0 1 -

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:
Test items. for competency evaluation attached. . Test items are competency
based and of 6qtline type; relating to primary tasks.

EQUIPMENT:

See consolidatediequipment list attached to last block of this program.

A

I

30

- 0.02 -

BLOCK (1 DIVISION NUMBER:

0.0

-TITLE:

In

oduction to Graphics (Drafting).

.
.

*RELATED GENERAL INFO

TION AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE:

TASKS:

Know history of drafting.
Instructional Objective: Learn the history of ciraftIng.

0.01'

0.02

0.03

,

,

Know employment opporftnities in drifting.
Indtructional Objective: Learn the employment opportunities it drafting.
Know salary and fringe benefits in the fields of,drafting/grap ics.
Instructional Objective: Learn the salary and fringe benefits in the
fields ofl,drafting.

0.04

',Know specialized fields in drafting /graphics.
Instructional Objective: Learn the career opportunities in

he field of

wafting.
W.

0.05

Know career opportunities in the fields of drafting.
Instructional Objective: Learn the career opportunities
drafting.

tithe field of
it,

0.06

Know application of drawings as used in industry.
Instructional Objective: Learn the application of dr

ri(-ingnas used in

.industry..

0.07

Know environment and working conditions in the fiel s of drafting,
Instructional Objective: Learn environment and wo ing conditions in the
fields of drafting.

0.08

Know techniques of getting and holding a job and avancing in drafting.
Instructional Objective: How to get and.hold a job and advance in drafting.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TJME:

0.0,

5

hours.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Student can state the baiic facts of each task: with accuracy.

- 0.03 -

BOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 0.0
TASK NUMBER:

0.09

TITLE:

Introduction to Grapyics (Drafting).

(con't.)

Use Basic Drafting Equipment.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 0.09:
SKILLS:

TITLE:

How to Vse Basic Drafting Equipment.

(Process Objecti ve s)

How To:

0.091 - Use T-squaret triangle, pencils, leads; papers,-er4sers and er&sing,_

shields.
0.092 - Draw lines from horizontal to ertical in 150 angle increments.
0.093 - Draw parallel lines and perpendicular lines.
0.094 - Measure using draftsman's scales of different types.
0.095 - Sharpen pencils and leads.
0.096 - Fasten drawing papers to drawing board.
0.097 - Rotate and position pencil when drawing.
,0.08 - Check T-square for squareness.
0.099 - Use dusting brush.
0.0910 - Lay out borders on paper.
0.0911 - Clean and maintain drafting equipment and table.
0.0912 - Use drafting supply and equipment catalogs.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Paper sizes and types of paper and their uses.
Different grades, and:uses.of each ,grade of pencil lead.
Information contained in standard supply aria equipment catalogs.
Recognize
difference' between architectural, civil engineer and mechanAosl.,
scales and,the units of measurement available..
Wit

SUGGESTED INSTRUF PONAL TIME:

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

0.09;

5

pours.T

(Where appropriate, neatness applies.)

uses same working edge of drawing'board when drawing.
uses same edge of T-square throughout entire drawing; triangles
placed and held firmly against T-square blade.
Pencils and leads: Selects proper lead for.task.'
Papers:
selects proper size paper for task.
Erasers: selects correct erasers for error to be erased.
Eraser shields: selects correct cutout for error to be erased.
- Draw lines in 150 angle increments plus or minus 10 accuracy.
- Draw lines to 100% accuracy.
- Keeps sharpened to conical point for lettering and general dritswingrto chisel
point for -use in compass.
Uses tape and follows correct attachdent steps.
Rotates and holds pencil to maintain uniform lines.
- T-square:

Triangles

0.04 -

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-

(coytinued)

Checks T-squate to see that blade and head align properly, using 900 angle.
Keep drawing free from foreign matter.
The border line conforms with the alphabet of lines.
Student keeps his table and equipment clean and in an orderly manner
specified by instructor.
Finds items required and list part numbers to 95% accuracy.
Read scales to, 100% accuracy.,
Lay out and draw lines of different lengths to 100% accuracy.
.

-

r

I

- 0.05 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

0.0

Introduction to Graphics (Drafting).

TITLE:

(con't.)

TITLE: Incorporate the Draftsman's Alphabet of Lines In
Making Drawings.
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 0.10:How to Apply the Draftsman's Alphabet of Lines
In Making Drawings.

TASK NUMBER: 0.10

SKILLS:

(Process Objectives)

0.0101 - How to draw the alphabet of lines.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Know identification andpurpose of each type of line used in drafting.
- Know alphabet of line weights.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

0.10,

3

hours.

(Where appropriate, neatness applies.)

- Draws to 95% accuracy the alphabet of lines.

Approt4iate elements of American Standards AssoCiation conventions and practiCes
also apply.

f

1

.

,

BLOCK 'OR DIVISION NUMBER:
a

TASK NUMBER: 0.11

6:6

TLE: Intioductinnito_Craphics (Drafting)

,

TITLE:

A

Constiuct

0

4

t

'

i

Geomeric Figures and. Polygong.

,A

r

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 0.11.1 How tOAonstruct

tric Figures iand Polygons.

,

SKILLS:

(Process Objectives)/
1

Haw to:

44

0.111 - Construct geometric figures:
Using Comps ses, protractor'French
curve, dividers t6 construct:
Hexagons
Octagons
Bisect Angles, arcs and lineS
Tangents
Pentagons
Polygons
Squares
Circles
Stars
Triangles
Erect ppipendiculars
Dividolines into equal parts
Lines and curves
Irregular curves
Ellipses
0.112 - Sharpen compass leads.
0.113 J Find geometric figUre centers.
0.144 - Use various drawing instrument accessories.
.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
finitiona.
- GeometriC
- Types and 1(
urposes of drawing instrument accessories.

SUGGESTEDINSTRUCTIONAL TIME:
REQUIRED PER'ORMANCE STANDARDS:

O

(con't.)

4

0.0k,

7

hours.

(Where appropriate, neatness applies.)

- Uses compasses, protractor, French curve, and dividers to 95% accuracy to
construct above listed geometric figures.
- Keeps compass lead sharpened .to a chisel point.
Displays with 85% accuracy how to find geometric figure centers.
-,Instrument accessories are used to instructor's satisfaction.

Appropriate elements of American Standards Association conventions and practices
also apply.

TEST ITEMS--

BLOC(, OR DIVISION NUMBER: 0.0

TITLE:

Introduction to. Graphics (Drafting)

Task,

0.07

The student will state briefly in writing or orally three common uses(Of
drawings prepared by draftsmen.'
Standard: Evidence of adequate knoyledge of purpose of workinpftawings.

0.091

The student will demonstrate how to yse the T-square, triangle, pencil
leads, papers, erasers and erasing shields.
Standard: As per ANSI.

0.092

'Given T-square and triangles, paper and tape, students will draw lines
from horizontal to vertical angles in increments of 150.
Standard: To + 1° accuracy..

0.093

The student will draw parallel and perpendicular lines, standard method's
of construction using T-square and triangles)
Standard:
100% accuracy.

0.094

Given the different types of drafting scales the student will ide#tify
each and state the differences.
Standard:
100% accuracy.

0.094

The student will read and record the distance between the given points on
a given scale and pencil in a series of points and lines.
Standard:
100% accuracy.
/

0.094

The student will luy,out and draw 10 different lengths of lines) given
the scale to use and dimensions required for each line.
Standard:
90% accuracy.

,r

0.095

The student will sharpen pencil and leads to conical and chisel points.
Standard: Lead points suitable for fine line drawing.

0.096

Students will attach paper to drawing board in proper sequence.
Standard: Paper smooth, secure and square on drawing board.

0.09'7

The student will demonstrate how to rotate and position pencil when drawing.
Standard: Observation by instructor.

i
0.098

The student'will check T-squarecfor proper alignment using 30-80° or 450
triangle.
Standard:

T-square rule. secure to head, and at 90 °.
o

0.0910

4

The student will demonstrate the metff od'and correct line weight of border
lines when necessary.
Standard: Lines drawn and identified correctly according to 'typeof,drawing.

36

- 0.08 -

A

-TEST- ITFIG(Con-14. )-

Task
0.0912

The student will-demonstrate how to use drafting supply and equipment
catalogs, given an order form and catalog.
Standard: Identifies item name and catalog number correctly'.

V

ARTICULATZON-RESEARCH-PROJECT
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

PROGRAM:
COURSE:

Drafting (Graphics Communication)
Basic Technical Drafting (Basic Graphics Communication)

(1.0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Department of Public Instruction: Included in Course
4 Numbers 7551 and 7552, Introduction to Technical
Drafting I and Basic Technical Drafting II.

Department of Community Colleges:

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS:

ARC 1226, DFT 101
DFT 1121, 1122

High Schools - 160
CC/TI - 88*

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
1.

2.
3.

4.
S.

To develop a knowledge about orthographic drawings.
T944raw objects using orthographic drawings.
TO draw objects using axonoletric system.
T6 draw objects using oblique .drawings.
To draw 'objects using perspective drawiliga.

JOB QUALIFICATION OR SKILLS GA/NED:
Thie is a basic (beginning) visualization course. Upon satisfactory
coiipletign of this instruction, the Student,is prepared to learn the
primary s Ils required for activities where basic visualization skills
are need d. Also, the student is prepared to' take more of the advancedcoursee
graphic commrications.
PREREQUISITES:

Introductionto Graphics Orafting)

(Block LO)

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:
By competency based procedures. The student
t demonstrate possession
'of reqUired information and ability to perfotequired tasks and meet
required performance standards. See outline type test items attached.
EQUIPMENT:
See consolidated equipment list'attached: to lest-block of program.

',. *Note:

At the CC/TI,I4el, the instruction providing the skills. and 'related technical information acquire in this block ie repeat e4 and used Ain succeeding
blocks to provide the student with more advanced livelS of the .same basic
.
skills, resulting in:up to' threw -times the initial instruction in this ares..'
.

1.01 -

BLOCK OR DIViSION NUNSEti_ 1.0_
TASK NUMBER: 1.01

TITLE.t

Drafting- (Baste
Graphic Communications)
TITLE: Draw Objects Using Orthographic Drawings.
.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.01: How to Draw Objects Using Orthographic
.Drawings..

SKILLS:

(Process Objectives)
How to:

1.011 - Draw orthographic projection of the six principle views using
third angle projection.
1.012 - Draw orthographic projections
the three primary views.
1.013 - Draw auxiliary orthographic vie s: V
1014 - Draw section views.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
- Know history and origin of orthographic drawings.
- Know relationship of six principle views according to third angle
projection.
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:
REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
,or

1.01, 36-72

hours.

(For planning oty.)

(Where appropriate, neatness applies.)

- Visualize within the orthographic drawing system with 85% accuracy.

ILO

r)

- 1.02 -

BLOCK OK DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0
TASK NUMBER: 1.02

TITLE:

Baalic Technical Qrafting (Basic
Graphic CommuniCations) (con't.)
TITLE: Draw Objects Using Axonometric System.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.02: Now to Draw Objects Using Axonotetric System.
SKILLS:

(Procfss Objectives)
How to:
1.021 - Draw an object in isometric.
1.022 - Draw an object in dimetric.
1.023 - Draw an object in trimetric.
1'.024 - Draw axonometric sections.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-,Know history and origin of axonometric systemt
- Know difference between projected and constructed axonometric driwings.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

1.02, 10-20

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

hours.,

(For planning only.)

(Where appropriate, neatness applies.)

- Draws axonometric system with 85% accuracy..

`
t.
`MN

40

S

-

BLOCK,OR DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0

TITLE: Basic Technical Drafting ( Basic
-Graphi-c--.Conmitihicia lona)

TASK NUMBER:
.

1.03

(Coil

)

TITLE: Draw Objects Using.Oblique Drawings.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.03: How to Draw Objects Using Oblique brawings.
SKILLS: _(Process Objectives)
4.1.031 - How to draw an, oblique with:
Top Emphasis
Cavalier
Right Side Emphasis
Reverse Axis
Cabinet

Forhortened

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Know history and origin of oblique drawings.
(

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

1.03, 10-20

hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Draws.Oblique drawing's with 85%..acturacy.
w'Mhere appropriape,'neatness applies,

et

(For planning only.)

1

-BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 1.0
TASK NUMBER -h04 -- TITLE:

TITLE:

Basic Technical Drafting (Basic
(Conit.)
Graphic Communications)

Draw -Objects-Using-Perspective-Drawings--.-

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 1.04: How to Draw Objects Using Perspective Drawings.
SKILLS:

(Process Objectives)

1.041 - How to draw an object using thg systems perspective with the
following elements:
I.

Variables of Perspectile - Station Point
Angles of View",

A.

1.

Hprizontalragle

Vertical angle
Distance from the Object
2.

B.

1.

II.

III.
IV.
V.

VI.
VII.

Cone of vision`.

Ground Line
iPicture Plane
Horizon Line
Vanishing Points
Lines parallel to picture plane
A.
B.
Horizontal lines not, parallel to picture plane
C.
All other lines\
Vertical Measurements
Horizontal Measurements
A.
Sighting
B.
Measuring
I

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
- Know history. 'and origin of perspective drawings.- Know elemealitaLOf perspective.

SUGGESTED\INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

1.04,24-48

hours.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
7 Draws. perspective drawings with 85% accuracy.

42

(For planning only.)

TEST ITEMS

1
BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

1.0

TIT4E: Basic Technical Drafting (Basic Graphic
Coma
cations.)

,
TASK
1.01

Given an, object with a requirement io draw the object lousing orthographic
projections,the student will draw:

b.
c.

d.

Orthographic projections Of two Of six principle views using third
angle projections.
Orthographic projection of one of the three primary views.
One auxiliary orthographic view.
One section view of object.

Standard:
Student demonstrates ability to visualize and draw neatly in
the orthographic 'system the required views with 85% accuracy.
1.02

Given an object to be drawn using the axonometric system,the student will
draw the object using one of the followingprocedures:
.sa.
.b,
c.

In isometric.
In dimetric.
In trimetric.
neatly,.

Standard::, ".Performs talk' .accurately;
,-.

1.02

Given draWings made by projected and constructed axonometric procedures,
the student will identify correctly the axonometric procedure used for
each drawing.
Standard:
100% accuracy.
0

1.03'

,

,

Given an object co) be drawn in the oblique, the student will be required to
_I
draw in the oblique us ng three of the following:
a.

b.
c.

d.

e.
f.

Top emphasis.
Cavalier.
Right side emphasis.
Reverse axis.
Cabinet.
Forshortened.

Standard: Student follows procedures and presents correct view for obliques
selected with 85% accuracy; neatness applies,
1.04

Given an object to be drawn using the syStems perspective, the student will
draw object in perspective with the following elements applied and identified:
a.

b.
c.
d.

e.

Variables of perspective.
Ground-line.
Picture plane.
HoriZon line.
Vanishing points.

Standard: .StudentAiaws.object
erspeetive applying four of fiVe required
eletents correctly:" Identifies each element applied correctly;' neatnesa,appliea.

ARTICULATION RESEARCH, PROJECT

INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

PRolyw:

Drafting (Graphics

Communications)

Prob,lem Solving in Graphics

COURSE:

(Block 2.0)

-

Department of. Public In,struction:

N/A

Department of CommunitY Colleges:
Solving);
.
High Schools - 90 hours
CC/TI -`44 hours*

CAT 1120 (Creative Problem

COURSE. DESCRIPTION:

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS:,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE

To provide the s udent bath the baeic skills and r ated

required to solve occupational prciblemit (with emphary.s on graphics) by
organizing the thought processes, .planning and application of available
aPpropriaT reksoutces.
-

UALIFIQTtONS :,

is block of instructio is considered as an essentia
orient in
the development of initialentrrskills and knowledge requir foi
qisalification at the basic job level in graptlic communications c pations.
PREREQUISITES:

High Schdols - None
CC /TI -

None
A

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

See test item

attached.

EQUIPMENT:

See attached equipMent list.

40:**Note:'

4

is time Ilocation Is for specific instruction in the subject
Addi lonal time fs devoted to the subject by integration.
a d application into subseqyent and special* area blocks of
ction.
a

ea.

A

- 2.01 4,

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

TASK NUMBER:. 201

2.0

ProbL

,TITLE:

Solving in Graphics

4.

0

TITLE: Define Prob
for

INSTRUCTIONAL
SKILLS:

BJECTIVE

Define the Problem.

Rol./ t

(Process Objectives)

2.04 -.-:Haw to state the. problem.

.

RELAfip TECOICAL INFORMATIONi
- Source f the'problem.
Proble sitpation.
:- Given infarmation.
- Expected application of problem' solution.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

:2.01,

'hoUri.*

.(For planning

4

f

*Determined by class aptitudes, evidence of comprehenion, and total time
allocated for block.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-- Communicates the pr lem cledrW-inAgritirig:in a logical
that it is obvious that the student knows ihef',problem.'

manner
NIP

3

S

4.

- 2.02 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:
TASK NUMBER: 2.02

2.0

TITLE:

(Con't.)

Identify Problem Limits.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.02:
SKILLS:

TITLE: Problem Solving in Graphics'

How to Identify 13roblem Limits.

(Process Objectives)

How to:,

2.021
2.022
2.023
2.024
2.025
2.026
2.027

-.Identify and apply economic (financial) limits.
- Identify.and apply time limits.
- Identify and apply equipment and material limits,
- Identify and 'apply technology limits.
Identify and apply ecologiCaltlimits.
Identify and apply legal limits.
- Identify andpply perional limits:
mss.

a'

4
RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
- 'Cost and profits.

- Codes, laws, and ordinances.
Materials and equipbent handbooks.
Professional publications.
- E.P.A., OSHA regurgtions.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME

2.02, 5-10

*Flexible - Determined by class ,ap,,tit

hours.* (For planning only.)

es, evidence of comprehension and total

allocated time for block..

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
e.

:,communicates clearly in writing the problem limits, in a logic
manner
so that it is obvious the student can apply bagic factors of d arMining

and identifying thg.prbblem4iMita.
0.
14=.

- 2.03

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

TASK NUMBER: 2.03

2.0

TITLE:

TITLE: Problem Solving in Graphics

(

't.)

Use of Technical Literature as Research Base.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.03:

How to Use Technical Literature as Research'
Base.

SKILLS:

(Process Objectives)

How to:

2.031 - Use reference library.
2.032 - Use indexes of abstracts of technical puiptications.
2,033 - Search publications for desired information.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
- Types of technical literature.
a
- Catalogues and indexes for equipment and materials.
*search publtcations..,
- Publications iihich provide abstracts of writings and research reports
in specific occupational fields.
- Indexes of laws and codes.
'

.

5-15.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

2.03,

hours.*

For planning, only.)

*Flexible - Determined by.class aptitudes, e4idence of, coMprehension and total
allocated time'for block.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE. STANDARDS:
(
.

.

;.

.

- Studentcan locate reference publications requifedin library or other
storage facility.,
- ,Can .identify document(s) with desired information.
- Can fida desired infOrtation in publications./
''.

.

- Reords necessary data.

-.2.04

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:
TASK NUMBER:

2.04.

2.0

TITLE prob,kem_Solyjaa&ADAraphics_402iilt..)

TITLE: Analyze Information and Select Method of Problem

Solution.
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.04: How to Analyze Information and Select Method
of Problem Solution.
SKILLS:
(Process Objectives'

410

How to:

A.041 - Analyze information (functional, aesthetical, environmental,
technical) etc.
2.042 - Select problem solving method (process of elimination based
on logic; trial and error, or historical).
2.043 - SeleCt alternate problem solving. method.
1

;

"RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

Technical referenCes.
Historical information.
Research guides.
Need for selection of alternate problem solving strategy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

2.04,

2-7

hours.*

(For planning only)

*Flexible - determined by class aptitudife, evidence of comprehension and total
allocated time for block.
.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE

-Shows ability to make and use necessary charts and diagrams pertaining
to information being analyzed.
- Applies deliberate selection method(s) to include consideration of
historical data and information.

.

- 2.05. -

BLOCK OR Diyuipp NUMBER: 2.0
TASK NUMBER:

TITLE: Problem Solving in Graphics

2.05

TITLE: D =inn and Implement 'a Strategy for Experimental
P
oses.
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE .2. 5: How to Desi:4, :d I..lement a Strate
for
E erimental P
oses.
SKILLS:

(Process Objective

How to:

2.051 - Desigi exper ental strategy (dete
he process and steps
to be used - imits, etc;).
2.052 - Implement e..erimental strategy (perform ehe steps determined
as required or experiment or test and apply available appropriate info :Lion).

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
Technical references.
- Problem solvii4i references.
- Research guidea.

SUGGESTED INATRUCTIONN, TINE:

2.05,

4-8

hours.*

(For planning only.)

*Flexible-determined by class aptitudes, evidence of comprehension and
total time allocated for block.

REQUIR4D PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Student designs a process to be used in experiment., with steps identifiedi
in logical sequence.
- Student follows approved steps in experimental design procedures and uses
available information.

S

- 2.06 ti

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0

TITLE

Problem Solving in Graphics

(con'to.)

TASK NUMISKierT.ob--Trqr Record ariAnalyze Data.
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.06: How to Record and Analyze Data.

SKILIS:
4' .

(Peas

Objectives)

How tb:

2.061 - Record data.
2.062 - Analyze data.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
- All previous information.
- Research guides.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

2.06,

3-5

hours.*

(For planning only.)

.

*FlexibleTdetermined by class aptitudes, evidence of comprehension, and total
time alloCated for-blOc..

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
- Records data in logical and clear manner.
DemmnStrites ability. to analyze data and accept or reject data as
appropriate.

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0
TASK -NUMBER s--

TITLE: Problem,Solving in Graphics

(cOn't,,)

,47 VITLE4---Be4repared- to- Impj,emeat-44tornate- trategy.-

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.07: How to Prepare an Alternate Strategy.
SKILLS;
'

(Process Objectives)

(Skills acquired in instructional objectives 2.04, 2.0

and 2.06 apply.)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
- Need for alternate strategies.
- All information developed for instructional cbjectives

.04, 2.05, and

2.06.

I.
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIkE:

24.07,

z-5

hours.*

(For planning only.)

*Flexible-this...constitutes a review of instructional objectives 2,04, 2.05, and
2.06.

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-,Apply standaids 'for tasks 2.04, 2.05, apd.2.66.

1

O

- 2.08

IIELOCK

OR DIVISION NUMBER: 2.0

TASK NUMBER:

_TITLE: Problem Solving in Graphics

(con't.)

2.08

TITLE: Summarize and Present Sequence of Problem Solving
Events.
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 2.08: How to Summarize and Present Sequence of
Problem Solving Events.
SKILLS:

(Process Objectives)

How to

2.081 - Summarize experimental events.
2.082 - Present solution to problems (graphic models, technical illustrations,
etc.).
2.083 - Prepare simple graphic models, charts, technical illustrations and
transparencies.

RELATED_TPCHNICAL INFORMATION:
.- Technical.referenoes.
-- Research guid4s.*
- Use';'of models and illustrations. in problem solving.'

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

.4

8, 20-35

hours.

(Forp

itit only.)

4

iEQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Prepares a clea: written summarization of Problem solving process and
recommendations.
- Presents:proposed SolutiOn orally utiliZing appropriate graphic presentations and models..

52

TEST ITEMS

NUMBER: 2.0

BLOCK .01

TITLE:

Problem SolVing in Graphics

(It is suggested that each test item utilize a problem or problems that relate to
those' commonly encountered in the drafting area of graphic communications.)

N

TASK:
'2.00

Given a situation which contains a graphics problem with a requirement to
solve the problem, the student will be required to demonstrate ability to:
'2.01

A.

Identify and communicate (state) clearly in writing the problem.

2.02

B.

Identify and state. elearly i* writing-the problem limits.

2.03

C.

Search out-appropriate'technical literature from reference
library and other sources, that applies to problem.

2.04' D.

Analyze information dieveloped from references and select a
c
method by which-tosolve the problem.
,

0

2.05

E.

Design a procedure to solve the problem with steps-identifiel:
and listed in logical sequence.,

1,06

V.

Record and analyze the data developed in problem, solving procedure.
t.

2.07

G.

Take precautionary measures to select An alternate problem sowing
strategy.

Summarize and present sequence of problem solving events in

2.08

solution olf problem.

Standards:

A.

Communicates the problem clearly in'writing so that it i
the student has identified the problem.

B.

Communicates the problem limits clearl* in writing.

C.

Student determines reference requirements and locates technical
literature in library using, locator files. Identifies appropriate
documents, records necessary information accurately.

D.

Shows ability to make and use appropriate charts and diagrams to
prepare information to be analyzed. Applies delfberate selection
procedures to determine problem solving methods, to include consideration of historical data.

E.

Student selects and designs a problem solving procedure with steps
identified in logical and correct sequence. Implements problem:
solving procedure and uses information and data developed to solve
problem.

53

7us

42.103

TEST 'ITEMS (Con't.)

.BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:.2.0

TITLE:

N2

Proplem Solving in Graphics

,

.

Standards:

Records data deyeloped in problem solving in a clear, smderlY,
logical manner. Demonstrates ability to analyze data and-accept
or reject same as appropriate.
G.

Apghly stan

rds A through E,

Prepares a c ear written summarization of problem solving procedures
and recommendations. Presents proposed solution oally, utilizing
appropriate charts, graphs, models .and transparencies. Demonstrates
ability to make graphs, charts, models and transparencies that.are
simple; clear and apprOpriate for purpose used.
2.00 -wetudent should perform at least 852 of test items.A through S Correctly in
reasonable time limits.

4.1

- 3.00 -

11.

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

PROGRAM: ,Drafting (Graphic Communicatites)

COURSE: (Reproduction Processes
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
'

(Block 3.0)

Included in part in 7792
Department of Public Instruction:
(Graphics and Industrial ComMunications II)
Department of Community Colleged:
Processes I)

CAT 1111 (Reproduction

90 hours
CC /T[ - Architectural: 99 hours
mechanical: 44 hours
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES :
INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS:

High Schools -

To provide the student with the necessary skills) related technical
informapion and ability to meet task performance standards required
t
ftir job' qualification to operate the common items of reproduction
equipment used in the field of drafting and related areas of graphic
communications. The emphahisis.on theDiazo. process, black and white
photogiaphy, micro-fil (make and maintain) and use of electrostatic
copiers.
JOB QUALIFICATIONS:
.4!.

:

to ;

This block oih instruction provides initial entry job qualifies
make Diazo prints; take) develop and print black and white phe iraphs;
make and mount microfilm'and use electrostatic reproduction, equipment.
Blue Printing Machine Opeiator'(Diazo
D.O.T. Job Title Quhlifications:
Type Operator) - 979.782; Reproduction Technician - 976.381; or Microfilm technician - 979.381.

PREREQUISITES:

None

;

PERFORMANCE' EVALUATION:

See test items attached to beicspnducted at end Of'program.

O

cited equipment list.

.4

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 3.0
TASK NUMB4R: 3.01

TITLE:

RdOoduction ProcesseS

TITLE:know Common Reproduction Processes Used in Graphics.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 3.01: To'Liarn Common Reproduction Pragesses Used. In
Graphics.
SKILLS:

(Process Objectives)

How to:
3.011 -J Learn types,of common reproducVon processes.

3.012 - Learn types of common reproducti
equiplORt.
rent common reproduction
3.013 - Learn uses of material prepared by
processes.
116

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATTON:
- Equipment manuals.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:
I

3.01,

hours.

(For planning only.)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Demonstrates knowledge of types of reproduction procedures.
- Demonstrates knowledge of types of reproduction equipment.
- Demonstrates knowledge of how taterial)repared by dl,fferent processes
ate used.

1'

o,

.`:
k

A.

4

r

BLOCK OR DIVISION)NUMBER:

3.0

TITLE:

Reproduction Processes

(con't.)

Know Operation Principles of Diazo Reproduction
Process.
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 3.02: To Learn Operating Principles of Diazo
Reproduction Process.
TASK NUMBER:

SKILLS:

3.02 TITLE:

(Process Objectives)

3:021 - Know primary components and their functions of Diazo machine.
3.022 - KnOw Diazo machine capabilities.
3.023 - Know different types of Diazo process equipment.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
- Trade terminology..
- Machine operating manual.
-.7 .Trade .catalogues (supply).
- Safety considerations.

.

- Types of papere and dyes usedAn Diazo process.
productions.
Usei of various types

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

2-2. hours

(For planning onl.)

REQUIRED. PEAPORMANCE SANDARD .

X100%) of the Diazo
Machine.
- Demonstrates knowledge of Diazo process.
Demonstrates knowledge of safety requirements for Diazo process.
-+" Can identify accurately the operating component

A

.21

-r

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

3.0

Reproduction Processes

(court.)

3.03. TITLE: Make Reproductions Using Diazo Machine,

.TASK NUMBER:

rWSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 3.03:

SKILLS:

TITLE:

to Make Reproductions Using Jiiazo
chine.

(Process Objectives)

Haw to:

3.031 - Prepare Diazo type machine for operation.
3.032 - Operate ,machine.
3.033 - Maintteri equipment.

3.034 - Store Diazo media (paper and film).
3.035 - Select media for specific job.
3.036 - Trim prints.)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Manufacturer's operating manual.
types of reprodUctions.
Paper classifications.
Safety filquirements.
Diazo supply requirements.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:
(For planning only.)

3.03 - FS
- 15 ours
CC/TL chitectural:
Mechanical:
-

15 hours
15 hours

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
- Can demonstrate Ability to operate Diazo equipment according to
manufacturer's instructions.
- Demonstrates knowledge and ability of r er storagyf Diazo media.
-Can select proper,media for given job.
- Observes correct safety procedyres.

p

I

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

TASK NUMBER: 3.04

3.0

TITLE:

.

(con't.)

TITLE: Take Black and White Photographs.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 3.04:
SKILLS:

Reproduction Processes

Haw to Take Black and White Photographs.

(Process Objectives)

3.041'7-Know principles.of'photo-processes-,
3.042 - How to operate and maintain photographic equipment (Camerasr
Polaroid and 35mm, lights, light meters, lenses-according to
ow
job; filters).
"
3.043 - How to use different types of BW film.
.

.

3.044 -.: How to store film.

3.045 - HoW to obtain desired photograph Composition and effects.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Types of film.
Types of equipment.
Effect of light and background.
Manufecturer's operating manuals.

SUGGESTED' INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:
(For planning only.)

3.04 - HS
CC /TI

- 20 hours

Meal:

20 hours
0 hours

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
.

1

1'7

- Demonstrates ability to operate and maintain common-lama of photographic
equipment according to manufacturer's. manuals.
- Selects proper camera, film, and ltises for job.'
- Denbnstrates knowledge of photo processes.
- Demonstrates ability to obtain desi ;ed photograph effect and composition.
- Stores fait correctly.
.

- Determines light re

,

rements and uses artificial light correctly.

11-

J.

TASK NUMBER:

3.05

7

ccon't.)

TITLE: Develop Black and White Film.
How to Develop Black and White Film.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 3.05:
SKILLS:

Reproduction Processes

TITLE:

3.0

BLOCK OR DIVISION. NUMBER:

(Process OWctfves)

-3y051
3.052
3.053
3.054
3.055
3.056
3.057
3.058

-

Know principles og film development process.
How to place undeveloped film on reel.
How to prepare chemicals for black and white development.
How to process film in chemicals.
Haw to dry film.
How to store developing materials.
How to handle developed film.
How to maintain developing equipment.
,

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Safety requirements.
Manufacturer's specifications for developing process.
Effect of light,ondeveloping process.
Equipment and material requirements.
Darkroom requiremants.
- Film; storage reqiirebants.
.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:
(For planning only.)

- 15 hours
CC /TI - Architectural:
Mechanical:

3.05 1- HS

:

16 hours
0 hours

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
4 Demonstrates accurate knowledge of B & W film development process.
- -Demonstrates ability to handle, and develop exposed B & W film ..according
to manufacturees'epecifications.
Prepares chemicals and darkroom correctly.- Stores developing materials and maintains equipment according to

manufactureep specifications,
Observes necessary safety measures.

BLOCK OR DIVISION NIBER: 3.0
TASK NUMBER: 3.06

Reproduction Processes

(con't.)

TiTLR: Print Black and White Pictures.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 3.06:
SKILLS:

TITLE:

How to Print Black and White Pictures.

(ProcessdObjectivas)

How to:

3.061 - Make contact prints.
3.0440- Operate photograph enlarger.
3.063 -.Use a magnasight.
3.064 7 Use a densitometer.
3.065 - Mix, maintain, and use print chemicals.
3.066 - Process prints.
3.067 - Dry prints.
3.068 - Finish prints.
3.069 - Handle photographic prints.
3.0610 - Store B & W photographic prints and paper.
3.0611 --Maintain photo printing equipment.
RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION :

- Types of photographic paper.
- Manufacturer's specifications for operation-and maintenance of
photo printing equipment.
- Effect of light on photographic paper.
- Chemical
quirid for printing.

SUGGESTED INS

UCTIONAL TIME:
ning only.),

3.06- HS

- 15 hours
CC/TI - Architectural:
Mechanical:

18 hours
A hours

IRED PERFORMANCE.STANDARDSr
p
'7 Student demOnstrateS ability to make contact prints that are dried. without
curling and do ferreitype without spots.
- Student demonstrates ability.to operate photo enlarger according to
manufacturer's,instructione and produce quality enlargements in acceptable
time limits, free of dust.
- Student maintains photo printing equipment according to manufacturer's
.instructions.
- Student handles and stores photograph-1/ paper according-to manufacturer's
instructions.
,
'
.

0.
-Pm

6i

- 3.07 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMiER:
TASK NUMBER:

3.07

3.0

TITLE: Reproduction Processes

(con't.Y

TITLE:

Know Principles of Operation and Capabilities. of
Microfilm Process.
'INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 3.07: To Learn Principles dl bparation and Capabilities of Microfilm Process.
SKILLS:

(Process Objectives)

3.071,- Learn basic principles. of operation microfilm camevair.
3.072 - Learn basic principles of operation microfilm reader-printers.
3.073 - Learn photographic capabilities and limitations of microfilm
process.
3.074 - Learn capabilities and limitation' of microfilm 16mm and 35mm
camerae.
3.075 - How to design a program to employ microfilm for proposed use.

RELATED TEC
1
-

ICAI. INFORMATION:

Microfilm camera operator's manual.
Microfilm reader-printer operator's manual.
Microfilm storage requirements.
Purpose of microfilming.
'
Uses of microfilm.
Purpose of microfilm reader-printer.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 4.07 - HS
- 2 hours
(For planning only.)
f
CC/TI - Architectural: 2 hours
Mechanical: 2 hours
REQUIRED PERFORMANCE' STANDARDS:

-tStudent,demonetrates ability to'explain basic principles Of operation of
. microfilm camera'AndA'aader-ptinter with 80% accuracy.
- Student demonstrates ability to explain the'primary capabilities' and
tations.of the Microfilm process with 80% accuracy.
'Studentdemonstrates knowledge of. pur0Ose of microfilMing and howto design
a-simple program .6) employ dcrofilm.

Cl5

- 3.08 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION 'NUMBER: 3.0

TASK NUMBER: 3.08

TITLE:

TITLE: Reproduction Processes

(con't.)

.Make Microfilm Copies of Documents, Drawings and
-''plans,

INSTRUdT]ONAL OBJECTIVE - 3.08:

SKILLS:

How to Make Microfilm Copies of Documents,
Drawings, and Plane.

(Process Objective%)

How to
3.081 - Prepare documents to be microfilmed.
3.082 - Operate microfilm unit:
Load film unit
Position copy and film unit for best format image
Focus lens
Adjust film.unit for ire& to be photographed
Make exposure test
Calibrate expose s meter
Perform special exposure control operatiod
Set counter
Make exposures
Unload film unit
Provide for humidity contr
3.083 - Perform operator maintenance of microfilm Univ.
3.0.84 - Operate automatic exposure control unit for planetary cameras.
3.085 - Operate microfilm reader-printer.
Respond to alarms and safeguards.
Prepare for printing
Make print
3.086 - Perform operational Maintenance of reader-printer.
41.00
Operate image control keyboard for inicrofilm reader-printer.
3-.088 - Make microfilm so as to employ electronic keyboard counters.
3.089 - Proofread microfilm.
,

3.0810 - Print-test ticrofil:11.

3.0811
3.0812
3.0813
3.0814

-.Make microfische.
-!Splice iicrofilf47Y
- Identify and lo microfilm.
- Duplicate micro lm.

v

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

Manufacturer's equipment operating instructions.
Impact of _positive and negative page problems.
Effect of heatr humidity and voltage changes on microfilm camera operations.
Effect of static and dust on microfilm camera operations.
Need for document security.
Film.storage and film life.
Reorder procedures for spare parts.
Purpose of image control keyboard.
Purpose of automatic exposure control unit for planetary. cameras.

'"444sr!

- 3.081 -

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:
(For planning only.)

3.08- HS

- 15 hours
CC /TI - Architectural:
Mechanical:

20 hours
20 hours

.REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STAADARDS:

- Student demonstrates, proper procedures in preparing document for microfilling.
- Student prepares and operates microfilm camera following correct steps
in sequence as presctibed in manufacturer's manual., Produces clerk-to-sharp
images on film.
- Student can perform operator maintenance of microfilm camera according
to manufacturer's manual.
- 'Student states correctly purpose of automatic exposure control unit for
planetary cameres.
- ,Student demonstrates ability to operate microfilm reader-printer according
to manufacturer's instructions.ind,produces a readable document.
Student demonstrate/ ability to perform operator maintenance of readerprinter according'to manufacturer's instructions.
- Student operates image c ntrol keyboard for microfilm reader-printer
according to manufacture 's instructions.
- Student can demonstrate ow to proofread and print-tept microfilm.
- Student demonstrates ability to develop and maintain,: a workable and
efficient microfilm identification and logging'system.
- Student can state with 80% accuracy the effect of heat, humidity, voltage
changes, static' and dust on-mdcrofilm camera operation.
-

Note 1:

The material for microfilm instruction was provided by. Mrs. Christine'
W. Williams - Regioster ?f Deeds, Duplin County, North Carolina.

Note 2:

The instructional portion applies specifically to Eastman Kodak Comm.
of
Microfilm Cameras and Reader-Printers which are most common in North
Carolina; however, it is equally applicable to other equipment sudh as
fade by 3M Company.

- 3.09 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 3.0
TASK NUMBER:

TITLE:

Reproduction Processes

(con't.)

TITLE: Reproduce ocuplents Uyine Electrostatic Type
Equipment.
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 3.09: How to Rcoduce Documents Using Electrostatic
3.09

'Ripe Equi

SKILLS:

ent.

(Process Objectives)

How to:

3.091 - Operate electrostatic copier (set for length of copy,' number,, adjust
intensity, start, reduce jams, etc.).
3.092 - Reload copier paper (roll type).
3.093 - Add _toner (TBM) or like material where appropriate./
3.094 - Prepare machine to make offset press masters.
3.095. - yerform operator. care:of'equipment;
3.096 - 'Copp. single and multiple sheet originals.
.3.09+,7 -.Make copies of material on rolls.
3.098 - Make copies of material in books.

LATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

Types of electrostatic copiers and principles of operation.
Copier key operator's manual.
Supply requirements.
Legal information regarding limits on material that may be copied.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:
(For planning only.).

3.09 - HS
- 2 hours
CC/TI - Architectural:
Mechanical:

2 ho urs

2 hours

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Student can make, clear, bright copies in number required with no streaks
or marki not on original from different types of originals (single and
multiple sheet, rolled or bound).
- Student can reload copier and add toner as required according to operator's
manual.
- Student can perform operator care of copier according to operator's manual
- Student can reduce machine jams authorized for operator according to
manufacturer's manual.

65

-

3.10

TEST ITEMS

.BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

TITLE:

3.0

Rfteduaton Processes

TASK:

3.011

Student will list (identify) five different stihdard,reprodUction processed
employed by equipment commonly found in graphic communicationp activities.
__Standard: itudent_liste (identifies -)- four of live processes correctly (80%).,
.

3.012

Student will lift (identify) five different types of reproduction equipment
(by process"emnioyed, using trade or common name) commonly found in graphic
Communications AdriVit1011.
Standard: Student lists'.fiie-typis of reproduction equipment with 802 accuracy

3.013

Student will state haw material (copy) produced by five different reproduction
processes are commonly employed as graphic cOMunications.
Standard:
Student states at least 80% of the reproduction material uses
correctly.

3.021

Given a Diazo machine, the student will identify five primary operating
components and state their purpose.
Standard: Identification and purpose stated with 80% accuracy

3.022

State the reproduction capabilities of a Diazo type machine as
a.

b.
c.
d.

Color variations of copy.
Speed of reproduction (copies per minute).
Common sizes of copy (minimum to msmimi).
Preparation required of master copy prior to reproduction to include
type of material upon which master copy is made.

Standard:

3.023

lows:

Capabilities stated with 802 accuracy.

Student will comment on requirements for the -following as perthin to
Diazo machines:
\
a.

Afety considerations

b.

Storage requirements for Diazo paper.
,

Standard:
3.03

Student responses to a and b above are clear and accurate (100%).

Given a Diazo type reproduction machine and reproduction job order the
student will:
Demonstrate ability to prepare machine for operation.
Select proper paper for job.
c.
Produc desired copy.
d.
Trim c y as required..
e.
Perform operator maintenance.
i
f. ,Store paper. correctly.
a.

b.

;

ke`

TEST ITEMS (Can't.)

BLOCX OR DIVISION NUMBER:

3.0

TITLE:

Reproduction Processes

TASK:
3.03

Standard:

Follows manufacturer's operating manual.
Selects,beist paper for requirement.
c & d.' ProdUces number and stse of copy specified in job order;
copy ,image sharp and even with proper color intensity.
a.

b.

a. Perms requirements required-by operator's manual correctly.f.
Stores paperaccording to manufacturer's instructions.
3.04

Given a set of black and white photographic equipment (cSmora, lights,
matersvlenses, etc.), the Wtudent

Describe the basic principles of the photographic process.
b., Identify five major items of photographic equipment and state purpose.
c.
Set up equipment to photograph a still life object using artificial
light to obtain view(s), and effect and composition specified by
instructor.
d.
Describe and state use of co
it types of black and white film.
e.
Photograph object in "c" ab a As directed.
f.
Take outdoor pictures of objec (s) with composition specified by.
instructor with distant, mid -r ge,and closeup views.
g.
State storage life of B 6 w photo film.
,s
h.
Demonstrate proper user care and maintenance for equipmsmtitems.

di'.

Standards:

a.

b.
c.

d.
e.

f.

*
g.

h.

1002 accuracy.
80% accuracy.
Performs task, correctly (90%) following equipment
manufacturer's instructions. Object centered unless
otherwise specified.
Responds with 902 accuracy.
Follows prescribed procedures, uses equipment correctly,
takes desired views, obtains photographs with proper focus,
exposure, composition and background, with sharp,clear images._
etc., prOducing commercial copy.
Same as e.(above) except for object; observes shadow conetderations and light,effect.
States storage life of B & W film correctly.
Performs user equippent maintenance and care according
to manufacturer's trOecifiCations.
,

3.05

Given a requirement to develop black and white, photographic film, the
student will:
a.

Describe the basic principles of 11-6.)W filddevelmpment process.
Demonstrate how to prepare to develop film:
- prepare chemicals.
- prepare equinment.
- place undeveleted film on reel.
- dark room preparation.
C. Demiastrate film processing procedur s.
b.

.-/process film..

- dry film.
observe safety and light precauti ns.
.- clean-up ptocedures.

6

TEST ITEMS yon't.)
BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER

3.05

d.

3.0

TITLE:

Miproduction Processes

Demonstrate proper user maintenance of developing equipment andchemical storage.

Standards:

a.* Doscrirftioneis accurate end clear.
b.

c.

d.

Performs tasks according to-meteriel-and equipment
manufacturer's specifications. Observes lght and.safety
precautions, in preparing dark room.
,
Perfo
tasks as prescribed by photographic \rocessirig
manual.
Exercises proper care in handling an drying
.proc 414:7
ed film. Observes necessary light and safety
precautions:
Performs-task eccotding'to,linufaciurer's specif cetions.,
.

,Y)

3.06

,

Given photographic printing equiimeht, several types of paper, Job order
end processed B k W film, the etndent wikl:
,
,

.'"
v

,--

a.

Describe types and purpose of eadh type of(photographic paper displeyed.
Prepare equipment to, print %cording to printing requirements stated. in
job order.
c.. Prepare printing chemicals and bath for use.
d.
Print photographs as required by job ordero
a.
bemonstsate correct print drying procedures.
f.
Demonstrate correct photo finishing and handling procedures.
0.
Demonstrate how to maintain printing equipment,-clean -up print area,
b.

,

store '~chemicals and
1p

Standards:

a4

b.
c.

d.

Correctlyjdentifies,"describes characteristics'and'
purpose of1102 or more of photo print paper displayed.
Prepares, equipment for use according to operator's manual
and job order. Lenses free of dust.
Prepares chemicals, and print room As prescribed in
manufacturer's manual:
Prints phqtos in sizes, with special effects and.on paper
as specified In job order. Equipment operated according
to manufacturer's specifications.
'Follows drying instructions - no water spots,.
Finishes photograph according to instructions.
Follows equipment mandtactUrer's operator maintenance
instructions. Cleans up print area, correctly.. Stores
paper as required by manufacturer. 0
'

e.
f.

g.

,r

t:

OR TISION NUMBER:-

a.

g

c.

The student w11 state the basic prinCiplee,of microfilm camera
operation.
The'studenA:will startythe basic principles of Operation for
film readdilprinters
The student will state the normal limits and capabilities of.the
microfilm process.
Thee student wi11.:state the differences in capabilities of the,16mm
vs 35mm microfilM:camera.
Given a requireMent to reproduce certain types of documents on
microfilm for storage and reference purposes, *the student will designa program to accomplish the teak. Equipment requirements-and workspace
will be stated by student in plan

Stendardt

plies of microfilm camera
.Setdent''can state basio
operation with 80%.acuuracy.,
Stiude t can state basic principles of reader-printets
with
Z accuracy.
Stude
can state limits and-capabilities of'microfilm
process.
Student will 'state the lifferencei in capabilities of the
-

D.4

b.
c:

d.

e.

16mm vs 35mm microfilm camera with 90% accuracy.
The.student prepares a plan to include equipment for
microfilming the specified documents that will accomplish
job with 85% accuracy.
-;'

3.0.8
.-

Given s microfilm camera unit; microfilm reader-Orinter,9automatic
exposure control unit for planetary cameras, image control keyboard for
lacrofilm reader-printer, with necessafssupport equipmtfit, plusobjects
to be microfil.med,and film, theAstudene*ill be required.to:
.

,

State purpose of microfilming.
Prepare a document for microtilming.
c.
prepare microfilmcamera.unit,for operation, position copy, operate
automatic ekPosat crongrol.'unit for planetary Cameras and Makesemioaure.
d.
Perform operator maintenance of, microfilm camera unit.
e.
Operate microfilm readerprinter (prepare for printing and print'
'
microfilm)._ j
f. Perform microfilm reader-printer operator maintenance.
g.
Operate imageicontrol keyboard for-reader-printer" to retrieve a
.specified microfilm copy.
\h.' Proofread microfilmi:
i.
Print test microfilm.
jf Splice microfilM:
Identify,pnd log microfilm.
k.
1.
Explain impact of foll$wing and 'preventive measures or add ustmenis
a.
b.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

'

.

\--TaretN-fed.on making microfilm:

- Impact orpbsitiveand negative page problems.
- Effect of Neat; humi`dity'and voltage changes.
- Effect of stet
and dust on camera.
- Need for
nt security .4

6J

1

TE T ITEMS (Con't.)
BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

TITLE:

3.0

Reproduction Processes
ef

y.

TASK:

v
.

,...

3.08

Stanaaid:

a.

States; microfilm pdrpose cleatly and accurately.
b.
Pollowe -document preparation required ,for. type, size,
bound/unbound, age,- color of background,. color -of print,
clarity of text' and imageb, cleanliness of, document,:ett.-c.
Prepares camera unit and automatic exposure control unit.
fpr planetaiy cameras far operation according to manUfatturer's
operators manual. Adjusts' film unit fOr area to be photp&..
graphed, makes' exposure test, sets counters, focuses lens end
makes eXposure.
d.
Perform operator maintenance accOrding \\)2'''
to-Manufacturer's,
to`
operating manual,'
1:
*'
.:.
, -%
,
Operates 'Microfilm reader-printer 'according to manufatt
instructions, observes alards.,and safeguards in4reparat
for printing microfilm. Prints microfilm to obtain, docuMen1
in focus clear sharp print - full, frame.,
PerfOrma operator maintenance of readerrprinter 'according;
to manufacturer's .operating manual.
Operates inage control keyboard correctly and retrieves
microfilm of specified object on_first try. -, _
: .'
h.
Proofreads microfilm to ensure copy yea .made- as required;
using 'equipment aCcording to' instOtrion in manual.
Print tests microfilm according (fo Operator'? manual.
7 j
SpliCed film is smooth, string : an(does 'not overlap two
-different frames, ':pee oper.tbirSTMAtual.
,
Follows:recommended proced d;
red: fOr identifing and logging
-

.

.

.

...

.

''.

lb

.

4:

..

,

.

.101crofilm,-.

Can explain .:accurately (90%)' -the' impact and effect of the

xternal 'infidendeeCon microfilm photography..

3.09

Giyen a common,- standard tirpe electrostatic -copier'', a document and a bound
boOk -td be cdpied, the student: will:

Lo:: machi
h copier Paper.
Check
nsure machine is ready to useill'
Prepare co y controls to ,dtsure Machine' will piint. number and size df
first quality copies reqUired. _State purpose of each control-.

b

,Print quality copy - singly' sheet froth( d current provided.
Print quality cbpy frombound book, as
ected.
,Descripe' basic principles of electros.
t copier nachineoperStion.
betotitrate electrostatic oopiei operator maintenance requirempnts
and hOw" to reduce paper feed jam,
r
State types of documents and material Which legally ,should not be
reproduced on a copier.':
.

r

.

7>

Standards:

.Uses proper paper and loads machiq- according to manyfactureea
instructions.
Follows pre.-4eration.CheCks as prescribed in operator's
manual (90%):
4.

.

t.

'Sets copier controls as required for lob and.- the dochment to
be copied according to operator's manual% States ^purpOse of

each control accurately 'OM'.

(0

:5-

45 TEST ITEMS (Con!t.)

,

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

11.0

TITLE:

Reproduction Processes

TASK:
3.00

l

Standaid:

.

.

Prints copy that is centered, no maygin streais, brit

clear print, paper proper length for- originil _and in
specified number of copies.
et Prints copy, that is centered and all text of page legible,
following ;:operator 's manual..

h.

Describes basic principles of electrobtatic copier machine
operation with 80% accuracy.
Performs operator maintenance accordidg to copier mathine
operator's manual.
States legal limits on types of docuients that can be
copied with 90% accuracy.
o#
.

- 4.00 .

ARTICaLATION RESEARCH PROJECT,
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

a

PROGRAM:

.

Drafting (Graphfc Communications).
Freehand Drawitig and SketChing (Block 4.0)

COURSE:

f

DESCRIPTION:; Department of Public Instruction: N/A
Department of Community College's: CAT' 1,100 (Sketching
and Drawing)
.

_

I9CIONAL' 'HOURS: High-Schools - 90 .hourkg*
CC/TI

- 33 hours*

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

I

To provide the student with information as tio application andadvantage .of freehand sketching in graphic communications.
'2: To .provide. the student with the basic <s ills required to apply
1.

freehand sketching to the drawing of Objects to ..-cOmmunicate
shape and composition from obseraatiCon of subject-, verbal deperip
,NIOns,or., own mental image; using orthographic projections and

pictOrials.

JOB rALIFICATIONS
-Thia.block

of nal\truction does' not by itself prOyie initial entry job

qualifications lls. It is a component of the .several duty area in
reqUired for qualification .at the liasi4: level in,
the field of gra3phi communications, to 'include drafting.

which competency

,

PREREQUISITES:

Knowledge CT 'orthographic pl'ojection and shape deticription (Block 1.0)

It is desirable that student have Block 1.0 instruction prior
this course; the alternative is that Block 1.0 and this block be

(Note:
to

conducted concurrently.)
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:
,

See test items attached. Efflphasig.iS on competency based evaluation.

,EQUIPMENT:

See attached equipment liSt.
*Note:

This is the .time 'allocated to initial. instruction in the basic

skills':-

.required for freehand sketching and drawing: Additional time with
emphasis on aPplicatiOn of this' skill:is': provided:' in BioCk 5.0 and
the.7advanCe4,program drafting specialties.

in

- 4.01

BLOCK OR DIVISION AIMBER:

'TASK NUMAR:

4.01

4.0

TITLE:

ITLE: Freehand Dr

anti Sketchin

Know dvantages of Freeh- d Sketching ailL

INST JCT PNAL.014ECTIVE
.4;

Tb Learn Advantages of Freehand Sketching and
Drawing.,

(Pro,esa bbjectives)

4:011 - Kripw appltcatigS A freehand sketching.
4.012 - Know advantages of freehand sketching.

.

RELATED TwolicAL INiONATIoN;
ObserVation and awareness requirements for freehand sketching.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTiONAL TIME:

HS - 4 hours;
4.01, CC/TI = 2 hours.

(For planning, only . )

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE. STANDARDS:

-'Gan state accurately the applications and advantages of freehand
drawing and sketChing.

- 4.02 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:
4,

4.0

TITLE: Freehand Drawing and Sketching (con't.)

.

TASK NUMBER:

4.02

TITLE:'$ketch Freehand to. Communicate Shape and Composition°

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 4.02: How to Sketch Freehand to Communicate Shape and
'Composition.
SKILLS:. .%(FxOcesa Objectives5HaW-tof.
..

.

4.021

1.

techniques of, sketching lineS (line definition).techniques of'sketchinglshapes:
.

4.022
Apply
4,023 - APpVrte4tiques of_slietchingt.onek'and textures.
4.024 - Apply techniques of proportioning.
*4:025
Applytedhniques of-deterMining compositions
4.026 - Apply tOknique6 Of sketching -from subject.
4:027 - AppW,techniques of sketching from_Verhal or own mental image.
.\

LATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-

deo

.7Paper requirements.
- Pencil applications.,
- Charco'al appliCaiions.
- Peris (felt tip and regular) applications.
- Types of geometricfigUres.',.
.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

HS - 45 hours;
4.02, CC/TI - 16 hours.

(For plahning only.)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
0

an sketch,accurately, employing stated techniques to, communicate a specified
object (real or imaginary).
1".

4.033 - Apply skills.acluird in Block ,1.0 pertainini to 'obliques

tr

and. perspectives.

tLATED TECHNICAL INFORMATIn
.

Types

of projections..

papei requirement.
--Skttching materials.
- Type6. of geome4ic- figures.

;UG6ESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

4.

to

HS I- 40 hours ;
,

CC/TI - 15 hours.

(For .planning only.)

tEQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student demonstrates ability to tetc13iiirehand a specified object
using orthographic and, pictorial methiMPF

-L14.04 -

TEST ITEMS
.

BLOCK OR; DIVISION NUMBER:. 4.0

TITLE: Freehand Drawing and

ketching

-*

TASK:
4.01

.

Given a situation which ;will require an,Object to be-presented by freehand-.
'aketCh drawing4the student will state..the_application4and aditantagealoV.
freehand sketching and drawing...
Standard: Applications And .advantages of 'freehand sketching stated are
accurate and valid.
.

4.02

Given a requireme t-ta'.Oommunicate shape andcampositionAif an object by'
freehand sketchi
and drawingithe student will apply the follawing SketChing
techniques to pe orm task:
,

c.
.

e.
f.

.

Sketch lines' fline deftnition).
Sketch shapes.
Sketch tones and textures.
Detetmine composition.
Sketch from subject (observation).
Sketch from written or verbal or own mental image.

Standards: Student.' applies techniques a through d with 80% accuracy and
perfOrms task so that.object is recognizable and work neat in reasonable'
time limits.
4.03

Given a requirement to sketCh'and draw freehand an object using orthographic
projectibns and pictorials,the student will demonstrate abilitY to:
a.

b.

Apply theory of orthographic projection and pictorials to freehand',
sketching.
Apply,skills pertaining to obliques and perspectives to freehand
sketching.

.Standard:: Student performs task neatly.in reasonable titoe.while'demonstrating
ability to use Orthographicirojectioss and pictorials with 85% Accuxacy.

r
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INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE7

-

Drafting': (Graph'ic: Communications)

_PRO_GR4:

COURSgt 'Graphic ConipOsiti:On,;(Block 5.0)

DepartmenfofTublie InstruttionVIncluded in T & I 7192:'
(Graphics and Industrial CommnnicAion II)
A

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

.Department Of COMmunity Colleges:
INSTRUCTIONAL. HOURS: .H1gh SChooll
4,5 hours*

CAT 1109;(Composition). 4rA

`CC /TI

INSTRUCTIONAL 0BJECTIVES:'
;1.

.

To pticOVIdi-the stUdeiifeh the-abilyity to
define and ideyefi
Icelements of graphic composition.
To provide the student. with the ability to control composition
o
aphid: jobs using various elements of graphic composition..
4

JOB QU

O

r
.

FICATIONS:

SncceS6 ul.cOmPletion of this blotk of instruction-ip essential,tO,
4CquisitionOf,initial entry job skills for qualification .at the
lowest job level in the general, field of graphic. communications.
It is part ofa series of instructional blocks required for.job
qui4ification,anddotsznot proVide
identifiable job qualification by itserf....

PREREQUISITES:
)

Basi6 Technical Drafting (Block 1.0),and Freehand... Sketching and
Drawing '(Block l4.0)

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:
Seetest items. ..attached., ,EMphasis

on competency based.eVa4taxion:

EQUIPMENT:.

See attached eqUipment list:
.4;

.

*Note:-

Th s,is the time allocated toinitial.instructiOn in the basiC
s ills required for Graphic Gomposition.
Additional time for emphaSise
on application of thiS skill is provided in the advanced program
drafting specialties:

1

1316*K OR DIVISION NUMBER: 5.0

TASK NUMBER:

5.01

TITLE: Id

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 5.0

SKILLS:

TITLE:

Graphic Couposition

f.x and Define Elements of Graphic,C

11.1

Position

How to Identify add Define Elements' of Graphic
Composition.

(Process Objectives)

5.011- Know definition of elements-of graphic composition.
5.012 - How to identify elements-of graphic composition.
.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

T,.Definition,ofgraphicicbtpalition.
- Effect of elements 01 graphic Eomposition.on compOsit

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

HS

8.hours;

5.01, CC/TI

hour.

(y'pl'anning only.)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
-_Can identify accurately '(80%) elements of graphic composition.
- Can define accurately by (80%) the elements of graphic composition.

0

-

73

- 5.02

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

5.0

TITLE: Graphic Composition

(

n' t )

TASK NUMBER: 5.02

TITLE: Control Graphic Compositions Using Elements of
Composition.
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 5.Q2:How to Control Graphic Compositions Using
Elements of. Composition.

SKILLS: ,(Process Objectives)
How to:

.

5.021 - .Control" Composition using location;
5,022 - Control composition -using ford.
5.023 - Control composition,using hue.
5.024 -.Control coMpositicin -using size.

5.025- Control .composAtionusing. value.(intensityY,
- Control coitiPosition using direction.
5.027 - Control composition using symmetry and balance.)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
Coldricharts and graphs.
- Intensity charts.
- Value charts and graphs.
O
Technical manuals.
- Supply manuals.
- Effect of elements of composition on composition.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

,HS - 36 hours;'
5.02: CC /TI - 27 hours.

FoY planning only.).

REQUIRED PERFOkMANCE'STANDARDS:
.

_-.Student.demonstratesabilitY. to,de;ine and identify elements of composition (80%,
Student - demonstrates
to correctly control composition using
..elements of :

Size.
location
Form
Hue'

- 80% accuracy.

Nalde
Direction
Intensity
SymMetry and,Balante

- 5.03 -

TEST ITEMS

5.0 "e TITLE: Graphic Composition-

BLOCK OR DIVISION', NUMBER:

TASK:
5.0)..

Given a requirement to define. elements of composition and identify the
elements of compodition used on a specified graphic communication presen,

tation, tffe student' swill:
a.
rt;

'Define in writing the elements of graphiC composition.
Identify the elements of composition as employeeon.thedpecified
composition.
i
.

'

Standards: Student defines in writing the, elements of composition with 802.
accuracy.
Student identifies with 80% accuracy the elements of graphic
composition as -applied on the graphic presentation.

Given a graphic cromunication.presentation requirement with a provision to
cOntrrol'compositikkOiring the. various elements of compositio'n.ehe student
will tontrol compodition>using six of seven elamehts to control composition
listed below:
.

-a. ,LtmatIon.

b. Xta*
d.
e.
f.

Aue.
Size.
Value (intensity).
Ditectioq.
Symmetry and balance.

-Standard: Student demonstrates ability to "apply control of'compodition
six elements selected with 80% accuracy.
5.02
f

o

Given a series' of '6Dlor'cbakts; intensi
Ici;artS, value charts,and gr phs
,
that apply.-65, the.-'control elemen6i-of graphi6\comunicatioassthe
nt I
deuxifistratei'ability t.o Usesuch items to assist
elem is
of composition td Control of.composition.
Standard: 'Student uses correct charts and graphs properly for the e ment
of control, being applied to control the composition.
\

r"
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Drafting'(Graithic Communications)

PROGRAM:
COURSE:

Lettering (Graphic Communications)

COURSE DESCIMIXON:

INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS:

(Block 6.0)

Department of Public. Instruction - Sam T & I .ourse
7551 and 7552:
Department of CommTity alleged-- CAT 1126..(Lettering)

High Schools 7 45 houis*
CC/TI - 33 hours*

.

AV'
__
-INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

41Fovide the student with the primary skills to letter freehand and use
the various'devices and transfer types of 'lettering procedures applied in
graphic communications.
JOB QUALIFICATIONS:
.

j5b qualificition is acquired Wy successful completion of
of instruction. Acquisition of these skills and
IMO
information are essential to the basic requirements for ini
v$try
job qualifibation.
No 'apeli
this

4

QUISITES:

None
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

See test items attached; Emphadis is on competency.based evaluation.

A

EQUIPMENT:

See attached equipment list.

*Note:

This, is the time allocated to initial-instruction iri the basic skills
requifed
Adaiii.Oriar`tImejvith'eaehina0p1.1,CatiotiC7':of this skill is provided in the advance d program-4raftinii.Spedialties.,
..
ob

- 6.01 -

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER: 6.0
TASK NUMBER:

6.01

TITLE: Lettering (Graphic Communications).

TITLE: Letter Freehand.

'INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - 6.01: How'.to Letter Freehand.
-SKILLS:

6.011

(Process.,ObjectiVes)

Know different styles, types and techniques of freehand littering
most commonly used and when to use each.

6.012 - How to letter freehand apply appropriate techniques.
11.

KELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:-

- Types of materials Used in lettering.
- Style dharts agd letter types.
HS
.10 hours.;
6.01, CC/TI - 15 hours.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

(For planning only.)

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
N
,

- Student can identify different-Oweehand letterihg techniques, most
commonly'uaed types and styles and when, used At 80% accuracy."
Delanstrates-ability to' letter freehand most common types and.styles
of letter, accurately:, with proper 'Atter proportions' and neatness
considerations applied.

AC

8

ti

e

- 6402 TITLE: Lettering, (6raphic Communications)

-BLOCK OR DIVISION NUI03ER: 6.0

TITLES LetteAsing Transfer and Pressure Sensitive
Letters.'

-TASK NOMBER:,- 6602
a

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE'- 6.02: Rolf to Letter Using ,Transfer anePressure
.

SKILLS':.

'Sensitive Letters..

,

(PrOcess Objectives)

I

6.021 - How, to use transfer and, pressur sepsitive letters.
e

RELATED:TECIITCAL".INFORNAVON:

--Supply catalogues:

ManufSctuier '13, instructions .

.1,

.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIOisIAL TEC;

.6.02,

CC7TI

hours;
- 2 hotirs.

.

(For planning
only`..)
,
,

REQUIRED PERFOltmANCE

.

TANDARDS:

,

Demonstrat*

ility to use colkectly Land neatly-transfer and pressIre

sensitive; iitt re. as' requirV.

,

.4011;

(con 't

- 6.03.-

..

6.0

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

TITLE: LetterAgg,(Graphic

lions)

TITLE: Letter Using Mechanical Devices.

TASK' NUMBER: 6.03

4

-

4911111.6,

-

INSTRUCTIONAL: OBJECTIVE - 6:03: How,to Letter UsingAdhanical Devicee.

4SKII1S;

(PrOcess Objectives)

How to:

\'
11 6

6.031 - Use Leroy type lettering devices.
6.032 - Use,Ames typs lettering devices.

I'

0,

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
,Supply Catalogues.
- Manufacturer's manuals.
.
,

t

HS - 10 hours;
6.03,0C/T1 - 8 hours.
(For planning .opl

,

'SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME:

REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
*

- Detonstrates),,ahility to use correctly endneatly'tOy'and Ames type*..
4ettering de ceg to produce lettering for 1:900ifilLjObg
?

71
-

.

(Con't.)

BLOCK OR DIVISION - NUMBER;

TASK NUMBER:,

6 01;

6.0

.TITLE: LetteriOg(Graphic.Communications)

(Can't.)

TITLE: Letter Uslog Templates.
How to Letter Using TeMplates.

.I.MpTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE -

4

-SKILLST77(Process Objdttivea)
.

.

6.041 - How to wit templates to letter4

RELATED TECHNICALINFORMATION::
I

- Types of templates available.
- Care of templates.

/

HS - 6 hours;
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL' TIME:

6.04,- CC /TI-,- 4 hours.

(For planning only.)

RpUIRED,PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:.
4

Student. demonstrat
meet lettering -re

,ability to correctly use proper templates to
reMenis"and,produce a heat and accurate job..

k

r.

4.

6.05'

ir

BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER!
TASK NUMBER:

6.05

6,0

TITLE:

Lettering (Graphic Communication)

(C4Ilit%)

TITLECLetter Using PhOtographic Processes.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECT/1 - 6.05: How to tetter Using Photographic Processes.
SKILLS:

(Process Objectives)

How to:

6..01 -.Use p ototypositor for lettering.
6.052 - Use he
iner,for lettering.
6.053 7 Maintain phdtbtypositor and headliner.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION
- Manufacturer's 'manuals.
Supply requirements and, storage procedures.
Supply catalogues.
Types of lettering produced by equipment.

04

V
HS -..6 hours;

StIGGESTED INSfRUCTIONAL TIME:

6.05, CC/TI - 4 hours.

(For planoliOttly.)

'REQUIRED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:.

- Student daponstrates ability to produce correctly lettered job in reasonable
.time usilikhototypOditoi.
'- Student demOnstrates abilit to produce correctly lettered jab in reasonable
time using headliner.
7 StiAdent deionstkates abili y to maintain equipment and store laterial
according to manufacturer's specificat nu:
.

.

4,
tel.,

7

4

.

TEST ITEMS

'BLOCK OR DIVISION NUMBER:

6.0

TITLE: Lefterpg (Graphic Communications)

TASK:

6.01

Given a display of a series of examples of various types, styles
add.techhiques 'of freehand lettering coemonly used in graphic
cpmmvhication the student will: Identify in writing the types, styles
and techniques orlettering displayed.
Standard: ,Student identifies 80% of the lettering, displayed accurately.

6.01

'Given a requirement to lette&Jreehand several types and styles of letters
and,apply specific lettering techniques to a designated job, the student
will demonstrate ability to select and letter freehand two types of lettering in two styles, applying &common lettering technique selected by the
instructor.
Standard: Types and styles of lettering appropriate fat job; all letters
correctly formed and proportioned; technique applied correctly; time limits,
reasonable; neatness, applies.

6.02

Given a variety of transfer and pressure sensitive type commercial letters,
to be used on'a esignated graphic coMmunication, the student will demonstrate
ability ta.sel t and use the correct letter for job.
Standard: Le ters correctly and neatly app
d (90%); letters selected are
appropriate for the job; all words are spel d correctly (100%); punctuation
is correct (100%).

6.03

Given a lettering job with ,a requirement to use a common mechanical letterihr
device the student will: Demonstrate ability to select and use the correct
MechaniCal lettering items for the job.
Standards: Lettering type, style, size, etc., appropriate for job; words'
,spelled correctly with prOper punctuation; letter and word spacing is
correct; lettering is neat and performed in "a reasonable time limit.

'liven a set of4

6.04

tering templates and a graphics job with a lettering
ofiuirement involving diffeFent styles and types of specified letters the
student will: Letter the job selecting and using the templates required
for specified styles and types of lettering.'
Is
Standard: Student selects correct templates for the job; student uses
templates correctly-, produces neat work, correoklyspaced; Productagen time
is reasonable.

'6.05

Given,a graphics job order with a lettering requirement, that. can be satisfied
by,using a headliner
phototyposiior to produce required letters the gtudent
will be required to
.

.

.

.

ProdUCe desired lettering as specified in the job' order,using a
typ
phototypositor
':
,r
--,
7
b.". Produce-lefteiing specified by- the job.order,u0ing a: headliner.
a.

:

.ir

.

The'student uses phototypositor correctly,. producing desired letters,
properly spoced,-with pUnctuationland spelling correct, ,Performs operator
.maintenancespecifiedbY manu4seturer;, Student uses headliner correctly to
produce -lettering speCified_in-jOb order,
spaced, with puhctuation
andspelling coryect, Perlorms operator maintenancespec*fied by.manufaCturer.

!.'''.Standards

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

,

.

APPENDIX A
4

ARTICULATION RASEARCH PROJECT
,DRAFTING (GRAPHIC:COMMON/CATIONS) PART I (BASIC)

SUGGESTED EQUIPMENT LIST..

For a:Odhool condUcting 'a- Vocational or TechmnXDrafting_.(Graphic_CommuniCations)
PrpgraM bated upon 18 student el#se size.

,
Quantity
18-

4

'Description.

Practical drawing outfits, including:
1 - drawing instrument set
24! x 36" wide vinyl drawing top covers (self-se
1- square, maple, Clear plastic lined, 30"
'1 - triangle, 3p° x 60°, plastic 10"
1 - triangle, 45°, plastic 10"
1.- adjustable triangle
1 - scale, architect's triangular, engine tided
1 - engineer's scale
1 - mechanical scale
1.- protractor,' plastic, semi-circular
1 - set of Plastiq/curves
1 - adjustable cuive
1 - ro11 3/4" drafting tape

,g)

2 - lend' holders

1 - eraser, vinyl
1 - electric eraser., plug-in type
1
sandpaper pad pencil pointer
1 - ink, black, 3/4 oz: bottle
5 - setwrapid-w-graph (couplete sets)
1 - iustrtiction book on "Us&-and. Care of Drawing Instrumenis"'
'

18
3
1
1
1
1

.

1
1
1

2

*18
1
1

1

1 - lettering. chant
3 - H heads
2 - 40H heads
1 - tube compass lead
,Bench duster
DraftiMg mac
s
Proportional
vider
Compass beam
Compass, drop bow,pen and pencil
Caliper, inside
Diazo machine
Paper cutter (Min-36" blade)
,Shears, trimming, 12"
1 sharpeners
P
Dr
ing tables Watools,:%6-drawer-atorage unit (24" x 36" top)
ght.fable

,

oicase, 37"w x 12"d x 80;
Storage.cabinet'wtth lock, 80" x 36" x 18"
r.

*NOte:

This ellipment recoMemnded for High School only.
dr ting tables recomuended for CC /TI.:
041

'4

Professionpl size

APPENDnt Arv(tiln't,)
a
,"oqsipmentlilk(Con't.)

r

Description

uantitr,

Table, library,30" 4. 60"
Filing cabinet with lock, 5-drawer full:, suspension

1

.

1

.-. legaltize

1

18

.

,

.

.

Overhead projector with screen
Opaque projector
Chalkboard drafting machine
Mechanical lead pointers.

1

Drafting4encilaharpener

1

Filmstrip projector with cassette tape

1

Stapler, and remover

1

5-drawer drawing file (50 5/16" x 38 1/2" x 2 1/2" d ar,

1

Drawing file closed base ,- 6" high
Set blapkboard drawing instrummits including large 3 0 x 60°
triangle'and large compass
Lettering set (mechanical)
Sets lettering Templates

1

1

18
1
,

1

Headlifier

%

Phototypositor

'1

Black and White Photography (Develop and Print)
Photo enlarger
Contact frame
Densitometer
Print paper drier
Magnasight
Developing trays
garkroom for film developing.
Wash tank
Film tanks
Film reels
Film drier.
35mm camera with lenses and filters
Light meter

l'
1
1
1
1

4

.

1
1

.,,

3
3
1
1'

1
1
1

.

'Polaroiiiicame%%,;

Set of /Iota lights

iii

MicroMicrofilm
film
Photography:

.

'Darkroom for .camera work /Microfilm camera unit.05mra (16mm optional)
leader-Printer 'Unit
Automatic. Exposure -Control Unit for Planetary Cameras
.

1

1
1.

1
1.

1

ImaWcontrql,kpyboard
Fill loaderFilmatorage cabinets.
Pilaf loading station

Film **ction station
Electrostatic Copier

EleCtrostatiC coPiSr(available.

structio) ,
0-.

new

j "SUGGES ED SAMPLE"

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT

STUDENT VOCATIONAL SKILLS RECORD
PR9BLEM SOL

G IN GRAPHICS, ,BLOCK 2.0c

(FOR INSTRUOITOR'S FILE)

DATE:

NAME:

4'1
TITLE:

CERTIFIED BY:
INSTITUTION:

CODE

TASKS

CODE
(U L M S)

Define the Problem.*

(U L M

Identify problem limits.*

(U L M S)

Use technical literature'in
developing a research base for
the probleM,*
.

.(U L M

Analyze available related information and selectproblem
solving method.*

)

L m s)

TASKS
Design and implement a strategy
for experimental purposeS.*

(U L M S).

Analyze and record results'of
experiments; strategy.*

(, L M S)

Have an alternate strategy if
first choice does not work.*

(U L MS)

SummsrOm'snd present the sequence of event and steps
utilized' in pr ).em solving
from definition to solution.*

GENERAL ATTITUDE
(U,L M S)

Industrious and energetic

(U L M

Cooperative with associates And instrUctOrs-

(U L MS) ;Dependable

tM:e Punctual..
CQDE - CIRCLE APPROPRIATE 'LETTER
.

,

.

16 -; Unqualified

L'- Limited skill, requires supervipion
M - Moderate skill, required minimum supervision
S --(Skilled, works independently

/These are the tasks as Amin in the task listing.

A, STATIC ARTICULATED' usTatiprio
OBJECT IVES GUIDE
1

"

r

OTATE'PILOT MOD

FOR

,!10YTING(GRAPHIC"COMM6NICAT/'

PART II - SPECIALTY PROGRAMS;

.

SECTION - A (MECHANICAL DRAFTING PROGRAMS
.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MECHANICAL DAFATING. AND DESIGN
DRAFTING
MECHANI
-

.

(T-0415)

(V-017)

"DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

MECHANICAL)ESIGN III

(T &I 7573(Y-4).

ARTICULATION.OF OCCUPATIONAL.EDUCATION pRoGRAMS.EETWEEK

-

SECONDARY SCHOOLS'AND TECHNICAL' INSTITUTES /;.::

COMMUNITY ,COLLEGES PROJECT

A JOINT RESEARCH PROJECT SPON OkED Ey,
THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE DEPARTMENT OF UBLIC INSTRUCTION
AND
THE NORTH, CAROLINA STATE .DEPARTMENT OF
MMUNITY COLLEGES*

.40

a

TAB4',OP CaTEkTS:

*d

Page

.

Program Summary

i -iv

Techiidal DriTting II (Tolerancing, Dimensiodh and Note', Shop
PrOcesshs, Revolutions Nia and Intersections and Development)

102.01

Technital Drafting III (Threads, Fasteners, Motion iranSfer
and 11ding Representations)

103.01
41.

204.01

Descriptive Geometry

41/

.1

Design Rraft'in/I (Prepare Preliminary. Drawings)

so

206.01

De'stin brgfting II.Orepare Working/rrOduction DrawIngs),.
.

.

-

205.01

10.

.Mechanisms (Drdfting and Mathematical Solutions.iö Motion
'.
Transfer Design)

211.01

Jigi*and Fixtures Design

212:01

.

vr`

Design.Draf ting I/I(A) _and (B) .(Punches and .Dies,

Mechanical, Printed Circuits)

.

223.01

14

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
PROGRAM SUMMARY.

DRAFTING* (GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS)
PART It r 'SPECIALTY PROGRAMS
'

,

f.

17R4RAM:

t.

,

.

MechadicalPraftingmidliDesign
MeRha,M;*:(Induesitial) Dr

T -O43 G, V-017;
PROGRAM, NUMMI Department Of'Community
DepartMent of Public Instruction - Np Program
(T6I.757340 the high school.drafting,course

with.related'drafting program content)F.
Ii4AFTING-COURSES AND COURSE NUMBERS:
";,

,TECNNICAL.DRAFTING'-It - SLOP( 102 (Tolerancing,- Dimensions and
Proassee, Revolutions, Intersections and 4:
.Notes,
Developonts, MeaSuring Devices) (This block of instruction
includes the contents of courses identified as DFT 102 and
DFT 1192 and part of T &I 7573(Y -2).,)

BLOCK.103 (Threads, Fasteners, Motion
TECHNICAL DRAFTING
iofMr.;
(This block,
Transfer and WeldiwiRepresentatiOns)
struction includeaThe contents of.COureed Identified as
DFT 103, DFT 1190 and.Ted1J5/3(Y-i).)
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY - DCC DFT 204 and DFT 1125
(This
DESIGN DRAFTING I - BLOCK 205 (Preliminary Drawings)
block of instruction includes the contents of courses
identified as DFT 205 and DFT 1171.)

ppip,DRAMING II - BLOCK' 206 (Working/Production DraWings)
(This block of instruotiod includes the contents of courses
identified as DFT 206 and Dr- 1196.)
.

-' :1
,

.

..

.

MECHANISMS(*) - BLOCK21.1 (This block of instruction includes
'
the. contents of courses identified as DFT 211.)
.

.
:../

,JIGS 4. FIXTURES DESIGN,, BLOCK 212 (This block Of instruction"
...includes contents of courses, identified as DFT 212 and DFT 11 1.
.

.

DESIGN DRAFTINOI -' BLOCK 223 (Punches and Dies, EleckrO.4- met anialPrinted Circuita). (This b1oCk of instruction
In ludes contents:.Of toursesA.dentified.as DFT. 223 and
D :1191.)
I.

PART II = PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONALCONTACT HOW, DRAFTING' COURSES ONLY:
year - 4354c DPI - 360
-.DCC - 1 year - 4,35 *,

*Nate: *Included as an elective in pram concerned.

.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJE9IVES, PART II - SPECIALTIFS:.

Snigger tied Ins true tconal Time

Summary - Course
Instructional Objectives

By Course - In Contact Hours
CC/TI 6111S

Technical Arid
- To prOvide: job
cation competencies riquiped to perforp drafting
tasks-inthio activity areas. of. tAerancingc417
mensionsand n0110, shopsproctsses; tbe,appUnation ofireyolutions; plus iiktereections and
developments, and use of.theasuriug devtces.
Job qualificatien peAormince Standards will
be applied.

2:Yeek - 66
.1 Yet' - 06
As -.18o

,

TechniLal Drafting III - To .provide job,qualifi-.
eation level competencies required to perform
drafting teaks in the cluty.areat.'ofmAkawing

BLOCK 103
2 Year - 99

threads,' fasteners and springs.,ieWing representation, and motion transfer (cams,;)marb,
pulleys ami-belts,'sprockets and chains).
J90
qyalification perfOrnance standards.w111 beapplied.

1 Year -99
HS -180*
(*See Note 1, BLOCL 103)

DCC MT 204 E.,DFT 1125

Descriptive Geometry, 7.The purpose of this
coursie.i4(to provide the student with the
ty to Visuiliii-tnd pakt graphic analyses of
.space problems involing points, lines, planes,
connectors and the spatial relationshipabetween
them. Practical disign problems 'will be
stressed with analytical verification where
applicable. The Le'Systeme International.d'Units
(SI) Metr.fc System Units 'is recommended for use
with assigned problems:

2 Year - 55
1 Year - 55
HS - None

e

.:-

BLOCK

28
.

'2 Year - 88

'1 Year - 88
HS - None

:1)edign:Drafting II -.Tb provide job7qualiliea
,,tiorr competencies.required,t9/1)erfokm dkafting
tasks in the' .duty area of preparing workingdtawinge.for reprodUction,, Blueprint' reading
.competencies will be developed.and the uge of
special drafting media and inking techniques.cOvered:
Job quaplication.performance standar&
will be applied. An orientation on Patent Drawing
requirements is also provided.

BLOCK:2 6

'2Year -

DesigA Drafting I - To Provide job qualification
competOcies required to, perform drafting
related to the activity or duty are
area of pre-..
naringA.neliminary drawings; Also included is
application of piobleth solVing procedures,
model making, layout and design sketching skills
acqUired:in Part I of this program% Use of
handbooki,tlis, ANSI'and relateil manuigi as
',references will be stressed.
Problem solving
..a/Splication will be extended td include thelp
preparation of written and Oral'-engineer reports.

7

1.Year,- 77
HS
None

94

.

A.

1INSTRUCTIOiAL OBJECTIVES, PART II -'SPECIALTIES:

Suggested Instructional Time
Cpures - In Contact Hours
CC/TI.& HS

aLocK

Summary -.Course
1,
Instructional Objectives
Micheal-ems -! To provide the atudent!with_knowl-!

211--

edge of Vasic bgrminology and cohcepts of
mechanisms. Teprovidethe Student with the
ability to develop both drafting room and mathematical solutions of problems involving the
principles of machine elements. .To provide the
\student with knowledge of the methods used to
deiign gears, gear trains, cams, pulleys and
belting.

2 Year - 55*
1 Year - 55*

HS -None

i

OCK 212
2 Year - 55
1 Year - 55
HS - None

0

Jigs and Fixtures Design -dro providethe student with lob qualification competencies in
(a) knowledge of the
drafting pertaining to:
principles involved in the design and production of cone bn wpm of' jigs and fixtures;
(b) the applica4on-bf jigs and fixtUres;
(0 knowledge of standard parts for jigs and'
fixtures; and (d) the practical application
of theories and procedures in the design of
f'
and Milling Fixtures.
brill

.

,

BLOCK 223A
2 Year - 55
1 .Year - 55

HS - None
BLOCK 223B

2 Year - 44*
1.Year,- 44*
'H9 -None

Desdign Drafting III(A) - To provide the student
with required basic introductory ;Information and
knowledge regarding the design procedures .ppr
(a) punch And die design; (b) electro-mechanicalv
q,
and (c) printed circuit designs

Debign Drafting III(B) - As a, continuation of
223A, to provide instruction and opportunity'
fOr' application of -acquired skills and related,*
technical information leading to -the competencies required for job qualification in the duty,
areas of (a) punch and die design and drafting;
(b) electro-mechaniCal-desiggrand drafting; and
(c).printed circuit design and drafting.
.

k

tc

.

*

..

s

:,

.

JOB 'QUALItICATTON SKILLS GAINED BY THE COMPLETION OF PART -I '1400-pART II:
.-4,

.

:

.-,

..

,

SUccessful completion of Part I (Bisic)nd PalighiIresults in the following
initial employment fob qualifications .(one to t115. years on the job experience
is normally consideredoneceseary for full qualification for upper level jobs),
in addition to the 27Year.Program objective of NechaniCal Drafting and Design
-'Technician.

.

95

s

-1v7
Program Title

1977 - D.O.T. Title & Number

T-043 - Mechanical Drafting and
Design

Chief Drafter or
Layout Drafter
Mechadicil Drafter

.1,

V-017 - Mechanical Draftittg

Note:

Other potentials, both programs:

-

-

007.261-010
'007.281-010

Mechanical Drafter -

007.281-010,

Drafter (Castingi) Draftei (Patent)
Drafter (Tool Design) -

007.261-014
007.261-018.
007.261-022

S.

PREREQUISITES:'.,

Enrollment in the 'drafting specialties of Part II A Specialties is contingent
upon successful.completion of instruction required in Part I - Basic.
Prerequisites for each individual-course to shown upon the course summary sheet.

4
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

Evaluation should be by performance (Competency Based) testing. Test items
should be task performance dirfacted,to determine that the learner is job
qualified to perform the job tasks. organic to the duty area of activity related
Ito, the course of instruction.
Performance:seandardS applied should, be those
required to meet initial employment job requirements for the task concerned 2'
and the applicable standards manuals:
'4
.

5

.

A

EQUIPMENT:

,

..

.

.

406

.

.

in

Drafting equipment normally found'in.a drafting room environm
-industries:
See also Appendix A, Part I -.Batic.

local- area

.-

,

_,)

.

.-

' ADJUSTMENTS TO-INSTRUCTIONAL TIME ALLOCATIONS PROVIDED PO.
- ;
BLOCKS OF INSTROCTION CONTAINED IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL OEJECTIVES GUM
TITLED - DRA
(0APHIC COMMUNICATIONS)
PART I -,'BASIC

'

.

.

r.

Part4 - Basic

of .this

,

program isr-dealgned 6 provIte for :instruction that willdevelop,, the
r.?Undamental skills, or competencies required in most sUbse-quent courses of.,
.several prdgrams related to drafting. Owing .to the limitations. in program'. 'enable instructional Tontast,,41 ,, it may be necessary to
Adjust the formal classroom /drafting room/laboratod/ struC5ional time allocalions
lions for'several.of the blocks of instruCtion Conti ed:itly,istt I. This Wilk
that'theyinitiaLexplehaVom, delonatTation, Ascussiofi anchpreliMineili
Apoplicatioos only 13e conducted' as formal course.iderktified classes
The primary.

7
,

.

application and reinforcement phases of the-competencies concerned should then
be integrated or conducted concurrentlyi*ith appropriate subsequent instruction
lty),drafting to achieve job qualification
In other courses of advanced (spe
competency.
The primary.difference between the average 1,Year and 2 Year Programs in the
Mechanical Drafting Specialtyis that the 1 Year Program concentrates more on
the manual drafting skills involved in each block of instruction, and receives
Two Year Programs cover both the manual drafting skills
less oftheitheory.
and the theory. Two year students are required to have more mathematics,
physical science and engineering Subjects to achieve technician status.

%Or

4

3

.11

DEVELOPMENT OF AIIICULATED SPECIALTY DRAFTING PROGRAMS

Section A -. Mechanical Drafting and Design /Mechanical Drafting

The instructional content requirements for Drafting (Graphic Communications),
Tart I - Basic, was developed by the State Articulated. Drafting Advisory and
Program Committee. This committee as sh9wn in'Part Icconsists of drafting
teachers/instructors and craft advisor's.
The articulated specialty drafting
er advanced drafting programs- (Arcfiitectlfral and Mechanical)', shown in Part II,
are based upon the Part I - Basic, which provides the essential instructional
content guidance for the development of competencies in basic technical drafting, problem solving;reproduction, composition (layout), freehand sketching
and.drawing, and lettering.; It was advisor, consensus that the individual
desiring to enter tHe drafting or related occupati6ns should have a firm grasp
of the competencies presented in Part I
Basic, prior to attempting to acquire
competencies or skills in a drafting (graphic communications) specialty.
The specialty area of drafting presented in Section A,, Part II is Mechanical
Drafting. Shown are the proposed articulatti_drafting components for Mechanical Drafting and Design (T-043) and Mechanical brafting (V -017) Programs
offered by certain CC/TI.
Section A is alignVd,with and recognizes the advanced
specialty course titled Machine Design CM 7573(Y-2)) that is offered in many
of the high schools.
The instructional content is organized into blocks, shawlsg
titles and numbers used by the North Carolina CC/TI. TOe competencies which
must be taught for the student to be considered job qual4fied in'a particular
Braftinvduty area are shown as taskii.
Tasks are those detail job functio ns or assignmints which the worker normally
performs and collectively make up. the job.
They may be initially grouped
under eadings to which they are related called duty areas. Duty areas4and,
their ubordinatt tasks are identified and developed by performing a job analys'iwto obtain a Task Listing or Task Inventory. '.For instructional purposes,
duty areas with a number of major tasks may become courses, whereas duty areas
that bar relatively few tasks which are not complex in nature may be identified
as "blacks" and grouped with other related duty areas to provide an instructional
course.
The duty areas and, tasks listed in the Mechanical Drafting Section of
Part II were developed from a review, of course outli4ps provided by Fayetteville
.Technical Institute, Forsyth Technical Institute, Central Carolina.Technical
tnstitute, Guilford Technical Institute; Piedmont Techhicalanstitute, Western
Pieont Community College and. Wayne Community College. Additional information
Iobtained from the Sanford, North Carolina Project and The Peninsu4a Vocanal
Education Center, Hampton, Virginia. An' ERIC search was also conducted
ti
7by the EducatiodInfirmation Center, State Department of Public Education. The
ERIC search produced some excellent, very recent task inventories from Louisiana,
Texas, Florida, Washington and Virginia.

All.of-the information from sources cited was synthesized to deveiopa series.of
courses compatible with general program guidandE from the.N.C. State Department
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Section A - ,Mechanical Drafting and Design/MeChanical Draftine(Cont.)

of Community Colleges and current practice by instAutiOns. The tasks which
appeared to* taught by most institutions within each course are listed in
the instructional tack inventbry. Thcise tasks which appeared to.be'coilifex
in nature with many sub-tisks were identified as "modules", with the Offiponents
listed under such a heading. A general statement regarding%the'Performance
------....
standarda to be applied is shown at the bottom of each course task4inventory.
A didtation is made on each inventory to the effect that the individual instructor
will'be expected to perform:a task analysis of eadh task listed to det&rmine
the skills and related technical information that must be taught for the sk;,
dent to be job qualified to perform the' task.

..

4k.f'

,Instructional procedures are determined by the individual inst ctor. The
important aspect and reason for this instructional objectives guide is to
ensure that the instructors and teachers participating in an articulation agreement teach the.same tasks as pinstiuctional content and apply the same performance
standards. The task becomes the'instructional objective. If the local area
craft advisors identify a task or teaks not shown in the task inventory, then
by general agreement of the advisors and the teac re/instructors-conceed,
rn
11;
such tasks)
k(
should be added to the articulated to
inventory for the approp Aate,course. This may require adding more time to tire course or reducing time
allocated to tasks that see little use in the focal area. To attain lateral
articulation'between institutions of the same educational'level and to ensure
that graduates are qualified for employment as drafters outside of their local
area, instructors should teach all tasks in the inventory until such a time as
the inventory is changed and tasks deleted or added by the commi4tee that
'developed It. These task listings have been reviewed by instructors and alst
should be rev
ed by local area advisors to ensure that they aie accurate add
reflect curr
end future,industry,requirement0.
4

'

It will be note 'that the drafting content and instructional time allocations
for the-various,dAfting courses may exceed that offered by some ilietitutions.
Instructional time ad ustments may be necessary to academic and technical courses
that support the $ec anical Drafting and Design Program (2'Year) such as Calculus
and Metallurgy II,t ensure that sufficient time is provided for the drafting
courses.
An' alternative is to require more contact hours per quarter of the
student.
Since theprimary purpose of the program is to develop highly skilled
drafters, who can perform the tasks required in the drafting room,.the drafting
requirements shcluld ha:fe priority.
The course instructional time allocation'for
the 1 Year Program is reasonably close to 4urrent practices and should not
present a major problem.
'

1.
,441,
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT'
BLOCK/COURSL-SUMMARY -AND_INSTRUbTIONAL_OBJEgfIVES,_

PROGRAM;

Mechanical Drafting. and Design - T-043 (2 Year)
Mechanical (Industrial) Drafting - V-017 (1 Veer)

BLOCK/COURSE TITLE:
BLOCK/COURSE NUMBER:

.

TeChnical'Drafting II:

I
102 - Includes Initructional Content ContaineS In
Courses:Identified,gs: '(Community Colleges/

Technical Institutes -T 102 andeDFT:1192)
(Department Of"Public Instruction -'Part of
T&I 7573(Y-2))
.

-

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS'(Recommended):

66 Hours - 2'Year'Program
766 Hours - 1 Year Program'
MP Hours - HS (Additional time may
/be available it BLOCK 103 is not
taught.)

Provide job qualification competencies required to
'performArafting tasks in the activity areas of

AISTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

Performing basic tolerancing.
1.
t, 2. Making basic dimensions and notes.
Knowledge of aprimary shop processes:.
Application of revolutions.
4.
Application of intersections and developments.
5.
6.
SelectiOn and use of measuring deviCes.

Job qualificatiot performance standards

41 be

applied.

JOB. QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:

.

REQUISITES:

This course, does not by itself provide specific
D.O.T. identifiefl job qualifications. It is a major
component in the development of job 'qualification in
the bpecialty area of Mechanical Drafting and Design
Technician or-the lower level job of Mechanical
It does provide additional
(Industrial) Drafter.
skills to the Qualification gained by completion of
Drafting (Graphic Communications) Part I courses of
this program.

The Basic Drafting (Graphic Compunications) Part el courses i Introduction to,Drafting, Basic Technical Drafting,
cluding:
Problem Solving, Reproduction, Compositilon (Layout), Freehand
Sketching and Drawing and Lettering.

4

a

Test items
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:, By performance (Competency Based) testing.
to.be task performance directed. Performance standards.
should be those required to meet initial employment
lob requirements for the task concerned.

1O0

6

7102.02-

I

BLOCK 102 (Cont.)
4

EQUIPMENT: .Drafting equipment Armally required in a drafting room environment
on the job. Ses'also Appendix A, Part I -.Basic.
Note

Where high school instructors have time allocations and the instruc-:
tional'qualifications to present the course and apply the vequired
performance standards, it is considered appropriate to conduct such
instruction aft the high school level.,

Note

The task listing and performance standards only are provided to. guide
instructors. /teachers and serve as a reference to ensure fhat standard
instructional content for common courses'of occupational instruction
and that job qualification performance standards are applied. This
will permit lateral and vertical articulation action: The indilidual
instructor is expected to perform the necessary task analyses to
determine the ekact skills and related tedinical information that the
worker requires for task performance.

Note

Skills and related technical information acquired in Part I of .this
program should be concurrently:reViewed and. applied where appropriate
in the courses of instruction, subsequent thereto.

o

TASK UST:

Toletancing - Dimensions and Notes -

op Processes - Revolutions 7

"'Intersections and Development

Module .10 - Dimensions and Notes (Basic):
102.11 - Know significance of dimensions and notes placed on a working drawing.

102.12.- Identift7 define, know proper use and daw dimensioning symbol4 lines
)

and notations.

s.
,

1

..

192.13 - Apply appropriate. methods of dimensidning different patts of a drawing.

102,14 - Use the International System of Units (II) metrics, meth.;ds of conver$

sion and. application for working drawings.

102.15 - Use the dimensioning practices described in ANSI Y14.5.'
162.16 - Determine Limit dimensions, tolerances, cleartandes, etc. by theproper

A

use of ANSI B4.1 Limit Tables.
,102.17

Use Machinery's Handbook to get the cor
on standard threads, fasteners, twist d

t dimensions and specifications
etc.

-102.03-

BLOCK 102 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:

Tolerancing

Dimensions and Notes - Shop Processes - Revolutions -

Intersections and Deve opment (Cont.)

Module .10 - Dimensions and Notes (Basic):(Cont.):
102.18 - Apply special dimensioning practices as required.
102.19 - Specify fit according to use of the piece.

102.111 - Determine the correct machining process to obtain desired fit.
102.112 - Determine and specify proper finish for part.
102.113 - Spetify welds as required.

Module .20 - Tolerancing (Basic':
102.21 - KnowSimpcirtance of accurate tolerance calculations with relation to
interchangeable parts.

102.22 - Use appropriate reference fables in calculating tolerances.
102.23 - Know

nd use correct terms peculiar to tolerances as required on

teck9 cal drVilgs.
102.24

Know correct methods and convert common tolerances to metric tolerances.

Module .30 - Shop Processes:
'102.31

Know the capabilities and limithtiond of common machine shop machines
and the activities re ated thereto.
4?

:

102.32 - Know purpose, lite and draw flow,charts.
102.33 - Know' and draw at the proper t
A

and place the terms, notes and symbols

.

on working drawings to indicate desired machine operations to include:
a.

Machining symbols.

BLOCK 102 (Cont.)!

'TASK LIST:

Tolerancing - Dimensions and Notes - Shop

rocesses - Revolutions -

Intersections and Develgpment (Cont.)

Module .30
b.

Shop Processes (Cont.):
Machine shop terms and basic elementary operations.

c., Drilling and boring of holes-notes.
d.

Other operations noEed regarding holes..

e.

Miscellaneous machine shop operationa.

Module .40 - Apply Revolutions:

.102.41 - Know purpose, principles, types and use of revolutions and significanoe in technical drafting.
102.42 - Draw standard representations.

102..NL Accdettely decipher the relationsh4 of lines, planed, angles and points
when part of a revolved axis.
102..44 - Know and use the eonventional drafting practices for describing objects.

102.45 - Prepare basic graph solutions of engineer problems.

102.46 - Draw pipediagrams.

Mod

.50 - Apply Intersections and Developments:

102.5

- Apply basic theory of developments.

102.52

Identify and know definition of generatrix, surface elemenis,.prism,
cone, truncated cone, frustrum snd transition. piece.

102.53 - Draw different types of intersections.
102.54 - kriow industrial use of developments.'

102.55 - Know meaning of development as applied in mechanical/technical drawing.

103

,
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::Oa

102 (Cont.)

TASK Lip:

Tolerancing - Dimensions and Notes - Shop Proceises - Revolutions Intersections and Development (Cont.)

)Module .50 - Appl

Inteisections and Developments (Cont.):

102.56 - Know and define terms related to development and their applications in
QL

drafting.
4%.

102.57 - Draw and apply different types of developments used in technical
drafting, ie:
a.

Prisms-and cylinders by parallel line development.

b.

Pyramids mild cones by radial line development.

c.

Transition piece.

ft/

Module .60 - Basici)Working Drawings:
102 6l - Know and apply orthographic _theory.
102.62 - Know, purpose of working drawings.

102.63 - Measure and'dimension on basic features of working drawings.
102.64 - Know., identify and claw various types of working and special shop
.%

drawings.

p
102.66 - Know and draw machine componeekts shown and noted on working drawings.

102.67 - Know miscellaneous conventions found on mechanical drawings.

_

Module .70 - Selection and Use of Measuring Instruments:
102.71 - Know types and identifications of measuring devices.
102.72 - Know uses of different types of measuring devi-pc.

102.73 - Measure parts to verify conformance with specflic,ions.

tro
ti

BLOCK 102 (Cont.-)
V

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Drawings Conform to ANSI Manuals where' appropriate.
.

.

'Neatness and accuracy apply.
.

-

.

\ ---,---.
- ...,..

,

Executes drawings within time limits conside507acceptabli for initial employi
ment.
N.)

/71

Demonstrates knowledge o related technical information, application of theories
and procedures, symbols nd conveahvions, and terTinology with at leaat 80.%
accuracy.

44
.

Identifies eid uses pro er measurin* devices with at least 80% accuracy;

v.
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT.
BLOCK/COURSE SUMMARY AND INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

PROGRAM:

Mechanical Drafting And Design -'T -043 (2 Year)
Mechanical (Industrial) Drafting - V-017 (1 Year)

BLOQE/COURSE TITLE:

BLOCK/COURSE NUMBER:
.

Technical Drafting III (Threads, Fasteners, Motion
Transfer and Welding)
103 - Includes Instructional Content In Courses IdentifiedA.: (CONImunity Colleges/Technical
Institutes - DFT 103 and DFT 1190) (Department
of Public Instructiln (see Note 1))

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (Recommended):

INS

UCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

99 Hours
2 Year Program
99 Hours - 1 Year Program

180 Hours
HS*

Provide job qualification level competencies( required
to perform drafting tasks in the activity areas of
1.

2.
3.

Drawing threads, fasteners and springs;
Welding representqinn; and
Motion transfer (mir, gears, pulleys and
belts, sprockets and chains) design and
drafting.

,

Jot qualification task performance standardel"will be
applied.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:

PREREQUISITES:

This courseLdoes not by itself provide speCific
It is a major
D.O.T. identified job qualification.
development in job qualification in the specialty
area of Mechanical Drafting and Design Technician
or the lower level of Mechanical (Industrial).
Drafter. -It does provide additional skill to the
qualification gained by the codpletion of Drafting
(Graphic Communications), Part I courses of this
program.

BLOCK-102 or BLOCK 1192 and 'the Baltic Drafting (Graphic Communications), Part I courses including: Llntroduction to Drafting,
Basic Technical Drafting, Problem Solving, Reproduction, Compositiln (Layout), Sketching and Lettering. It is essential
that the student have the necessary mathematics and physical
science background prior to entry into this Block of instruction.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

By performance (Competency Based) testing. Test items
to be task performance directed. Performance standards
to be those required to meet initial employment job
requirements for task concerned.

46.

p
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BLOCK 103 (Cont.)

TA1

LIST: .Technical Draftipg III (Threads, Feelers, Motion T-rmIefer
and Woldine)\
S.

EQUIPMENT:' Drafting equipment required for job environment.
Appendix A, liart I - Basic.

See also

V.

*Note

If high school instructors have the time allocations and the
ability to teach
. Block to the necessary competency depth and
occupational st
d s are applied, and if the student has the
necessary background in mathematics and physical science,, then
only it is considered appropriate to conduct sucp instruction
at the secondary level, since it isOart of the.content of T6I
7573(Y-2).
(Suggest discuising problem with local area CC/TI
Drafting Instructor, if articulated.)

:

Module .10 - Threads, Fasteners and Springs:
103.11 - Identify and know use of various common fastaners 'used in mechani-

cal devices and locate specifics in appr441ate reference catalogs.
103.12

Select, specify and draw

roper fastener(s) for project requirement.

103.13 - Identify, select and draw proper screw thread(s) for project re -.

&
quirements.

./

103.14 - Know screw thread development from be/inning through standardizations.
103.15 - Identify, know meaning or use and draw thA various germs and symbols
pertaining to thread to include:

t read form, series, class of fit,

multiplicity, direction of turn and length.
103.16 - Draw threads as required to include:

b.,

Acme - using semi-conventional or detall)
represfintatfon method.
___
(
J
Square - .using semi- conventional or detailed representation.

c.

Profiles of simplified and schematic threads.

a.

,

d.* Regular square bolts and nuts.
e.

Hex-head bolts and nuts.

r

BLOCK 103 (Cfnt.)%

TASK L!ST

Threads, rantenerm, Springa,-Welding Re-presentation and,, Motion

Transfer (Cont.)

Module .10 - Threads, Fasteners gnd Springs (Cont.):.
103.17 - Use thread tables.

103.18 - Identify, know use of, specify and draw standard k

4, keyways, rivets

and springs.

Module .20 - Welding Repretentation:
103.21 - Make detail working drawing, that include welds, leelded joints, and
other fabrication information.

103.22 - Have required information and craw fusion and presOure welds.
103.123 - Know how and where to find wel4ing symbols, the standard location
of the elements of the symbols and syllabol-meaning in draftin4 standards.

103.24 - Idehtify basic types of welded joints on drawings1.

lap

103.25 - Draw pressure (resistance) weld symbols.
103.26 - Id)ntify fusion weld syibols.

*)(

103.27 - Use welding templates in drawings.

103.28 - Drse-weldments to replace a casting and calculate the weight.

Module .30 - Motion Transfer:
103.31 - Know and identify parts of a cam.

103.32 - Calculate and draw cam displacement diagrams.
103.33 - Know types'and purposes of standard cams.
103.34 - Brag- cam profiles which produce uniform motion.

103.35 - Draw cam profiles which produce' uniformly accelerated motion.
'103.36 - Draw cam profiles which produce harmonic motion.

.

'L103:04-

ko

BL.pcic

s

/

kCont.)

s

.

A

.

-

.

1CASiC714ST:1 Threads, Fabteners, S

ins Welding

Trans felr 4Coitt..).
.

ntatioh and Motion.

e

.

.

.

plbrion Trand

:IM04ule

.

(Cont.)::
t

w.

"--vA

103;37 -.Draw`<ams from calchl4ed or given dik4acement 1:agralos;
.

103.311)- KnoWanti.apply formulas.and
,.

terminology

.

lased inspui gear app.11Ettyn.

...

-

.w

.

_

.

_,-,13

4

tandakd tysoof gears.

103.39 - Know meaning of different
terms Peculiar to
..,
4

A
.

103.311 -.Calculate and draw spur gear. tooth prof

.

103,312 - Use dataland formulas required to draw "mairig drawings of standard
types of.gearsi

hak.'

103.313 - Draw spur gears using4the,simplified representfitiona:-

103.314 - Draw spur gears using the conventional method.
103.315 - Know aild identify' bevel gear terminology and components

-

-103.316 - Draw bevel gears.
,

--

103.317 - Know and identify worm gaar terminologyand components.
103.318.- Cale64-e-and draw worms and worm gears.
4

411

103.319 -

.

standard types of gear trains.

103.321 - Know types, use, idegfify and draw standard, pulleys and belts.
r

103:322 -11 Know types,. use, identify and-draw standard chain and sprocket drives.
.

MINIMUM PERFORRANCESTANDARDS:,
Demonstrates knowledge of related technicarinforltion and. terminology,-'aPOlies
theories and'prodedures, uses syqpols and conventions with at least 80% accuracy.
Executes AraWings within time limits considered acceptable for, 'initial employment performanCe

Neatness and.acou

of execution apply.

Drawings conform to standards that apply as contained in ANSI Manuals and other
approtoriate technical manuals and tables.

(-2
I

BLOCK 103 (Cont.:).
,,

Threadd, Fasteners,-Springs, Welding.RpOdentation and

TASK LIST:

.Motion -Transfer (Cont.)
y

...

.

0

)

.

4

:

-\N

14.

-

°

The task listing ana,performance'standards only are provided to
guide'teaChers/instructors to ensurer standatd-insttuctionar content for cOmmon'courses'and that jqb qualificationsiperfotmanCe.
standards are applied which will, perviit both lateral and vertical
4.
'0,
articuldtiortaction.

'Note 21

.

-

.

Note 34.

.

,

.

,.

.

.

Skills acquired in Part I and other previous dtafting instruction
should be concurrently reviewed and applied wheri appropriate. 4

c.

,

...

.

Z.4

O

r
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
Bi)CK/COURSE SUMMARY AND INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
d

,
P 10GiA14

:

*043 (2 ear)
Mechanical Drafting Snd Design
V-01T 1 Year)
Mechanical (Indusdrial) Drafting
,

I.

BLOCK/COURSE TITLE: 'Descriptive Geonktry

BLOCK/COURSE NUMBERS 204 - Inudes Instructional Content In Courses Iden(Community dollegesiTechhical
t. ied As:
(Depart-!
titutes - DFT 204 and DFT 1125)
me t.of Piblic Instruction'- N/A)
.

a_

-

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (Recommended):

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

-JOB QUALIFICATIONSGAINED:

PREREQUISITES:

55 Hours - 2 Year. Program
55 Hours - 1 Year.Program

This course is a study of,Fraphicoanalysis of space
problemajnvolVing points, line.4'planes, connectors, and the spatial relabion#hips between them.
Pr tidal design problems will be stressed with
tical verification. where applicable. VisualiThe Le
zation,will be emphasized od each OrobleM.
Systeme International d'units (SI) Metric System of
Units isrecommended for use with assigned prdblems.

This curse does not -by itself provide a specific
It is a coliV
and identifiable job qualification.
ification as
ponent in the development Of job q
nician-or
a Mechanical Drafting and Design T
Mechanical Drafter.

DFT /102 or DFT 1192 (or permission from the instructor)

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

By performance. (Competency Based)
to be task terformance,directed..
Aithould Arallel those required to
ment joiperfolmande requirements
activity-for'the task concerned.

testing. _Test items
Performance-Standards
meet initial employin related areas of
V.,1
itA

EQUIPMENT: /COnventional drafting equipment.
Bas is

Note 1

%
/

See also Appendix A, Part I

.

The task lisfing and performance sta nddards Only are proviaedto
guide instructors'to.ensure standard instructival content for
common courses of instruction and that job qualficatibn standards
enhance articulation between institutions'
are,applied.which
-concerned. The individual instructor is expected to use this guide
.co 'ensure that-the required tasks are taught, while performing the
necessary: task.. analysis to determine the Skills and related technical information that apply to each task.

/
BLOCK-204 (Cont.)
.

Ab

TASK LIST:

.

Descriptive Geometry

.

.
s.

.

J

.

-

A--

1
---.....

_

Module .10 - Know Descriptive Geometry Theory:

e

.

:.

I.,

..

,

204.11 - Know theory and application of descriptive geometry.

.

.

204.12 - Draw systems and projections used in descriptive geometry..

.204.13 -Visualize space problems.

.

Module .20 - Draw Projection of Views:
.

204.21.--Know rules of projection, for different views of object..
204.22 - Kndif application, identify and draw the primary. and auxiliary views.

Module .30 - Visualize and Draw Lines and Planes:
204.31 - Differentiate between di/ferent lines in diffetent views.
204:.32

- Draw lines in.ttue length bearings, slOpe and grade.

,

204.33 - Represent planes in s?ace.

/
204A4 - Know rules regarding drawing lines and plan

n tpace-in true length

and shape.

Module .40 - Know and Demonstrate Descriptive Geometry Theorems:
204.41 - Know relatiOnshii, and draw parallel lines in principal and auxiliary
views:
.

204.42-- Determine and draw angles between perpendicular' and non-perpendicular
lines.

'204.0

(A

DeteiMine and draw'the dihedral angle between intersecting planes.

4

ti
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)

J.

BLOCK 204 (Cont.)

l.....

w

TASK LIST:

Deseziptive Geometry (Cont. )
A'

3

If

.

-

Module .50.- Solve Connector Problems:
204.51 - Determine perpendicular of a point-to-line,. point -to -plane, and

connecting of *eyed lines.
.4

204.52 - Know application and draw the perpendicular lines in both two and
"three views:
'4"'

/

*Module .60 - Draw Lines and "Planes:
204.61 - Determine and draw a line piercing a plane.
204.62 - Determine and draw intersecting point between intersecting pll ies.

(' MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

'Student produces neat, accurate drawings.

Student demonstrates ability to vieualiie space problems and preparea.sOlutions
with at least 77Z accuracy.
,

Student performs required tasks within reasonable time litits.

1

.0K
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
:BLOCK/COURSE SUMMARY AND INSTRUCTION/ OBJECTIVES
*

PROGRAM:

,

Mechanical Drafting and Design - T-043 (2 Year)
Mechanical, (Industrial) Drafting = 11-017 (1 Year)
C

E TITLE:
E NUMBER:

Design Drafting I (Prepare

205 - Includes Instructional Content In Courses Iden(Community Colleges/Technieal
tified As:
DFT 205 and DFT 1171)
Institutes
(Depqrtment of Pliblio Instruction -'N/A)
?

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS'(Recommended):

I

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:

c--

.

88 liburs - 2 Year Proge
88 Hours - 1 Year Progr

To provide job qualification competencieg required.
to perform draftiffig tasks related to the activity
or duty area of preparing preliminarydrawings. Also
included is application of problem solvinwprocedures,
model making, layout and design sketching skills
acquired in Part I of this program. Use of handbooks',
tablesi, ANSI and related manualsas references will
be stressed.. Problem solving application will be
extended to include the. preparation of written and e"
oral'engineer reports.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

.:

reI1minary Drawings)

This course does not'by itself provide a sp&ific
D.O.TE. or industry identified job qualification.
It is a major component in the development of job
qualification in the specialty area of,Mechanical
Drafting and Design Technician or the lower level
job' of Mechanical (Industrial) Drafter. It does A.
.review and use most of.the skilld and techniques
acquired in the basic portion of the Drafting (Graphic
Communications) - Part I of this program.

4

PREREQUISITES:

BLOCK 102, BLOCK 1192, BLOCK 103, BLOCK 1190, DFT 204/DFT
-1125', and fart I - Basic.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:
°

EQUIpMENT:

k

By performance (Competency Basea testing. Test items
should bd task performance directed., Performance 40
stalPards should parallel those reqiiired to meet ini4
tial employment job performance requirements in related
areas of activity for the task concerned.

Drafting, room equipment and materials normally available and
used in the standard mechanical drafting environment. See also
Appendix A, Part I - Basic. Model makihg materials as needed.
To ftovide an instructional vehitle, every effort should be made
to organize the classroom and conduct instruction, class administration and supervision in a way that portrays an Engineer Office
'atmosphere. Such action will provide the opportunity for concurrent instruction in'"Office Practice".

BLOCK

(Cont.)!

ir./5

TASK 'LIST:

Module .10

Prepare Preliminary Drawings

Apply Special Skills and Information to Preparation.and Obtaining
Drawings:

oipproval for Prelimina

205.11 - Apply skills and techniques acquired in Problem Solving, including
ow'

model making.

(See Block

0, PartA - Basic.)

205.12 - Prepare Jritten and oral engine'
205.13'C Apply

rm.

reports on problem solution'..

and 'related technical infmation acquired in Freehand

Drawing and Sketching
\"----and in Composition (Layaut).

(Part I - Basic.)

205.14 - Use handboOks, tables2ANSI and related manuals as references in problem
solving and preliminary drawing preparation..

Module .20 - Prepare Layout Dra

ngs:

,205.21 - Obtain confutation information available.
Apply.Composition techniques.

.(Acqted in Compositio

odc, Part I.)

205.23 - Determine missing configuration details,on layout.
205.24 - Receive guidance afrom engineer.

205.5 - Determine limits on geometry of-design to include manufacturing tolerances' and show onproduction)layout.

205.26- Effect liaison frith interfering groups to resolve problem.
'

205.27 - CompieteTroduction laydut, charge preliminary design as needed to
.accommodate interferences.

- 205.28 - Work with engineer to calculate change in stress caused by design change.
205.29 - -Obtain approval from engineer for layout.

BLOCK 205 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:
V

IP

i

..

Prepare Prelimina

4

-Drawings (Cont.)
.

Module .30 - Prepare Preliminary WorX/ng Drawings:
'205.31

Apily principle of thitd'angle orthographic projection as practiced in
.

k

,

A

the United States and'Canada.

.

_
4

rafting

205.32 - Apply recommefidatiOn of USA' Standards Ipstitute pertaining to

Practices fY14.14.0:7) and Graphical Symbols (y 32 Series).
205.33 7 Use drafting templates, drafting machines, etc.

.41*

'204.34 - Use decals and transfei sheets.
205.35 - Use apprOpriate catalogs, industr al s

ndards, company standard; and

J

handbooks.

Determine-information rerevInt to design.
:;:_;205.37 - Make selection of standard parts.

205.3.8 - Select staridardvarts 4iich can be altered to meet design requirements
at savings.?

205.39 - Complete assembly and installation drawings.

dule .40 - Prepare Preliminary Detail Drawings:

MN

205.41 - Obtain parts numbers for all detaiilparts.
205.42 - Complete and iss ue all detail parts drawings.

(Indicate required-in.

struments for test model on special prints where required.)
205.43 - Complete"bili of materials and,paits listragnired on assembly and
installation drawings.

205.44 - Obtain a

oval of all drawings and make drawing release.

1.1 v.

-205.04-

NOP
%

BLOCK 2) m5'(Cont.)

TASK LIST:' Plepare Preliminary DrwaingtyCont.)

Module .50 - Prepare Material and Standard Parts List:
,

20.51

Delterine material needed' from specifications and

imensions in'hll

1

detail drawings used on each assembly.

-

,

205.52 - Determine standard parts needed fromlas embly draw ngs and special

t--)

Module
.detail drawingewhich.altered standard parts.

Y

\\I

,

o
.60 - Check Drawings and Obtain Release Approva :

.

.

-7-

205.61 - :Verify dimensions and references
on drawings.
,
.

,
,1

205.62 - Check for drafting omissions, errors and completeness.
4

205.63 - Check for proper..format

headings and note completeness.

205.64 - Check for proper callouts and proper generafnotee.
205.65 - Check for compliance with company standards and general appearanc

.

205.66 - Obtain final approval signatures.

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS,:

Drawing, conform to ANSI Manuals where appropriate.
Neatness,and accuracy apply.
-!)

Proble*solving, freehand sketching and dr./wing, and Composition (Layout)
'techniques properly applied. Reports are clear, :.concise and to the point.
is w90.1 executed, and portrays object accurately.

Model

Executes drawings within time limits considered acceptable for initial employment.
Demonstrates knowledge of related technical information, application of theories
and procedures, symbols and conventions, and terminology with at least 80% accuracy,
Performs tasks required in this duty area in proper sequence and conducts the
necessary coordination.
Uses appropriate referehce technical manuals, tables and catalogs correctly.

11
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-206.64
ARTICULATION RpEARCH PROJECT
BLOCK/COURSE SUMMARY AND'IN5TR TIONAL OiJECTJNES
7

PROG

hanical Drafting and Design - T-043 (2 Year)
*fee an4.cal (Industrial)Orafting.- V-017 (1 Year)

BLOCK/C06SeTITLE:

Desi4eDrafting II (Working/Production Drawings)
4

BLOICOURSE'NUMBER:' 206 - Includes Instructional Content In Courses Identified As:
(Community Colleges/Technical Institutes - DFT 206 and DFT 1193)
(Departmen t of Public Instruction - N/A).
.

p

.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS' (RecomMended):

77 Hours - 2 Year Pfd ram.
77 Hours w 1 yeat Program

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:. Provide job qua lification level competelcies required'
to perform drafting tasks in 'tte duty area of preparing
production or working drawings. Develop blueprint reading
competencies and knowledge of patent drawing requirements. Ability to use special drawing media and inking
techniques. Job qualification performance standards
will be applied.
JOB QUALIFICATIONS:

PREREQUISITES:

This course does not by itself provide specif &c D.O.T.
identified job qualification. It provides the opporturiity
to apply all skills learnad to prOduce professional work
ready for reproduction. It is a major component in the
development of job qualification in the specialty area of
Mechanical (Industrial) Drafting and Design Technician or the
lower level job of Mechanical (Industrial) Drafter. It does
provide additional skills to the qualification gained by
completion of Drafting (,Graphic Communications), Part I
course of ,phis .program.

BLOCKS 102, 103, 204 & 205 or BLOCKS 1192, 1190, 1125 and 1171 and
the program basic component, Drafting (Graphic Communications)
Part I which include: Introduction to Drafting, Basic Technical
,Drafting, Problem Solving, Reproduction, Composition (Layout),
Sketching and Lettering.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

EQUIPMENT:

Test itfms
By performance (Competency Based) testing
to be task performance directed. Performance standards
should be those required to megt initial employmeht job
requirements for the task concerned.

Drafting equipment normally required iniaajob environment. See also
Special drafting media and inking
Appendix A, Part I,- Basic.
materials. To provide an instructional vehicle, every effort should'
be made to organize the classroom and conduct instruction, class
administration and supervision in a way that portrays an EhgineerOffice atmosphere.
Such action will provide the' opportunity for concurrenNinstruction in "Office Practice ".

11S
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7'A

DFT 206/DFT 1193 (Cont.)
Note 1:

t

dards 'Only are provided to guide
ard4nstructional
con pent fat coininstructors /Ifeachers to ensure, st
lop courses of occupational inst uction and that job quatIfIcatlon
performance standards are applie which will permit both lateral and
.vertical articplation action. Th individuar-insfructor is expected to
perform necessary task analyses to determine the exact skills and
relaped techriical information ttat the worker reqUires for task performance.

The task listing and performance at

.

TASK LIST:

Design/Drafting II (Working/Production Drawings)

(

Module .10.- Apply Axoometric Drawing Procedures:

206.11 - Know difference and identify isometric projections and dr
:

06.12 - Know difference between isometric, dimktric and trimetric dr

ngs.
ings

and draw each.

) 4

206.13 - Know application and when to useetemplates Ach,as isometric elipse,
dimetric, isometric and trimetric protractors.
206.14

Locate center of isometric drawing on paper.

Module .20 - Apply Oblique Drawing Procedures:
206.21 - Know distinguishing dharacteristics of oblique drawings.
1206.22 - Draw different objects and shapes in the oblique.

Module .30 - Apply Perspective DrawingProcedurapeWhere Appropriate:
206.31 - Know characteristics of perspective drawings.

206.32 - Draw objects and various shagEels in perspective.

Module .40 - Make Design and Working Drawings:
206.41 - Be able to compare the merits of scientific and empirical design.
k

206.42 - Prepare working drawings which include:
a.

Necessary detail drawings that describe the mechanical parts completely through correct choice of views and dimensions.
detail drawings'- fiVe.)
.ti

(Minimum

f

DFT 206/DFT 119 3 -(Cont

ASKLI*0: "Working DAT4ngs (Cont.)
c

Module .40 - Make Design \rind Vorking Drawings (Cont.):
b.

Choose number 'of detail

ravings per sheet and space to ensure

J

(Apply\ composition skills and techniques acquired in

ylarity.

\

-

Part I.)

\
lerancing procedures.

c.

Apply

d.

Apply di

e.

Consid /ie
r shop.procesges in specifications and shop notes.

f.

Provide necessary drawng numbers, parts lists, title and record

niioning procedures.

strips or blocks, zoning and revisions as apply to the drawing.'

206.43 - Make assembly drawings by completing pictorial general assembly
drawing of product previously drawn in detail.
206.44 - Prepare exploded view drawing where appropriate.
206.45 - Know and apply time saving nays to draw, mechanical object:
(Minimum - five different ways.)

206.46 - Apply inking techniques where appropriate.
206.47 - Use various special drafting.media as appropriate (vellums, plastic.
films, etc.).

Module .50 - Read Blueprints:
206.51 - Know purpose and uses of blueprints.
206.52 - Know how to read blueprints.
206.53

Know blueprint care and storage requirements.

Module .60 - Prepare Patent Drawings:
206.61.- Know rules of patent drawing practice.

129
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_-206.04-

DFT.206/DFT 1193 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:

.Module .60

V

Wftking Drawings (Cont.)

Prepare Patent Drawings,(Cont.):

9.

20612 - Know standards of design representation and acceptable symbols.

206.63

- Use "Guide for Patent Draftsmen" by U.S. Government Printing Office.

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

'

Demonstrates

knowledge of related technical iniormatiOn, application of
theories and procedures, symbols and conventions, and terminology with at
least 80% accuracy.
Executes drawings within time limits, considered acceptable for initial
employment performance.

Neatness and accuracy of execution apply.
Drawings conflm to standatds that apply is contained in ANSI Manuals and
other a ropriate technical publications! Applies prescribed inking
techn ues.

Uses correct template as prescribed when appropriate.
Reads blueprints with at least BOX accuracy.

121
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
BLOCK/CQURSE SUMMARY AND INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

PROGRAM:

Mecharkal Draftins and Design - T-043 (2 Year)

'%

Mechanical (Indust4ial) Drafting - V-017 (1 Year)
BLOCK/COURSE TITLE:
BLOCK/COURSE NUMBER:

Mechanisms

211 - Includes Instructional Content In Courses Identified As:
(Community Colleges/Technical Institutes - DFT 211),(Department of Public Instruction - N/A)
-A.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (Recommended):

INSTRUCTIONAL JECTIVES.:

55 Hours - 2 Year Program( *)
55 Hours - 1 Year Program (*)

To provide job qualification competency enhancement
in the ability to perform drafting tasks related to
the graphical analysis and solution of kAlemativprin=
ciples in the design of mechanisms and machine elements. The specific objectives are -1.

2.

To provide the student with knowledge of the basic
terminology and toricepts of mechanismi.
*
To provide thestudent with the ability to'perform
both drafting room jnd mathematical solutions to
Problems involving the principles of,machine elements.

3.

To provide.the atudent,with knowledge of the methods
used to design gears, gear trains,.cams.pulleys and
belting.
%

JOB QUALIFICATIONS:

PREREQUISITES:

This course does not by itself provide specific D.O,T. identified job quallificatioil.
It is an augmentation to the
development of job qualificatidn in the specialty area of
Mechanical Drafting and Design,Technician or the lower level
job classification of Mechanical andustrial)1Drafter. It
should be considered as an elective.

BLOCK 103, BLOCK 1190, BLOCK 205-(Preliminary Drawings), MAT 103
(Technical Math III), NEC 104 or equivalent.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

EQUIPMENT:

By performance (Competency Based) testing. Test items
should be task performance directed. Performance standards should be those required to meet initial employment job requirements ,for the task concerned:

D)Ofting ecluipment normally required in a drifting room environment,
plus a blackboard.
See also Appendix A, Part I - Basic.

(*) This course is to be considered as an elective for the 1 and 2 Year Programs.
It i
priority elective for the 2 Year Program.

129
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1WT'211,(Cont.)
Note 1:

/

k
The task listing and performance smandards onlycare provided Ewe'
reference to guide the instructors to ensure that the instructional
content for common courses is.essentially the same and that job qualification standards are applied. This procedure will result in vertical and lateral instructional content articulation. Theindividual
instructor is expected to perform the necessary task anilysei to determine the exact skills and related technical information that must be
taught if the learner is to. beCome job quglified,in the task concerned.
.

TASK 'LIST:" Mechanisms

Module .10'- Basic Concerfts Related to Mechanism Design,:

21AINeow

terminologies used With.mechanisms.

211.19 - Know classes

pi motion in

Ai"

plene.

Module .20 - Motions and Mechanisms That'Cause Displacement:
211.21 - Know the fundamdntal motions.

211.22 *Know the'mechanisms'that produce ot:generate.different displacements.
211.23 -,Know mechanism design' techniques to include those for (a) enlargement

or'reauciton; (b) achieving specific displacements; (c) following fixed
patha;'(d) using' the fixed template method: (e)-usiniktheiethod of,

combined cams; and. (f) providing linkages for given paths.

Module .30 -- ,Mechanisms and Velocity:
- Solve design problems involving linear velocity.

211.32 - Solve-jesign problems involving angular velocity.
211.33 - Know the rigid body concept.
211.34

Locate the. instant center of rotation;

11.35. - Know the'relative -body concept; a tool'of analysis.

2 1.36 - Use the velocity vector diagram in problem solving.
21 .37'- Solve design problems involving pure rolling contact.
211.38 - Calculate velocities in sliding contact.
211:

sliding velocitiei.
- Know citferences caused by rolling and

223

DFT 211 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:

Mechanisms (Cont.)

Module .40 - Acceleration Design Factors:
211.41 - Solve' problems of linear acceleration to include (a) unifOrm accelera-

tion; (b) variable acceleration; (c) along curved paths; (d) on bodies/
rotating at constant'speed; (e) on bodies. rotating with variable

angular velocity; and (f).determining directions of linear acceleratiOn.
211.42 - Know types of angular acceleration.
211.43 - Calculate accelerations on bodies in translation.
211.44 - Calctilate accelerations on bodies in rolling contact.

211.45 - Calculate acceleratfahson a rigid body.
211.46 - Calculate accelerations on bodies in combined motion.

211.47,- Prepare graphic solutions that (a) determine effective.cOmponents of
accelqration; lb) determine acceleration' by the4e6tdr-polygon method;
(c) afPly construction of an acceleration polygon; and (d) use the
vecior image.
try

211.48 - Select methods fox acceleration study.

le I

211.49 - Know the Velocity-Difference Method for determining aceletation.
211.411.-! Determine effect of Coriolis Force on acceleratiOn.

TASK
211..50 - Perform graphic analysis of motion by application of graphical calcul

Module,.60 - Solve Problems of Motion Transmission:.
,
*
211.61 - Know cam terminologies and solve design problems..

211.62 - Know terminologies and solve problems refitted to gears and gear4rains.

124
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DFT 211 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:

,

Mechanisms (Cont.)

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Student makes necessary talcUlationa with 77% or better accuracy.
Drawings are neat, accurate, and show comprehension of graphic solutions to
mechanism problems.

StUdent is able to demodstrate ability to detillksimple cams and gears to
achieve the motion or gear, ratio specified.
.

'

Performs tasks in time limits co sidered acceptable for job qualification.

ti

I

212.01 -'

A

TICULATION RHSEARCH PROJECT
E SUMMARY ANDiNSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

BLOCK/CO

PROGRAM:

."

.

Mechanical DriAting and Design - T-043'(2 Year)
'Mechanical (Industrial) Drafting - V-017 (1 year)'

BLOCK /COURSE TITiir%itswand Fixtures Design
BLOCK / COURSE NUMBER:

212'- Includes Instructional Content In Courses Identi(Community Colleges/Technical Institutes
'fied As:
DFT 212 and DFT 1191) (Department of Public
Instruction= N/A)

i

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (Recommended):
...IINSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

To Provide job qualification competencies infdrafting
perthining to 1.

2."

3:

4.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS:

PREREQUISITES:

Motel:

Knowiedge'of the principles involved in the
design and production of common type of jigs
and fixtures;
APpl8fation and use, of jigs-and fixtures;
Knowledge of standard parts ,for jigs-and
fixtures; and
Practical application of theOries and rocedures
in the design and drawing of Dri'lj igs and Milling Fixtures,

This course.does not by itself provide spe4fic D.O.T.
identified job qualifications. It is a.mijor component in
the development of job qualification in the specialty area,
of Mechanical Drafting and Design Technician or the lower
level job.of Mechanical (Industrial)-Drafter.'

BLOCKS 205 and 211 (Mechanisms) desirable.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

EQUIPMENT:

55 Hours' = 2 Year Program
55 Hours -'1 Year Program

By performance (Competency Based) testing:. Test items
should be task performance directed. Performance
standards Shonld be those required to meet initial
employment job requirements for the task concerned..

Drafting.equIpment:normally required in 4'drafting.room environment:
on the-job. .See also Appendix.A, Part I - Basic.

The task listings and performance standards only are provided as a
reference to :guide the instructors to helE,tcyensure that the
instructional content for common courses is essentially the same
and that ob qualification performance standards are applied. AThis
procedur will result in vertical and lateral instructional content
articul tion. The, individual tilstructor is expectedto perfov'tdle
task analyses to determine the exact skills and relateit
.necessa
technic 1 information (competencies) that must be taught if their
'earner is to become job qualified in the task concerned.

;,;(4

-12G

4,

DFT.212/DIPT 1191 (Cont.)

TASK,LIST:

Jigs an

xtures Design

Module .10 - Terminologies Related to Jigs and.Fixtures:
212.11 - Know definition and purposes of jigs find fixttu/s.

212.12 -.Knew economic aspectdiof.design.
212.13 - Know principles relating to design details.
,212.14 - Know tool design standards.
.

212.15:- Know details of jig and fifture dedign.
212.16 - Know locating schemes for jigs and fixtures.
212.17 - Know use of vices., vice jaws,.clemps and clamping-devices.

212.18 - Know use of drill jig bushings.

Module .20 - Design Drill Jigs:
212.21 - Know types

kdrill

jigs..

212.22 - Know major considerations in. jig design.

212.23 - Know jig-planning procedures.

(-

212.24 - Know factors characteristic to jig design.

212.25- Know

"d

use special drafting applications for jivdesign.

212.26 - Design and draw jigs.
t.

Module .30 - Design Tikturest
212.31 - Know types and uses of fixtures.
212.32 - Kno4 factors in fixtures design.
212.33 -.Know purpose and use of grinding machine fixtures.
212.34 '-. Kliow tool 0110M system for fixtures and fixture components.

212.35 - Design and draw fixtures.

-2.12.03-

DFT212/DFT-1191
TASK LIST:

(Cont .)'

Jigs and Fixtures Design (Cone.)

MINIMUM BASIL PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Demonstrates knowledge of related technical information and terminology, applies
theories an&procedures', uses symbols and conventions with at least 80% accuracy.
Executes- drawings within time limits considered acceptable for initial employment per formance.

Neatness and accuracy of execution apply.
Drawings .conform to. standards that apply as contained in ANSI Manuals and other,
appropriate manuals and tables.
Applies m66; appriapziate techniques of execution in drawings.

I

Note 2:

To provide an instructional vehicle, every effort should be made to
organize the classroom and conduct instruction, class administration
and supervision in a way that portrays an Engineer Office atmosphere.,
Such action will provide the opportunity for concurrent instruction
in "Office Practice".
I

4
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
BLOCK` /COURSE SUMMARY. AND-INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

PROGRAM:

Mechanical Drafting and Design - t -043 (2 Year)
Mechanical (Industrial)'Drafting.- V-011 (1 .Year).

BLOCK /COURSE TITLE:

Design Drafting III:

Sub-Block (1)..introduction to Punch and
Die Drafting and Design

(Part A)

lub-BIo Are) Introduction to Electro.Mechanical Drafting and Design
Sub-Block (3) Introduction to Printed
Circuit Drafting and Design
Sub-Block (1) Application of Punch and fie
Drafting and Design.
Sub-Block (2) Application of Electro-

Design Drifting rII;
(Part B)

Mechanical Drafting, and Design
Sub-Block (3) Application orPrinted Cir'cult Drafting and Design
BLOCK /COURSE NUMBED:

223 - Includes Instructional Content In Courses Identified
As:
(Community Cogeges/Technical Institutes DFT 223 and DFT 1191) (Department of Public Instruction - N/A)

INSTRUCTIONAL CpNTACNiOURS (Recommended):

223A - 55 Hours - 2 Year Program
223A - 55 Hours - 1 Year Program
223B - 44 Hours
2 Year Program(*)
223B - 44 Hours - 2 Year Program(*)

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

(

223A - 'To provide the student with requiredibasic
introductory information and knowledge' regarding
the design procednres for (a) punch and die
design; (b) electro-mechanical design; and (c)
,printed circuit design.

223B - As a continuation of 223A, to provide instruction and opportunity for application of acquired
skills and related technical information leading
to the competencies required for.job qualification
.

in the duty area's of (a) punch and die. design'

and.drafting; (b).electro-mechanical design and
'draftiniWandlc) printed circuit design and
'drafting.
,

a

( *) 223B is considered to be an elective that should.`be taughtwhen there is a
requirement for the, skills in the local area.
It is an extension of 223A,
with the combination-of the.two providing job qualification.
.

129
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DFT 2g1/DFT 1191 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:. BlOck 223A(1) - IntroduCtion to Punch and Die Drafting and Design
(Cont.)

/

Die

Module .20A - Know Punch and

and Component Parts Terminology:

223.21A(1) - Know dEfinitidha of terns pertaining to punches and dies.

223.22A(1) - Know basic principles of punch and

die

operations.

223.23A(1) - Know ecqnomic aspects of punch and die design.
ti

223.24A(1)

KnoW principles relating to details of punch and die design.

223.25A(1) - Know tool design standards.

Module .30A(1) - Know Punch

nd

Die

Design Procedures:

223.31A(1) - Know types of punches and dies.
223.32A(1) - Know factors, basic steps and components

involved in the dosign'of

punches and dies..

223.33A(1) - Know considerations in the economy of design.
223.34A(1)

Know tool room system of punches and dies.

223.35A(1) - Know primary procedures for the, design of a punch and d e'set froM
.

a piece part.

TASK LIST:

Block 223A(2)- Introduction to'Electro-MachaniCal Drafting and Design,

4

223.01A(2) - Knowhypes of inking equipment, uses and the purpose of Inking;
I.

223.02A(2).- Know types and %tee of, electrical drawings and diagrams'to include

(a) pictorial drawings; (b) connection diagrams (wiring. diagrams);

(c) elemantary diagrams (schematic diagrams); (d) wiring harnesses

(e) cable harnesasFO'printed circuits; and (g) block diagrams
223.03A(2) - Know templates available for use in making electrical drawings and
diagrams.

1

DFT 223/DFT 1191 (Cont.)

C
.-

TASK LIST:

Block 2234%4(

A

) IntroductiOn t9vPrintid7CiicUit brafting and Design
4

Module .10A(3) - Know How A P-C board 4Is Made:
213.11A(3) - Know the P-C Boa d development p ocess from sketching to printing..
)

223.12A(3) - Be able to describe the etching and plating. process.
4.
:
223.13A(3)
able to describe the'P-C Board fabrication and assembling
process.

Module .20A(3) - Know How to Read A Schematic Diagramfor A P-C Board:
223.21A(3) - Know composition, layout and reference designations of schematic
diagrams.

'2422A(3),- Know, standards and symbols applied to schematic diagrams..,

Module ;30A(3) - Know the P-C 'Board.Layout Process--The Sketch:
223.31A(3) = Know the general considerations, the grid and the blikrd outline.
223.32A(3) -- Know the,purpOse of component holes, their locations on the

ria'

aitd the spacing.
;

223.33&(3) - Know component location and condUCtor layout.

Module .40A(3) 1CKnow the Final Coliderations for P-C Board Layout:

223.41A(3) - Know the hole sizing, lead terminations and interfacial connections.

223/42A(3) -'Know theconsiderations for conductor width.
223.43A(3) - Know the considerations' for conductor spating..
L.

4
.MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:.

Student' demonstrates knowledge of related technical information, terminology,
theories and procedures, identifies symbols and conventions With at least 80%.
accuracy.
AI

DemonStrates knagiedge of and the ability to use the appropriate technical
manuals.and standard manuals with at least im accuracy,.

-223.05-

DFT223/DFT 1191 (Cont.)
A4
C

RSE:

Design Drafting HIM(*)
.

INSTRI/eTIORAL OBJECTIVES

TASK LIST:

4

To develop job qualification competencies in Punch
and Die Design and Drefting,Electro-Mechanical'
Design and Drafting and Printed Circuit Design and
Drafting.
223A/DPT
(This is a continuation of
1191 - Design Drafting III(A).)

Block 223B(1) - Application of Punch and Die Drafting and Design

fodule ..10B(1) - Improve Knowledge of Punch

and Dia

Design (Review) :

223.11B(1) - Know the purpose of industrial punchesand dies.

223.12B(1) - Know the utilization of punches and dies.
223.13B(1) - Know 'the elements of good punch and die design.

Module .20B(11 - Improve Knowledge of Punch and Die and'Component,Parts
Terminologies (Review):

223.215(1) - Know definitions of terms pertaining to punches and dies.
4

223.228(1) - Know the basic principles of punch

and die

operations.

/

223.233(1) - KnOw the ecchomic aspects of punch ant die design.
223.245(1) - Know the principal details of punch and die design to include:
blanking and/or,pierCing, shearing action ofvstock, cutting
clearance, size relationship of piece part to punch and die block,
11

angular clearance, dieeei and 'slug openings.
223.255(1) - Know tool design standards.
I223.26B 1) r, Know and explain functions of. details of punch and, die design to
include':

die sets, punChes((types)g mounting screws and dowels,

die %locks, pilots, strippers, die stops and nest gauges.

*) Part B of DFT 223/DIPT 1191 is to be considered as, an elective

44 Hours.,

-223.06e

DFT 223/DFT 1191

TASK LIST:

s''

(Cont.)

Block 2233(1) - Application of Punch and Die Drafting aqd Design

Module 223. 308(1) - Design Punches and Dies:
4

223.,31B(1) - Know txpesof'punChes and die'.
223.32B(1) - .Know mafor factors in ',the design of punches

and dies.

223.3315(1) - Plan the design of a punch and die.

223.343(1) - Know and be able to apply the speCialized drafting applications

punch and dia design.

for

(Ameritan Standard Drawing Procedures.)

223.353(1) - Know the requirements for the practice of economy of desivl.
223.3615(1) - Know the tool room systei of punches and dies.

---223.37B(1) - Design 'punches and dies from piece parts.

TASK LIST:

Block 223B(2) -Application of Electro -Mechanical Drafting and Design

223.018(2) - Know the types, purpose and how to use inking equipment.]
-,.

223.023(2) - Know types, purposes and how to dram electrical drawings and diagr
1

to include (a) pictoral drawings; (b) connection disigns;(c) elementary
diagrams; (d) wiring harnesses;(e) cable harness; (f) printed circuits;

and (g) bIoCk diagrams
223.03B(2) - Use templates available for use in making electrical -drawings and
diagrams.

223.033(2) - Design and draw an electro-mechanical item giving full consideration
to design scheduliqg.

DIFT 223/D7G 1191 (Cont.)

TASK LISTING:

Block 2238(3) - Application of Printed Circuit Drafting and Desiti

223.013(3) - Describe a Printed Circuit Board and know purpose and use.
223.028(3) - Describe P-C Board development procedures.
223.035(3) - Read a schematic for a P-C Board.

223.048(3) - Apply the sketch phase in P-C Board layout.
223.058(3) - Perform the final considerations in P-C Board layout.

(Bole silting,

lead terminations, interfacial connections, conductor width and
conductoi spacing.)

Module .408(3) - Draw Master Pattern for P-C Board:
223.618(3) - Determine scale, size, accuracy and tolerances.
223.623(3) - Use the correct material
223.633(3) - Use pre-cut tape shapes.

for P-C Board drafting.
4

*.
,

223.643(3) - Determine terminal areas and minimum annular rings.
223.651(30 - Make provisions for connectors, cross-hatching and board outlines.
221.668(3) - Dtermine and locate supporting holes, 'indexing holes, register

ks and boariarkinis.

TASKS

223,073(3) - Prepare the:aster drawing for the P-C Board to include preparation,
dimensioning', hole identification and notes.
223.088(3) - Design a P-)C Board as directed.

'MINIMUM BASIC PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Demonstrates knowledge of related technical infOrmation and terminology, applies.
,theoriel and procedures, uses symbols and conventions with at least 802 accuracy..

-223.08-

DIT 223/DFT 1191 (Cont.)

nINIMUM BASIC PEAPfRMANCE STANDARDS (CONT.):

Demonstrates knowledge and ability to use correctly the appropriate technical
manuals and standard manuals:
Executes drawings and sketches within the time limits considered acceptable
for initial employment performance.
Neatness and accuracy of drawing and sketch apecution apply.
Drawings conform to the applicable standards as,contained in the ANSI Manuals
afid other appropriate manuals and tables.
Applies the most appropriate techniques and use the proper equipment and
materials for drawing purpose in execution of tawings.

Note 2:

To provide an instructional vehicle, every effort should be4hade to
organise the classroom and conduct instruction, class administration
and supervision in a way that portrays an Engineer Office atmosphere.
Such action v411 provide the opportunity for concurrent instruction
in "Office Practice".

)

A STATE ARTICULATED INSTRUCTIONAL
OBJECTIVES GUIDE

4
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ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
PROGRAM SUMMARY

DRAFTING (GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS)
PART
"- SPECIALTY PROGRAMS
SECTION:A.7 (ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING" PROGRAMS)

PROGRAM:

Architectural Drafting and 'besign
Drafting (Building Trades)

PROGRAM NUMBER:

Department. of CommunityCollegea. - T-041 andV-015
,Department of .,Public InstruCtiorcNotjdentified
As a program. (Course.T&I1563(Y2) is the high
school drafting course with related drafting
'

prograth.,Content.)

DRAFTING COURSES OR BLOCKS OF INSTRUCTION:
ARCHITECTURAL MATERIALS AND METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION I - BLOCK 105
(Building Mdteriali, Types, Identifications, Characteristics,
'Uses and MethOds of Joining) (This bloCk of instruction
includes contents of courses identified as CIV 105;'AIC).264
.

and T&I-7563(Y-2)0*
.

.*

1

.

,

.

ARCHITECTURAL MATERIALS AND METHODS OF CONSTRUCTIONIIBLOCK C/06
.(Continuation
Materialt.,Types,. Identifications,
Characteristics,",:USes'snd Methods:ofJoining) (This block"Of...
instruction includes contents Of.COurees/iden4fied'as CIV. _106

and ARC 12650*:

ARCHTTECTURAL"-FAVIRONMENTALTEMS - BLOCK A106

/-

(Electrical, Heating and Air' Conditioning'
Plumbing
Sy4ems; Applicable Building:Codesv With EnvirOnMental:
ConSideratfOna)
(This block:of,instiuCtion includes-.Coitents
of courses identified as:AHR 106,DFT 221, ARC 1238 and

ARC 12304)*

40.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING AND DESIGN I - BLOCK 107
(Preparation of Residential Working Draw(rs; Upgrading
Technical Drafting Skills)
(This block q instruction includes
contents of ARC 107, ARC 1228, ARC 1231 find part of T&I 7563
(Y-2).)*

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING AND DESIGN II 7:BLOCK108

,

(Working Drawinga.Conssercial,Constrtiction).' (This' block of
instruction includes- contents of courses identified as.ARC.
108 and ARC 1231.)*

-

srt4 SURVEY AND DEVELOPMENT 7.-BLOCK150'.
Construction; Site Planning, Folindatidn
(Site Survey.;
(ThiS block of instructio
location, Site'Plang Drawing)

--r---"-----irreiudes-rariterits`-of --cdurses'tdentifiad-iir-DIT-ISQTr
.i 101 and ARC 1250..) * .

-.

.

HISTORY OF GRAPHICS AND ART (ARCHITECTURAL) - BLOCK 181
1Thellistdriof Architecture As An'Art Form) 0(lbisHblock
:TITof instruction includescourses.:identified as DFT-181 and
ARC 1121.)*
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING AND DESIGN IIT:-.-BLocx 220
COmMerCial, Structural SysteMe and
..(Working.Drawings,
blOOkof instruction. -is related
to
Materials)'
L
DFT:220-incl.ARC
ARC 1232.)*
.ARC

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING AND DES164-IV BLOCK 221:4

(Working:Drawings)'.1This,block:,of instruction includes contents
.courses identified,- as. ARC.221 and ARC' 1233.) *

of

BZOCIC:235'
:'CODES, SPECIFICATIONSANDHCONTRACTI1OCUMENTS
(Building,CodesCCI4e(trUCtion Spedificatione Arid'Contria',
.Documents).
(This blockHqUinstrilctioit includes content
.Oi courses identifiedft-45,-ARC. 1145andijart...of.:.
.

_

.

,

.

.

--

BLOCK 236
'.(TechAiques of EStimating..4qUintitY. and Costs of.Materia4

:CONSTRUCTION..ESTIMATING-ANO,FIEWINSPECTIONS

Labor and Iquipment for-dhstructidA and The ReqUirements.
for SulierviSiOn of-Construction'Contract Administration)
(This block of'instructiOn'includes contents o.UcoUrses
identified as DFT 236 and ARCa112.)*
1

'AiCHITECTUR AL PRES TATIONS I - BLOCK 250
(ArchiteCtutal DelineWons and Models; Architectural
Office Procedures) (this bloCk of instruction includes
contents of courses identified as DFT 250 and ARC 12411*

ELECTIVES: (DRAFTING):

REINFORCEICCONCRETECONSTRUCTION - BLOCK C221
(Materials, Types, pees and-Procedures for OOnirete
ConstructioneinfOrCed))** (This block' of instruction
includes contents of courses identified as CIA, 221.)*

r
ARCHITECTURAL PRESENTATIONS_ II.-, BLOCK:1242
.(Working,Drawings With Presentationti,,PelineatioAs'and
Models). :(This'block'of instruct-16h includeS contents of
coUrses'identified as ARC 1242'.') *

'

STRUCTURAL DRAFTING, -. BLOCK .230

(Wood, .Steel and,Concrete)** (This lilock of instruction includes contents of courses identified as DFT 230.)*

PART II (SECTION B)

PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONAL-CONTACT HOURS, DRAFTING
COURSES ONLY:'
r

DCC

1 Year - 891 to 1 067
2 Year - 1,067 Minimum

.,.

'

DPI

-

AS

- 360

y.

4s

Course numb
showtj,.,are in most cases local CC/TI
course numbers and are used to help identify .the
block, of instruction.
o e 2:

Suggested electitve for 1 Year Program if instructional
time is available.

14o

te
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INSTRUCTIONAL BJEGTIVES SUMMARY, PART. II - SPECIALTY PROGRAMS
SECTION E - (ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING PROGRAMS)

Suggested InstructiOnal.T1the
By. Course -.Zontact'HoureCC/TI &

Summary -; Course
Ins.tructional Objectives

!'7

Architectural Materials and Methods of Construction I - To .provide job' qualification coMpetencies required to perform Architectural Drafting
2 Year
88 Hours
tasks related to knowing (1) building material
88 Hours - 1 Year
types-, identifications, physical properties
90 Hours - HS
chaiacteristics, standard sizes and shapes,
finishes and commercial volute and quantity units;
(WhereJposeibie,
(2) applications or uses cf various types of
a
thia,courseshbuld precede
building materials in construction;' (3) methods
instruction:in:BLOCK 107used to join Or connect various-types:of-building
(Working Drawings),
materials used in construction;' 4) use of manuotherWise concurrehil.in,facturers! publicationsAwaeis atalogs and
othertechnital keference materials to, obtain
strUctiOn is suggested.)
construction infotmation; (5) identification,'-'
meaningland hoW to draw conventions and:symbOls.
nsed.in construction drafting, with emphasis .'on
1
,mAterials; and (6) teaning.and use of standard
construction terminology.,
BLOCK 105'

.

g-

BLOCK C106
7-41'

88 Hours. - 2 Year
88 Hours -None - HS

3

k

Architectural Materials and Methods of ConstrucTo provide and'further reinforce job
tion /I
qualification competencie0 required to .perforin
Architectural Drafting tasks related toknowing
(X)-buildingsmaterial types, identifications,
physi4arproperties chafacteristicsi'standard
sites and shapes, finishes and commercial volume
and quantity units; (2) applications- or uses bf
various types of ,buildin materials in construction; (3) methods used to joitor connect vari
ous types of buildidg,materials used in constr'uction; (4) :use of manufacturdra' publidations,
Sweets Catalogs and.other technical reference
construction infgrmation;materials to
(5) identificatio, meaning and how.to dra*-conventions andsymbols used in ,construction 4afting; (6) meaning and use of standard construction terminology; (7) -how to use the American
Inatitute'of Architects (AIA) File System for
materials; and (8) how to compare differen
manufacturers building materials to. apply t e
"or equal" clause found in the building spec fiiobtaal

cation*

-v-

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES SUMMARY, PART II --SECTION B (CONT.

Suggested Instructional Time
SOmilety 7..Course..

By Course' - 'Contact Hours CC /TI & HS

Instructional Objectives
'40

Architectural Environmental 'Systems I & II - To
provide job qualification competencies reqUired
to perform Architectural Drafting tasks related
to (1). drawing-electrical power'end
heating and air conditioning system, and ,plumbing
system plans;- (2) incorporating.applicable codes
into environmental. sysAem:planning; (3) incor -'
,porati4 lighting, acoustical and fire safety
,into construction planning, with reference to enyironmental'considerAtions; and (4) giving consideration to environmental. protection regulaV,
tions in planning and drawing environmental systems.

BLOCK A106

99 Hours - 2 Year
Year
99 Hours
None - HS

Architectural Drafting and Design I - To provide
Architectuial Drafting job qualificationcompe- A
tencies for tasks requiring the drafter to (1)
know the purpose, order of drawing,correct sHee
size, layout and points of emphasis for working
drawings; upgrade technical draftirig skills (2)
know and use correct symbols and conventions for
construction- _materials and construction views
shown in detail attWings; (3) draw complete set

BLOCK 107
121 Hours - 2 'Lear
1 Year.
121 Hours
180. Hdurs - HS

of new residentialconstruction working dfaang;
and (4) draw residenlial rehabilitation Irawings

awns for rehabilitation of existing old
'buildligs.

Architectural Drafting and Design II - To provide
job qualification competencies reqdtted to pct
form Architectural Drafting =sks related to the
preparation and drawing of worng drawings fpr
simple commercial structures. ri.ncurrent in-.
tade lettering
struction will be conducted to
techniques, drafting skills, and the use of
Sweets Catalogs, AIA Graphic Standards, menufacpurers' palicationd and Time-Saver Standards
fn drawing preparation.

BLOCK/08
99. Hours - 2 Year

99 Hours - 1 Year
None - HS

,

m.

BLOCK 15

Site Survey ana Development- To provide job
qualification competencies required to perfoTm
Architectural Drafting tasks related to (1) perfdrmance of basic surveying tasks; (2) drawing
r mpg; (3) looking up deeds for construc.'con
ti i sites; (4) drawing property lines from 1 al
descriptions; (5) preparing site design
(6) locating foundations and pier heights
.

.

88 Hours - 2 Year
1.88 Hours - 1 Year
None - HS

t

14,

t.
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INSTRUCTIONAL. OBJECTIVES .SUMMARY, PART II 7- SECTION B (CONT.)

,Suggested Instructional Time
By Course - Contact HoUrs -

.

Summary - Course
Instructional, Objectives

JDC/TI & HS.

Site Survey and Development (Cont.) - :residential
construction; (7) calculating cutting/and filling,
requirements for a construction sitefrom a contour map; (8) drawing a profile section; (9)
knowing and defining surveying terms; and (10)
knowing the duties and responsibilities of a'
surveyor to include those involving deeds.

BLOCK 220

99 Hours - 2 Year
1 Year
99 Hours
None - HS

Architectural Drafting and Design/ III - To pro.vide and enhance job qualification competencies

requiredto perform Architectural Drafting tasks'
involving the preparation for and drawing of a
complete set of working drawings for a commercial building.' Develop profeSsionalism in the
neatness, consistency, placement and character
in lettering techniques and drafting skills. To
provide further information,regarding materials
and types of structural systeus common to/corn
mercial,.construction.

BLOCK 221

99 Hours - 2 Year
99 Houit - 1 Year
None - HS

Architectural Drafting and Design IV - To, pro
.vide ambenhanCe- job qualifiFatiOn.competencies
required to pertorpilArchiteleturalDrafting tasks
involving the preparation of working drawings
from a preliminary sketch ofa.building. To
provide alearning experience inftworking as part

of.rafting team in!4,simulated professional
arChiteWs office environmentTO demonstrate
'iMproVement in drafting and:lettering skills and
techniques and knowledge 'of construction mat rials,
by types, uses,- characteristics and Applicat ns.
'BLOCK 235
- 55 Nollis '-, 2 Year

55 Hours - 1 Year
90 Hours - HS.

Codes, Specificat 'ions and 'Contract.DOcumenta -

To providerjobA/UalificatiOn cOMpetencies required
to perform Architectural Drafting tasks .related
to knowing (1)LaspeCtA of building Codes; (2). effect of buildi g codes'in.relation to construction
specificatio4 and drawingS;(3) code definitions
which apply to stairs, exits and fire ratings as
defined in the State Building Code' Manual; (4)
relationship.between different agencies invOlVed
.
in adminis ition:of buildingcodea; (5) elements
contracts;',(6).types.of architectural
,buildi
contracts,/z.
and the legal responsibilitids involved %in such Contracts; .(7) how to prepare building:
construction specifications; and:18) contract-.'document analysis procedures for:the. purpose:of
fixing/Client-arcifttect,contractor responsibili4
ties and duties, for mutual protection.
,

.

1 4

410,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES SUMMARY, FART'II

SECTION B

Suggested. Instructional Time
By Course - Contact Houis -

Summary -,Course
Instructional Objectives:

CC /TI &HS

BLOCK 236

Construction Estimating and Field Inspections
To provide the student with jOb qualification coal=
petencies required to petfOrM'Ardhitectural
Dia#ing tasks involving 'heHostiMittion of don-.
struction labor equipment and materials quantity
'surveyi and :costs from-wotking drawings, plans
and specifications to include knowledge .of the

55 Hours - 2 Year
.55 Hours
1 Year
None - HS

(1).. types,rOf estimates and the sUbdivisions of

estimating; (2) teChniques of estimating;
(3) techniques of prepating material and labor
qUantity surveys- 'from plans and ipecificationii,

for wood, structural steel:, and concrete in
tructures, residential buildings and highways.;
(4
techniques of estimating the.total.Costs of
various jobs including- labor, materials, equipment, overhead and profit; (5).biddingprocedures
ani1preparation:of bids;" (6) purpose of field
inspection or construction :contract administration
and the division. of responsibility; (7) requirements of the project or project representative;
(8) tools and equipment needed ,b3 administer the,
construction contract; (9)'-content of the contract
and construction documents required to administer
the construction contract; (10) requiremelits and
duties for opening, running,':closing and postcompletion of the project; 111) records, forms

and reports which maybe required byconstruction
contract; and (12 techniques of observing, in-;
specting, checkingilitestingmaerials and con.

,

struction.

#

.-

BLOCK 181

History of ArchitectUre, Graphics and Art - To Provide background7infortatiortelative to the :de-'
velopment of art and architeetureand their
intertelationshipS through history. .Ta'provide
background informs on as.to the petiods of
history as related o their primary architectural
.forme, their tharac eristics-and influence on
modern architecture
To provide the student wit
information pertaining to Twentieth Century
..)
Architecturalevolution and key figures in .itS
development. .To provide the student with the:
basic considerations used in judging current
architecture.
.

55 Hours

2 Yeai

None 71 Year
None - HS

..

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES S

Y, PART If - SECTION B.

Suggested Instructional Time
By Course - Contact Hours CC/TI & HS
-BLOCK 250

'Summary -'Course
Instructional Objectives
Architectural. Presentations.

121 Hours - 2 Year
None - 1 Year
None - HS

arCitectural

Delineations. and Models- ArChitectUral Offide
Practice) -To-provide job qualifiCatiOn caMpe-,.
tencies required by the ArchitectUral Drafting
and Design Technician to perform assigned tasks
or tomeetrequirements,for (1) demonstrating
architectural presentatign.competencies; (2) pre paring a design concept' presentation from a
.preliminary.design concept sketch; (3)Acnowingthe organilation_and functionsof a typical profeesiOnal architect's. office and the legal
responsibilities in architectural practice
(concurrent with presentation preparation)1 an
(4) preparing- a-pereonal employment interview
portfolio.
^Reinforced Concreie.Construction*-.To.prOvide.
special-job qualification competenCieS useful "in
the*performance.of Architectural Drafting' tasks
pertaining tOAtnowing the composition and properties of plain concrete; calculating the:requirements for size and placement of reinforciag steel;
and analyzing and designing reinforced concrete
1

*

BLOCK C221
,

55 Hburs - 2 Year*

55 Hours - yeir*
None - H

.

,beams 'of various shapes.:

BLOCK:1242121-VOUrs:- 2*Year**
None
Year.
None -:HS

,

BLOCK 230

99 pours - 2 Year**
99/Hours - 1 .Year*
None - HS

Architectural Presentations II
To provide an
augmentation to the*job Oalification co
enciea..
required by the-Architectural-Draft,ing and
sign;

Technicianin the performance of taaksreqUir
in the preparation. and:presentation ofAirChitectural design presentations. to -a client.

Structural Drafting - To provide and enhance job
qualification tompete4es required.to perform,
Architectural Draftingttasks involving the analy-.
sis and_drawini of structural systems s-applications
'Of steel, wood and concrete. This course may be
considered to be an augmentation to CIV 105 and

CIV la, Architectural Materials and Methods of
Construction and is thereforeA3
as an elective.
'

4

*Recommend elective
1 Year Program, if time available.
**Recommend elective- 2 Year Program; if time available.

c
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JOB QUALIFICATIONS COMPETENCIES GAINED BY' THE COMPLETION. OF
PART I - BASIC AND PART II -.SfEHIALTIES, SECTION 13

Baaic.and fart II - Specialties, Section B
Successful coMpletion'Of Part I
(Architectural Drafting). results in the t011oWing'initial-employment job
qualifications (one to:two Years of on-the-job experience is normally required''
for full ,qualification for the ,upper
drafting jobs)-Program Title

197r - D.O.T. Title and Number

Tr041 - ArchiteCturil Drafting
and Design
,

Drafter, Architectural - 001.261-010
Drafter, Landscape
- 001.261 -014.
Drafter, Construction - 005.281-010

A

T-041 - Architectural Drafting
and Design and
V-015
Drafting (Building
Trades

Drater, Commercial

- 017.261-026
- 017.261-U30

DrafterJ, Detail

Drafter, Heating and
Ventilation
Drafter, Assistant
Drafter, PlUmbing
Drafter, Structural

- 017.261 -034
.

- 017.281-018
- 017.281-038
- 005.281 -014

PREREQUISITES:

Enrollment in the trotting specialties of'Pari II - Specialties is contingent.
upon successful 'mpletion of instruction required irrfart-I 7 Basics'. Pre requisites for ea
individual course. is shown upon the, course s' mart' sheet.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:.

Evaluation should be by.performance (Competency Based) testing. Test items,
should be task performance directed, toidetermine that the learner is job
perfOrm,the job_taiks organic tq the duty area of activity related
to the co*se of instruction. Performance Standards applied:should bethose
require&to meet initial employment job requirements for'the'task concerned
and, the apOlicible.standards-ianuals.. /
v.

EQUIPMENT:
Drafting.equipment normally, found in, a drafting. room environment in local area
indOstries.
See also AppendiX A, Part I - Basit.
,

PART II
DEVELOPMENT

or 4Ln-rcumrEo

SPECIALTY "DRAFTING PROGRAMS-

SECTION B r ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING ANDMESIGN/DRAFTING (BUILDING TRADES)

'The insttuetioilcontent;requirenents for'Drafting (Graphic Communications,
art I - Basic; was AdvelopEirby the State Articulated Drafting Advisory and
Program COmMittee._ Thie committee as shown In.Patt I consists, of drafting
teachers /instructors and, craft advisors. 'Thi-ArtIculated specialty drafting
or advanced drafting programs (Architectural and Mechanical), shown in Part II, X
are based upon Part I - Basic,.which provides the essential instructional content
guidance for the development of competencies in basic technicardrafting,
problem solving, reproduction, composition (layout),' freehand sketching and drawingiendlettering. It was advisor.consensus that the individual desiring to
enter the drafting field or related occupations should have alirm grasp of
the competencies presented in.Part I - Basic, prior to attempting to acquire
competencies in a drafting (Graphic CommuniCations)'specialty.

The specialtyNarea'of drafting presented in Section A, Part II iiitNechanical
Drafting,-whereas this section(B) is Architectural Draftiee. Shown are' the
courses in Dtafting.whichare cOnaidered:neCesaaryas the articulated .drafting
components for Architectural Drafting And Design (T -041) and Drafting (Building
Trades) (V-015) Prograts offered by certain WTI. Section t is aligned'withand recognizes the advanced. specialty course titled Architectural Design III
(6I1563(T-2))that is offered in meni'of the high schools. The instructional
content is 'organized into courses with titles and numbers used by.the Nort
Carolina CC/TI. The Competencies Which should be taught for the student t!4"6e
considered job 'qualified in the particular drafting duty area covered by the,course
1,: are shown as tasks.
..,

.

..

Tasks are, those detail job fdnctions.or'essignments-which the worker normally
-,-Performs and collectively. make' up the.job" They may be initially grouped under
headings 'to Which they are 'relzited 'called duty area's.
Duty areas and their subill
ordinate tasks are identified and developed by performings job analysis /of the'
job which results in a listing of the tasks one task inventory. For instructional purposes, duty areas with a large, number of tasks or a smaller number of
very complex tasks, may be organized into_Courses, Duty-areas with a limited
number-or relitivety simple taski are identified as "Sub - blocks" and are-grouped
with one or more 'other related:blocks_to form an instructional course. The.
duty areas and tasks listed in the. Architectural Section were'developdd from a
review, of course' outlines and information provided by Fayetteville Technical
,.
InstitutevForsyth'TechAical Institute, Pitt`Technical Institute, The Sanford,
_North Carolina projett_and-The'Peninsuia VocationalEducatiOn center, Hampton,
..
Virginia.
.

All of the information obtained from the sources cited were synthesizedjto
develop wiseries of courses compdtible with general program guidance from the
N.C. State Department of Community Colleges and Currant precticeby the. contributing institutions: The tasks which appeared to be taught b most of, the in
stitutions for the.-same course are listed as part of the ins
ctional task
inventory. Those tasks which Appeared-to be the most Complex nnature with.
':many Sub-tasks were identified as "modules",.with'the components listed under
such a heading. A general statement regarding the performance standards to be
applied is shown at the bottom of each course task inventory. A notation is made

1

,

-xiSECTION B - ARCHITECTURAL DRArrING AN]) DESIGN/DRAFTING (BUILDING TRADES5-.

on each inventory to ttie- effect.L..that-the:Andividual-instruetor-wi-1-1--be----expected-'-'-

to perform a task analysis of each task listed to determine the skills and related technical information that must be taught for the student to be job qualified to perform the task.

Instructional procedures aredetermined by the individual instructor. The important aspect-and reason for this instructional objective guide. is to ensure
that the'instructOrsand teachers participating in an articulation agreement
teach _Ehe -Same tasks ad instructional-content-and apply the same performance
standards. The task becomes the instructional objective: If the local area,
craft advisors identify a task -or. taskssnot-Shown in. the task inventory, then
by general agreement of the advisors and the'teadhers/instructors-cOncerned,
such tasks) should be added to the articulated task linventory for the.appropriate.course. This may require adding more time, to the course or reduciwtine
allocited,to taiki that see little use in ehelocal-area.-.To.attain lateral
exticulatton between-institutions of the same educational level and-to ensure
that graduates are qualified for glOyment as draftere:Outaide of their local
Area:, instructora:should teachal
asks in the inventory until such a time as
the inventory is charged and tasks deleted or added brthe committee that.
develoPed it.
These tisk listings have beehreviewed by instructors and also
should beYreviewed by local area advisors to ensure that they are accurate and
reflect current and future industry requirements.
There are general similarities between-the 2 Year Architectural Drafting Programe
offered by variOils CC/TI. There are, however, considerable:differences in the
emphasis and the instructional contact hours time allocations provided for
drafting and drafting related subject areas in these programt3For comparison
'purposes Only, the maximum-contact,h6Ura allocated by any one CC /TI appears to
be.1,782.houra of drafting and related courses of a 2,20()-hour program of instruction.
The courses in drafting and-drafting related subjects. contained in this program
may exceed the 'contact hours of .instruction allocated to such stibdects.by,aome
:,-CC/TI.
In such anevent,.it is suggested that anyreview for the purpose of
adjustments, include academic and supporiingcourses as well as drafting. It
may be that all that is required is the allotatiOn ofmoreahours of instruction
to the program.- There is'always the possibility that one or more academic or
technical courses are not essential to Joh:qualification. The primary consideration should be, that the program objective is to develop highly qualified Archi-,
tectural Drafters which would appar to giVe drafting and'dtaftingxelated courses
a priority.
.

Ps
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=105.01-

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
. :BLOCK/COURSE_SUMMAKY-AND.INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
PROGRAM:

-

Architectural Technology - T-041 (2 Year)
Drafting (Building Trades, - V-015 (1 Year)

BLOCK/COURSE TITLE:

Architectural Materials and Methods,of Construction

BLOCK/COURSE NUMBER:

105 - Includee Instructional-Content Cont;ined In
Courses: (Community Collegei/Technical Institute - Cl/ 105 'and ARC 1264) ePartment of
Publit-InstructiOn - T6I.1563(Y8.72)),,,,
..t

INSTRUCTIXONAL CONTACT HOURS (Recommend_ed):

88 Routs - 2 Year Program
88 Hours - 1 Year Program

90 Hours -BS
.

INSTRUgTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
.

"I't'

,

.

To provide job qualification competencies required
to perform Architectural- Drafting tasks related to
knowing .

1:

-,'

Building materiel types, identifications, Physical properties characteristics, standard
sizes and Shapes,.finishes and commercial volume
and quantity mats..
.

2.
,

3.'

4.

5.

6.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:

PREREQUISITES:

building materials itfcenstruction.
Methods used-to join or connect various types
of building materials used in construction.
Use of manufadturere publicationa,-Sweets
Catalogs, and other technical reference materials
to-obtain construction information.
Identification, meaning and how to drIIIonve67
tions and symbols used in construction drafting,
with emphasis on"materials.
Meaning and use of standard construction terminology.

This course does not by itself provide specific
D.O.T. identified job qualificafions.
It is a componenB:in the development of job qualification competencies required in the course subject area by
the Architectural Drafting Technician and Building
Trades Drafter.

Instructional Equivalent to Basic Draft ing,-Part I.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:
.

Applications or usespfyarious types of

By performance (Competency Based) testing. Test items
should be task performance oriented or directed: Performance standards shpuld be those required to meet
initial employment j
performance-requirements for
the task concerned.

149.

-105.02-

-,ALopc 105 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:

Architectural Materials and Methods of 'Construction Il(Cont.)

:

Drafting equipment and reference material normally found in a
prOfessional drafting environment on the job. ,See also
Appendix A,Tart./ - Basic. ,This course will also require
field trips to construction sites and building material sales
and:storage areas..

105.01 - Know construction terminolOgy.

18S702

KnoWhow to find.ana use construction information in manufaCturers'
".0

.publications, Sweets Catalogs and other references,
.

1

105.03 - Know requirements and materiali-for footings and foundations:
105.04 - Know the primary considerations in(6ncrete: slab conAtrliction:'..

.105.05 - Know.the types, materials and requirements for conventional wood.,

4

frame construction.
I

r

105.06

.-

Know the various requirements-,.types, materials, etc. for kraming
and finishing openings.

105.07 - Know considerations, materials, finishes, and requirements for

various types of exterior wall

tructiPn

105.08 - Know types, materiels and. finiahes for interior walls.

105.09 - Know requirements for fireplace construction.

.

.

105.10 - Know roof types, materials and other donsideration for construction.
105.11 - Know types, location and essential conalderations required for inAitallation of insulation, vapor barriers and ventilation.

105.12 - Know ty pes, requireients and materials for stair construction.

105.13 - Know equipment, materials, layout and location requirements for
kitchen indilitath construction.
71.

15;f

-105.03-

BLOCK 105 (Cont.)
,TASK LIST:

.

Architectural Mstfirials and Methods of Construction I (Cont.)

105.14 - ''Know types of metals and uses in construction.

105.15 - Know methodaused to connect or join materials used in construction.
2 105.16

Identify, know proper use and how to draw symbols and conventions used
in construction, with emphasis on materials.

MNIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Demonstrates knowledge of: related technical information, how to use manufacturers'
publications, Sweets Catalogs, and other reference materials, plus the ,content
of such material with. at least 80% accuracy..
Identifies,. states proper use and draws required symbols and conventions with
80% accuracy

Note

The task listing spd performance standards only are provided-to guide
teachers /instructors hand serve as a reference to ensure that stan7-.:-

dard instructional content fin common courses of occupational inatiOction and' that Job qualification performance standards areopplied;"
This.will'permit lateral and vertical articulation action'.'fThe individual-instructorAs expectad;to perform the ,necessary task analyses
to determine the exact. skills and related technical information that
the worker requires for task performance.

44

41!

4
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-C106.01-

Lg./

ARTICULATION Rump' PROJECT
BLOCK/COURSE SUMMARY AND INSTEUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
.

PROGRAM:

Architectural Technology - T-041 (2 Year)
Drafting (Building Trades) - V -015. (1 Year)

BLOCK/COURSE TITLE:

Architectural Ma erials and Methods of Construction II
T

BLOCK/CO

NUMBER:

C106 - Includes Instructional Content Contained In
Courses:
(Community Colleges/Technical
Institutes - CIV 106 and ARC 1265) (Department of Public Instruction - N/A)

INSTRUCTIONAL. CONTACT HOURS (Recommended):

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

88 Hours .1.2 Year Program
88 Hours - 1 Year Program

To provide job qualification competencies required.
Co perform Architectural Drafting tasks related
to knowing *

1.

Building material types, identification, physical properties characteristics, standard sizes
and shapes, finishes 'and commercial volume and
quantity 'units.

2.
3.

4.

5.

.

8.

.

.

Applications or uses of various types,of.
building materials in cdnstructio
Methods' used to join or connect
ous types
of.building materials used in co
ruction.
Use of manufacturers' publications, Sweets
Oatalogs,'and other technical reference materials to obtain construction information.
Identification, meaning and how to draw"conventions and symbolsoused in construction
drafting.
Meaning and useof standard construction
terminology.
P
Haw to use the American. Institute of Architects
(AIA)-file system for materials.
How to compe different'Manufgicturers building
materials td' apply the "or equal" clause found
in the build*ng specifications.

.
-

. JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:

This course does noJ by itself provide specific
D.O.T. ideitifiedjob qualifilFation.ISuccessPaaompletion ofadCks, 105 and 10frand/pkerequisites
can qualify a student as a BuildineMaterials '
Manufacturer or Supplier Representabikve/Drafter.
It,-together with Bloat 105, constitutes a major
element in the job qualification development for the
specialty area of the Architectural Drafting
Technician and theBuilding Trades Drafter.

,

BLOCK .106 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:

Architectural .Materials and'Mathods of Construction= (Cont.)

PREREQUISITES:. 'Basic Drafting, Part I and Block 105.
PERFORMANCE -EVALUATION:

By performance---(Goipetency- Based)-tes-ting. -Teat
iteallo. should b.. task performanCe.oriented or

directed. Performance- -.standards- should-be t h o s e .--required to meet initial
job performance
requirements for the.taek concern d.

EQUIPMENT:

Drafting equipment and'referenCe material no
lly found in a
professional drafting environment,on the job
See also Appendix A) Part I -, Basic.
This. course *111.als require field
trips to construction sites and building mat rial sales and
storage areas..

Module .10 - Know Site Preparation Requirements:
.

C106.11 - Know sits cl aring actions.
,

.

C106.12 - New grading and excavation considerations to 'inOlud

.

environMental.

\

C106,1,- KT

drainage considerations and procedures.

.-

*

....

\
and'tonsiderations for landscaping.\

,,9106,14"- Know, need

.

,

\ -

-

,

..

\

C10'6.15 - Know access roads (driveways), parking areas, walkways and otheriH'
A

paving considerations.

'C106.16 - Know types, uses and procedures for foundation construction.
//

,I

'.......
,..

Module .20 - Know T?ves

a

Uses, Materials and Procedures Employed With Concrete:

,

C106.21:- Know types, materials end procedures employed in form work.
C106.22 - Klgw types,, materials and procedures employed in concrete

Ai

Y..

reinflrcement.,
4

.

.,-

''.'

.

v

.,

C106.23 - Know requirements for cast-inrplace:concrete..0116,

,

re'...A.

,..

4

C106,24 - Know typds, characterliticaand'applieations of precast concrete.
C106.2.- Know. types, characteriVics and applications of cementitioUs,decks,

BLOCK C106 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:

Architectural Materials and Methods of Construction II (Cont.)
r

...

-Module .20 - Know Types, Uses, Materials and Procedures Employed With

.

Concrete.(Cont.):
----C106.2i .7-1Ctiow tonsideratione in the application of proporiioiing'mixes.

C106.27. -.Know type, materials and procedures employed in reinforcement
.

placement.

...

C106.28 - Know types, applications and procedui s in concrete finishing.
C106..29

Know precatt concrete manufacturing' me hods for various-typet. of use.

Module .30 - Know Types, Uses_L Characteristics: Materials and Procedures
E

loved In Masonry Construction:

C106.31 - For mortars.
C106.32 - Fox \unit nascihry.

C106.33 - Fo

building stone.
.

C106.34 - Know'masonry construction procedures and methods.

Module .40 -' Know Types, Characteristics, Applications ,and Standard Construc-

tion Procedures for Structural Metals, Including C106:41 - Structural Steel.
C106.42 = Open -web joists.

C106.43:- Metal decking.

C106.44 -.iight gtuge framing.

06.45.- Miscellaneous applications including iittirsv'gratings, castings and

expantionAOint Covert.
C106.46

Ornamental (wrought, cast and die-cast).

BLOCK C106 .(Cont.)

ArChitectural Material's and Methods of Construction II (Cont.)

''tASK LIFT:
0:

Mo dule .50 - Know the Characteristics, Applications, Types and Construction

__Procedures,fOr _Wood_ Products

Construction:.

C106.51 - Commercial sizes, shapes and finishes..

C106.52 -.Structural woods (trusses, glue laminated and decking).

C106.53 - OmVentional construction uses (rough carpentry, finish carpentry an
custom woOftork).

TASKS

,p106.61. Know types, characteristics, applications and construction procedures
for roof coverings.

C106.62 - Know types, characteristics, applications, materials and construction
'prodedureS in roof construction.

C106.63 - Know types, Characteristits, applications and procedures using'
exterior finish materials.
4

.

C106.64 7 Know types, characteristics, appliceitions and procedur

in the use

.

of moisture protection materials.
.

.

sib. ..

.

C106.65\- Know types

characteristics, applicitions and procedures for instal-

Iation and use 'in construction of doors,-Windows and glass.

C106.66 = Know types, characteristics,. applications indAnstallation Pbcedbres
for finished hardware.
I

C106.67

Know the typesi, char

eristics, uses and methods of. Application of

interior. and exterior finl.shes, common7toConst

tiOn..

i06.68 - Knoti-types, characteriatimanlapplications of specialty material's

often'used in construction to inclUde ribber.;'porcelain enaMeled.

..

,

products, slim) blocks ,seAlers'and,caulking materials,.adhesives
and pliastica.

-C106.05-

BLOCK C106 (Cont.)

TASK LISTt. Architectural Materials and Methods of ConstruCtioi II (Cont.)

'/ASOrS

(CONT.)

_0106.69

.111

c.

Compare_different_manufacturers' materials to Apply the "or equal"
clause found in building miterial specifications.

C106.70 - Have knowledge of the various types of manufacturers' literature aid
the information contained therein, plus the AIA file.system for

s,

Materials.

C106.71 - Know the common types of specialty equipment most frequently to be
.found in newly constructed buildings and their uses.

(Sanitary

,equipment, heating And air. conditioning, water fountains, etc.)
C 106.72

Know types of furnishings that may be included in architectural
planning for finished construction ready for occupancy (carpeting,
etc.).

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Student'can identify, s ate types, characteristics, standard sizes and shapes,
rcial volume and quantity units of building material:6
with 80% accuracy.

JEedbmmon finishes and co
,

Student can state standard applications, of various types of common building
materials with 80% accuracy.
41
.

Student can state conventional methods used to join or connect colmon types of
:4
building paterials.
fi

Sddent can obtain desired information from technical refatence4Publications
with 80% accuracy.
Student can Tdentify;:itate'meaning and draw conventions and symbols used in
construction`draffing neatly, with 80% accuracy.
Student can state meaning and use of. standard construction terminology with'
80%.accuracy4

cP

it

NI

.

C106.06-

BLOCK 0106 (Cont.

TASK LIST:

Arcb01.0Ftural Materials and Methods of COnetruction II (Cont.)

MINIMUM PERFORMANg STANDARDS (CONT.):
Student demonstrates ability to use. AIA,File_System for Materials withANYK
accuracy and withinitccepted time limits.

An

Student
demonstrate accurately the procedures for comparieg different
manufactirers' building materials to apply the "or equal" clause to be found
in building specifications.

Note 1:

The task listing and performance standards only are provided to
guide teachetsiinstructos and serve as a reference to ensure that
standard instructional content for common courses. of occupational
instruction and that job qualification performance standards are
appl ed. This will permit lateral and vertical.articulation action.
The ndividual instructor is expected to perfor, the necessary task
ana sea to determine she exact skills and related technisal infor..=
mat n that the worker requires foetask performance.

-A106.01-

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
BLOCK/CORSE-SUMMARY AND' INSTRUCTION4 OBJECTIVES
.

PROGRAMi

Architectural Technology - T-041 (2 Year)
Drafting (Building Trades.) - V-015 (1 Year)

BLOCK/COURSE. TITLE:

BLOCK/COURSENUNBER:

Architectural Environmental Systems

A106 - Includes Instructional Content Contained In
(Community CollegeedliChnical
Courses:
ASR 106, DFT 221, ARC 1238,
Institutes
ARC 1239) (Department of Public Instruction N/A)

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (Recommended):

99 Hours - 2 Year Program
99 Hours - 1 Year Program

To provide job itlidification competencies required
to perform Arohiteitural DFafting tasks' related to.-

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

1.

Drawing electricallpowerand lighting Osten

2.

plans;
Drawing heating and air conditioning aystem..

planer
*
Drawing.pluMbing systim'plans;
Incorporating applicable aide's into environ.

3.
.

4.

axintal system planning;,

5.-Incorporating lighting, acoustical and fire
safetyinto construction planning, withreference to environmental considerations; and
6.. Giving consideration to environmental protec
tion. regulations in planning
environmental' systemic

and drawing -

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAIIEDIyhia course does not by itself provide specific
D.O.T. identified job quilificitions...:uccessful
completion of this course and. the prerequisites of
like instruction can qualify:a student for employ-mint as a Heating and Air-Conditioning Drafter,
Mechanical SystemkDrifter, Electrical Systems
Drafter or Plumbing Systems Drafter. It is a' cowPonent in the' development of job qualification as
an Architectural Drafting Technician or a Building
.

Trades.Drafrer.

PREREQUISITES:, Basic Drafting, Part I.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

By performance (Competency Balled, testing: Test
items should be,task performance oriented or
directed. Performance.04andards should be those re-'
.quired to meet initial employment job performance
requirements for the task concerned.

-A106.02-

]!LOCK A106 (Cont.)

I
Architectural Environmental Systems

TASK

EQUIPMENT:

Drafting equiptent and reference material normally found in a
professional drafting envirlonment on the job. See also
Appendix A,'Par I - Basic.' The appropriate handbooks,' codes,
AIA Manuals, which contain, the_ information regarding the
equipment cited above should be available;

Module .10 -Draw Electrical Power and Lighting

ystoms:'

A106.11 - 1Cnoui types and uses of transformers.
A106.12 -; Know types of service - entrance switch and metering equipment and.

use:'

,A106.13 - Know types of .*etch boards and use:

A106.14 - Know types and use of panel boards.

A106.15 - Know classifications and use of switches, circuitrbreakers and fuses.
A106.16

Know types and use of electrical, receptacles.

A106.17 - Know general groups and.classificatione of eleczric,,motors.
/

A196.18 - Know batic'terniimology,design consideration anddistributiOn

systems for electrical lighting, plus stidard drawing symbols.
A106.19 - Kirov pUrpose an

types of lighting protection.

A106.111 - Know electric (requirements
as contained in the National Electric-Code.
fl
A1061112 -Read blueprints for electrical installation.
,

.

A106.113 - Draw electrOal installation laiouts.-

Module 1 20.- Draw Heating Systems:
A106.21%

oW

genera].' procedures for computing heating plant size.

A106.22 - Know types of heating systems and heating principle8.

A106.23 - Know purpose and procedures for connecting vents to chimneys.
A166.24 - Know combustion air requiAments and air pollution limits.
A106.25 - -Know building code requirements for heating system-installation.
A106.26

i

Read blueprints for heating plant installation.

-.A106.03-

BLOCK A106 (Cont.)

TAM LIST:

Module

Ardhitettural Environmental Systems

- Draw*Heating Systems (Cont.):

A106.27 -Draw layout for heating plant installation.'
A106.28 --Calculate heat loss for heating system and environmental comfort
levels,
4

Module .30 - Draw Air, Conditioning Systems (Heating and Air Conditioning Plants

May Have the Same Distributioj System):

A106.31 - Know general procedures for determining size of cooling plant to
include calculating heittiiin and environmental comfort
A106.32 - Know types of air conditioning systems.
4n

'

e
-

A166 . 33 7 Know,iYpes of gar conditioning control. system..
.A106.34 - Know types of air conditioning ventilation ,systeme.

A106.35 - Know basic code requirements and sources of information pertaining
to air conditioning systems.

A106.36 - Read blueprint

for al.r conditioning

systeZ\

A106.37 - Draw lajout of air conditioning system.

Modules .40 - Drew Plumbing Systems:
40
A106.41 - Know typesvlf water supply systems.

A106.42 - Know types of demands for water use.

A106.43- Know minimum plumbing requirements for major facilities based on
national liumbingcode, plus water pollution limits.
A106.44 -,Know pipe sizing requirements for major categories of plumbing use.

A106.45 - Know basic building code requirements and sourceof information.

4106.04BLOCK. A106: Cont..)

ArchitActural,Snvironmental Systems-1

TASK LIST:

Module .40

Draw Plumbing Sy, terns (Cont.):

AI06.46 Know standare01-416i-ng crafting symbols.
A106.47 - Read blueprints for plumbing installation.

A106.48 - Drew plumbing instailation.

TASKS
4,

106.11
- Knew basic
b
principles for determining adequate illumination re.
dg,

quirements for different areas, while practicing economy.
\\4106.5.2 - Know basic priqciples and materials to-attain acoustical controls

for noise pollution.

A106.53 - Know the applicable codes and other considerations that must be
observed in the practice of fire protection and safety.

A106.54 - Make necessary adjustments in environmental systems to accommodate
:0A

the handicapped where such laws apply or if construction is for
private use, such adjustments have been requested.

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Student can state related technical information (equipment types and use,
principles,for determining heat/cooling and light requirements, applicable
Cries, etc.) with 80% accuracy.
Jr

.

Stildent knows, can identify, use correctly.and draw standard conventions and
syMbols for environmental, plumbing and electrical systemillir
Student draws environmental, electrical and plumbing spite-me according to AIA
and other industry standards.
,

Neatnese and accuracy apply where appropriate.
Drawings. are prepared within job qualification time limits.

ARTICULATION RIM= PROJECT
BLOCK /COURSE SUMMARY AND INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

PROGRAM: 'Architectural Techholdgy
Grafting (Building Trades)
BLOCK/COURSE TITLE:
BLOGKICOUNINT-NUMBER

Year)
(1 Year)

Architectural Drafting, and Design I (Working Drawing.)
t---

107 ---.- linciudeir-Instruotional=Cizentent7ContainedffIn---

.Courses:
(Community Colleges/Technical Iusti
Lutes - ARC 1.07.,!ARC 1231,, ARC 1228) (Depirtaint
Of Public. Instruction - Part of Tilt 7563 (r-2))
.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (Ricbimended):

-INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

To provide Architectural Drafting lob qualification
competencies for tasks requiring the drafter to:
1.

2.

3.

,
4.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:

_

121 Hours ,.2,Viar Program
r Year Program
121 Hours
180 HOUrs - High'School

Know the purpose, order of drawing -correct
sheet size, layout and points of
for
working drawings. Upgrade technicali,
tins
skills.
Know and use correct symb910 and conventions.
for construction materials and construction
views shown in de
drawings.

Draw complete set
new residential construetion working
.
Draw residential rehabilitation drawings and
plans for rehabilitation of existing old
buildings.

This course does not lioy itself provide .specific
D.O.T. identified job qualifications. It is a com-

ponent in the development of job qualification as
an Architectural Drafting and Design Technician or
a Building Trades Drafter.
PREREQUISITES:

Instruction equivalent to CC/TI courses - BLOCK A106, BLOCK
105 and Drafting, Part I - Basic.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:
,-

EQUIPMENT:

By performance (Competency Based) testing.- Test items
should be task performance oriented or directed. Performance standards should be those required to meet
initial employment job performance requirements for
the task concerned.

Drafting equipment and reference material normallx found in a professional drafting environment on the job. See alloo Appendix A,
Part I - Basic. Material or facility with which to obtain necessary
information, for residential rehabilitation project.
417

BLOCK 107 (Cont.)

T48K LI$T:

Architectural Drafting and Design I (Working Drawings) (Cont.)

Note 1:

The task listing and performance standards only are provided to guide
instructore/teacherst and serve as a reference to ensure that standard
instructional content for comman.courses is presented and that job
qualificatiOd'staidards are applied. This will permit lateral and
vertical articulation action.
The individual instructor/teacher is
expected, to perform the necessary task analyses to determine the
exact skills and related 'technical information that the worker must
have for task performance qualification.

Note 2:

Where high school teachers have
me allocations and the instructional
qualifications to present the co red and apply the required performance
standards, it is considered 'appropriate to conduct instruction at the
high school level in this course.

Moduli .10 - Upgrade Technical Drawing
107.11 = Draw objects using orthographic drawing techniques.

107.12 Draw objects using the exonametric.systemtechniques.
107.13.- Draw objects using perspeCtive drawing techniques.
-V

TASKS

107.02 - Know the purpose and order of drawing working drawings.
107.03 - Select the correct sheet else for working drawings.
107.04 - Layout working drawings.
107.05 - Know pointi of emphasis of working drawings.
147.06 - Know and use correct symbols afid'cofiwintions for construction

materials and construction views shown in detail drawings, by
referring to Sweets Catalogs, ALA Manuals, and other technical
ON

references for information.

-107,03',MOCK 107 (cent.)

TASK LIST:

Architectural Drafting and Design I (Working De/wings) (Cont.).

Module .70 - Draw New Residential Construction Working Drawings:

-

107.71 - Make deed'and title search' for construction site.

107.72 - Check building codes, zoning, subdivision requirements and other
legal restrictions relevant to construction site for both single.

1

and multi-famil Y- residences.
,1

107.73 - Make site analysis.

-.

,

:

J

.
,,1

107.74 - Draw preliminary site.design.
.

;107:743

3

_

- Refine the Program.

107.76 - Sketch building design according to program.
107.77 - Present preliminary design for review.
107.78 - Prepare modification! of preliminary design.
107.79 - Draw floot plans.

107.711 - Draw elevations and,sectObns.
A,

107.712 - Present final plans fir review.

.

107.713 - Draw modifications of final designs.
107.714 - Prepare final working. drawings for (a) floor plans; (b) elevations;,

(c) settiona; Id) details; (e) mechanical plan; (f) electrical plan:
.(g) plumbing plan; (h) details; (1) foundation plan; (j) schedules

and miscellaneous details; and (k) stte plan and title sheet.

A

-407.04 -

BOCK 107.1Cant.)
'

.

TAOEJ41Ut Architectural Drafting` and Design I .04orking-#*i*xigsi(COnX

4
1401ill

e

1,

80 - ,1raw Residential Rehabilitation Plans:
,

107:81 - Take measPiements antelield notes for rehabilitation dr

nEe

1 7.82 -irePareimeasured plans, elevations and perspective drawingso
existing conditions.
107..83 '- .Prepare rehabilitation plans and elevations sketch.
.

107.;64*- Obtain sketCh:,,approvals.

,407/.8.5

Prepare final. rehabilitation plant', elevations, sections, perspectives,

s'chedules,--lns,mechanicalplan if required.'
107..86

repar4 rough re abilitation cost estimates.

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARRS:
Student emonstrates ability to use correctly the ortftgraphic-, axonometriC.
and perspective, dowing techniques.
.

'Student demonstrates ability to locate and ihesoctifY symbol's and conventions in
_
reference material and draw them with at,loasp,80% atcuraCiy.
,

.." _

Stua4t can state.furpose and order of volli. g` drawings.
Student demonstrates ability to identify and' draw thevericius views common
.4o working dies:lino,
-

Student demonstrate ability` tO':perform thepr0paratory aCtions required
"
prior to making the preliminar .site design

.

Neatness and accura4.apply.
Stydent performs required tasks within time liiits considered to-be 'acceptable for initial employment Sob qualification.

Lettering and drafting skills demonstrated,show neatness ,acCUracy 'consisten-' cy, .proper r-placement and character,
,

-Note '3:

AIA suggests instruction in design and diafting of residential construction as the inttial cdurse of working drawings', with the balance
of working drawing instruction to concentrate on commercial

tion.,
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ARTICULATI
BLOCK/COURSkSUMMARY

PROGRAM:

Architectural..

RESEARCH PROJECT
IN$TRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Technology

(2 Year)

-7"- Drafting (Building Trades) - V-015 (1 Year)
BLOCK/COURSE TITLE:

Architectural Drafting and Design II (Working Drawings Commercial)

.BLOCK/COURSE NUMBER:

108 - Includes Instructiona1.Content Contained In
Courses: (Community Colleges/Technical,
Institutes - ARC. 1013 and ARC 1231)

.(Department of Public. Ins ruction - N/A)
INSTRUCTIONAL 'CONTACT HOURS (Recifilmnended):

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJEC

99 Hours
Year bPrograiv:''
99 Hours - 1 Year Program,,,;,

To provide job qualification competencies required
to perform Architectural. Drafting tasks related to
the preparation and drawing of working drawings
for simple commercial structures. Conctirrent
instruction will be conducted to upgrade lettering
techniques, drafti g skills and the use, of 'Sweets
Catalogs, AIA Gr hic Sta dards, manufacturers':
publications and Timed pi Standards in drawing

:

pkepOation..

.

ir

oi by itself provide specific
D.13.). identified job qualifications. ,It Li a

JOB QUALIFICATIONS 'GAINED:

This

....,
,-

'course does

:-'comfonent in.the develOpmenS, of jbb qualification
as an Architectuial Dr'af'ting Technician or a
Building.TradedDrafter..

PREgEQUISITES:
.

'

'
.

..

.

,

.

.

.

,-.

.I

Instruction .Elluivalent to BLOCK-150 BLOCK 105, BLOCK C106,
BLOCK- 107 and' BLOCK 235.

By performance (Competency paged) testing. Test items
should be task ierformanceeriented or directed, ftrformancd standards should be those required to me8t
initial employment job perfOrrdance- requirements for
,

the

pasiccOncerned:
.604k

EQUIPMENT:

Drafting equipment and:referenc
terials normally 'fotind An a
-professional draftinip envitonme t on the job. 'See also Appendix
+A," -Part I
Basic,. this progianic,

-108:02-

'

1

BLOCW.108 (Cont.)
'yr

TASK LIST:

Architectural Drafting and Design II (Working Drawings Commercial) (Cont.)

.

'TASKS

108.01 - Upgrade lettering techniques.
character.

(Neatness, consistency, placement'and

a,

108.02 - Upgrade drafting skills.

(Neatness, consistency and placement.)

Module ..10 - Prepare Working, Drawings From a Given PreliMinary Drawing for a

("1214
Simple. Commercial Building.

Working Drawings Should

uire

Drafter to:

108.31 - Draw a site plan for a commerc
108.32 - Draw A working drawing floor plan fat a commereial gilding.
:_.

108.33 T DtaW'wall sections working drawings. for a comMerCial.building,,
,
.
108.34 - 'Draw elevations working drawings for a commercial buildidg.
,

- Draw details working drawings for' a. commercial building.

1b8.36

Prepare mechanical

electrical and pluMbing plans for building.

108'.31 - Piepare schedulei for

workfhg drawing off4 'commercial bui ding.

'108.38 -.Prepare a materials requirement

108.39 - Prepare:aitd

upport proposed building

and title.sheet for proposed- "commercial building.

. TASK
108.11 -.- Use Sweets Catalogs, AIA Graphic Standards, manufacturers' publics.

'tiOns and Time - Saver Standards in drawing preparation.-

AIL

'

BLOCK 108 (Conk)
.

TASK LIST:

Architectural Drafting and Desigp
Commercial) (Cont.)

(Working Drawings -

MINIMUM PERFORANCE STANDARDS:
Demonstrates 'knowledge of related technical information,. how to use Swoelt$;
Cats gs, AIA, and'other technical reference material with .S0% accuracy.
.

Fro uces neat, accurate and complete working:dtawings
pearance and layout..
.

.

profesaional In ap7

,

symbOlsHand Conventions appropriate;:fortheCOnstrUctiOn'AcCuratelY anyl
hem'cOrrent15r.--

Performs taaks._by:producing 'required
be:appropriate for:nitial
i
_employment job gualific

time limitip,00nsidered to
ion.

_

Lettering and drafting; skills demonstrated show neahess,,aCtpracy,.cOnsistenCy,
placement ind.ChsraCter..
.

.1

-

-ARTICULATION REhEARCH PROJ
nocK7CouRsE SUMMARY-AND INSTRUCTIONAL 'OBJECTIVE
,

.1

ROGIKM:

Architectural Technology - T-041 (2 Year)
Drafting (Bui;lding Trades) - V-015 (1 Year)

BLOCK/COURSE T4TLE:

Site Survey and Development

BLOCK /COURSE NUMBER:: /150 r Includes Instructional Content Contained'In
Courses:. (Community Collegea/Tachnical.
Institutes - DFT 150, CIV 101, ARC 1250)
(Depart ent of Public Insttuction - N/A)

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS_(RecOmm

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES':

ded).:'

2 Year Program
88 Hours - 1, Year Program
88 -Houm.a.

To provide job qualification competencies required
to perform Architectural- Drafting tasks related to Performance of basic surveying* tasks;
Drawing contour,maps;
f.
Loolcing up 'deeds fq.-construction'Aites;
4
Drawing property lines from legal 'seriptions,;
5.
Preparing site design drawings;
6.0
Locating foundations and pier heights for
,.residential construction;'
.
Calculating cutting and filling requirements
for a construction site.from a contour map;
Drawing a profile section;
9.
Knowing,and defining surveying terms; and
10. .Knowing the duties and responsibilities of a
surveyor to include those involving deeds.
1.

2.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:

PREREQUISITES:

This course does not by itself provide specif
D.O.T. identified job-qualificatiors. Successful
completion-of this block and prerequisites can
qualify a studentl-for employment as a Civil Engineering Apprentice' Drafter, Survey Recorder, etc.
It is a component in the.development of job qualification ad an Architectural Drafting Technician
or 'a Building'Trades Drafter.

Drafting, Part I - Basic or equivalent..
.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

By psiformance (6:4patency Based).testing.
Test items
should be-task performance oriented or directed
Per,
formance standards s uld be those required to meet
initial employment
employment
performance requirements for
the task concerned..

40.1

referencee'
normally foundin a
i)rofessionaldrafteg environment on:the7job. See 4,60 Appendix
In addition,:there will berequirethent4for
c

EQUIPMENT,: Diafteingequipitient-ah d

st4dard suiveying':equipment (transit,.dtadia rod, tapes, etc.")

.

.

:BLOCK 150 (Con.tO.

4,
TASK LIST: Site Survey.and Development (Cont.)

Mbdule 110 - Perform Basic Surveying Requirements:150.11.

Search and verify*site deeds; know and define survey terns.

150.12,-Use-sorVeyineaquipment to measure distandes and angles..
,.

.

.

.

.

150.43'="IlerfotititAand survey of
,

150.14 - Draw'

construct4i.on. site;
.

learn surveyor dutida.

ro erty lines fom'>lega descriptions.

150.15 -.pr pare a contour'map Of the construction 'site,

150.16 - Loca a foundations and pier heights on site.
150-.17

Calculate,' cut and.fill:requireMants'and draw profile Of:site.

150.18-- Perform User maintenande-and-care:0fsurVeying equipment.
150.19 - Prepare a site layout.

Module .20 - Perform Construction Site Considerftions:

I
150:-21_7,Conducta site evaluation.

150.22 - Determine CliMatological effecp;,and site drainage requirements.
150.23 4- Deteriine zoning impact upon prOposed dondtruction.
,150e24

Make allowance for trafficflOw and vehicle access to site.

150,25 -L Prepare plans to 5pmpensateAr probleMs 4pAt surface duringaie
evaluation and other subsequent actioutjhat are site related.

.MINIMUM PERFOlANCE STANDARD

qte

Perforins surveying tasks wilthirt4stedepted' 'error limits....

Maintains equipment Properly.
Executes drawings neatly and accurately__,,

manner.:

Perform4Hdeed'and title searcha as prescribed.
Calculations accuracy, -at least 80%.
-

Demonstrates knowledge of terms,';definitions and symbols with 80% Accuracy

150.03-

BLOCK 150 (Copt:)

TASK LIST:

Site Survey and Development

Cont.)

r
MINIMUM PERFORMANCE 'SWAMPS. (CONT.. )
Performs required site considerations

`Makes apprOpriate a11004400..cir

compensations)._

Performs tasks within job qualification time limits.

:WO

P.

-181.01-

,

'ARTI0ULATIO1 RESEWH PROJEF

.

BLOCK/COURSE SUMMARY AND' INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

PROGRAM:

Architect

Drafting

al Technology - T-041 (2 Year)
( uilding Trades) - V7015:(17Year)

'

BLOCK/COURSE TITLE:

His to

of Architecture,[Graphics and Art
k

BLOCK/COURSE NUMBER:

181-:-,,Includes Insiruc ional'COnteni. Contained In
(Community-Colleges/Technical
Courses:

Insaiutes - DFT 181; WT. 255, CAT 1121)

(apartment
INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (itecommended).:.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

Instruct46 - N/A)

.

55 Hours - 2 Year Program
None.- 1 Year Program

T6 provide background information relative to the
development of art and architecture'and their in_
terrelationships through history. To provide bac,ground inforliation as to the periods of: history as
related to their'primary architectural forms, their
'characterfetics and influence on modern Architectune., To prOvide the student with information
pertaining to Twentieth Century Architectural
evolution and key figures in its development: .To,
provide the student with the basic contiderations.
used.in judging current architecture.
,

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:

This course does not by 'itself provide D.O.T.
identified job qualifications.- Its.primary
function ifi'to'provide background information
for the Architectural Drafting and Design

PREREQUISITES: ."None'

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:' Performance evaluation should be task performance
directed to determine ff the student has, in fact,.
acquired the required background information.
N,
EQUIPMENT: The student should have access to reference material that, covers
the architectural history periods to be. diScusae& anthehai which
proitides information related to art, graphids and architecture
and their interrelationships.

-181.02BLOCK 181 (Cont.)

TASK LIST;

History :of

ArchitectUre, Grziphics and Art (Cont.)

InstruCtors are expected to exPand
that -necessary related information

#,Nate-'1:

upon

is

4

the tasks listed `to ea u ;e

provided on the subject area
.1

.

181.pr

,State the

.basic concepts

.

.

arid philosophies that governed .the "develop-

,

ment ofart -and its relationship to architecture.

.

.

181:02 - Explain the interrelationship of

the

tering "Art", ' .OfGraphics" and

"ArahiteetUre',.
181:,p3 -.:Kriow definition of the science of architecture.

p

181.04 - 'Cite examples of evidence- of pre-historic-architecture.
181.

Cite examples and state types of major structures found in g

tian'

Architecture.
181.06 -- Cite ,examples, characteristics, state types of major structures found

and "their inflUence on -MOdern architecture of Greek. ArchiteCture.

181.07 - Cite exampleit," Characteristics; Ciate.types of major structures found

and their, influence on modern architecture of Roman Architecture.

181.08- State the characteristics of early Christian, Byzantine and Romanesque
o.

Architecture.
;1/31.09.- State charactetistids;. cite

examples and know

influetic

on modern

architecture of Gothfc..Architecture.

181.1
-

,

State?charaeteristics, cite examines of Renaissance Architecture.

181.11 -Know exaliples and describe revivals of atchitecture.
1-81.12 - .Define the term and describe the influence of Electicism and Beauk Arts.

on modern architecture.

.

.

181 03.

BLOCK 181 (Cont.)

J

History of Atc

TASK, LIST :

ture,' Graphics and Art-(COnt.)
I

Mod4e:'.20

Rsve-BaCkground Information On'Twenti th Century Architecture:
.,,.

181.21
.

Know periodcouvrec(by teraCTigentiethCet uriArchitecture.
.
.
.

.

,...

,

181.22 - KnOW influence and

,

of design presentedairingthe
.

..

.

.

career of Frank
..6:,

,

.

.

.

-,,

Lloyd 'Wright

(TheliatUral House).
'

181.23 .- Knaw:the infliienae andcharacteristics of'design:6f Other. famous

architects' of
tore)

hepiti9iplsuc

4

as Le Corbusier.(Towitd A NeaArchitec-

and Robert Venturi.
%

181.24"- Define and cite examples with reference to thjetrms "complexity" an

"contradiction" when applieLtoTwentiethCentury ArchiteCture and
state haw these terms apply to judging architecture.
181.25 - Cite examples and state characteristics of designp considered to be
"new trends" in architecture.

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Tlarstudent givesevidence of knowledge 6 the identifying characteristica Of the.
ardhitecturai.designef each of the periodl studied.
Student can cite the characteristics of design Ofwellknow architects of the.
Twentieth Ce

deyel

Student can to e the.basic oonsepta.and p ilosopfil
that- govern the
menp of .art a 4 its relationship to archi
4.
4 0.1
44k,
Studerit can state accurately the interrela Lonship of "A
"Graphide. and
.

/ "Architecture ".
-4611:

mop

-220.01-

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT - BLOCK/COURSE SUMMARY AND INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
.

Pitocitot: ArchitecturalTechnology - T-041.(2 Year).
T`J;Drafting Ouilding
Trades),.- V-015 (.1 Year)
-

a

,

BLOCK' /COURSE TITLE:

BLOCK/COURSE N

hitectUral Drafting and Desigp III (Working
Drawings - Commercial Construction)

.220 - Includes-InstruCtionalntent Contain kin;
Couriel: -:1CoMmunity:Colleges/Technical
Institutes: ARC 220, DFT 220,'ARC 1232).
(Department of Public Instruetion:- N/A)

0.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (RecoMmended):, 99 Hours-7-2 Year.Prograi
99 Hours - 1 Year Program
i

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

To Provide and enhance job 'qualification,competencies required to,perform Architectural Drafting
tasks involving the preparation f T, design'and
draWing of a complete set of wor ng drawings.for
a commercial building. Develop./
rofessionalismAn
the neatness, consistency, placementand character
in lettering techniques and dreftiliglIkills. To
/ provide further information regarding materials
and types of structural systems common to commercial
construction.

JOB QUALIFICATIQNS GAINED:. This course does not 'by itgelflorovide' pecific.
D.O.T. identified job qualifications.
/t is a
component in the development of job qualification
competencies required by the Architectural Drafting
.
Technician and Building Trades Drafter.
.

.

pREREQUISITES1 'InstructionEquivalent to'BLOCK 10

and courses prerequisite

for' that Block.

-PERFORMANCE.EVALUATION:By,performance (Competency Based) testing to include
the4rawinge'prepared to_ meet courie-requirements.
Test itels and testing should be-task performance'
driented, or:directed-to determine if the leirnercan,
in fiket4 perform. the required 'task.

Perforinance

atanderds,ahould be those 'required to meet initial
:employment job performance requirements for -the tasks

concerned. EQUIPMENT:
4

4:4 -:
Drafting equipment anirreference materials normally found: in a.
professional drafting environment. on the job. Sec also .Appendix
A, Fart-I - Basic, this program.,
-

BLOCK 226 (Cont.).

TASK LIST-: Architectural Drafting and Design III Noting Drawings - Commercial
Construction)

(Cont.),
k

Module .10 - Know and.Draw,Structural SystemolCommon.to Commercial Contraction:.

.

.

22041

.

Know characteristica and applications of:poUred'and precast concrete
and pan systems,

220.12 - Draw applications of p6ured and precast concrete and pan systems.
220.13 - Know, characteristics aid applications of s tructural steel to include.

4 cOnnections(riveted, bolted, welded and columns) and bar joidts.

,

2 20 .142-- DrawfvarioUsrapqicStionsof structura/.steel.
,v

.

220.15,

.

.1(no/ types and characteristics of roof structures and the/'application

of thin Shell concrete.

220.16 -,Draw various types of roof structures used in.co
220.17 - Know types, characteristics and applications o

vial buildings.

all sections and die

details.
.

220116-- Draw various.types of wall sections.an
220749

Applications.

Know.-tipes,.-charactetisti-es and applications of the detail's of
'

structural featuret:to.include steel stairs, steel trussei, bea ng

walldetaiis and open weld joists.
220.111 -'Draw-various types and applications. Of. details of Min-pi structural
ea

4

features.

A

:

-

-220.03BLOCK 220 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:

Architectural Drafting and Design III (Workiftg Drawings - Coommercial
t

Construction) (Cont.)

Mod use .20 - Draw Working Drawings of Commercial Wall Sections:
22 .21 - Draw masonry wall sections for commercial conseruction.%
r

220.22 - Draw panel wall sections fo

omme

ial construction,.

-

220:23 - Draw details for wall sections for commercial construction.
Module

.30-

Demonstrate Continuing Improvement-1n Basic.Drafting Skills:

220.4 - Upgrade neatness, consistency,placement and character in lettering
techniques and drafting skills.-

220.32 - Demonstrate ability to use handkooks and manuals used in architecturaa
4(9iicat.

220.33 - Demqnstrate

knowledge of construction material's committal used in.

commercial construction.

'4

f.

Module .41Cr - Prepare -Working Drawings fdr a Cotmereial Building:
220.41 - Draw working drawings for, commercial site plan.

220.42 - Draw working drawings for commercial floor plans.
,,--`

220.43- Draw working drawifigs:;for Commercial construction elevations.

220.44 - Draw working drawings for commercial wall sections and details.
0

220.454- Draw miscellaneous details and prepare schedules for commercial building.
,

(''

220.46 -f. Prepare miscellaneous.deta4ls for commercial construction.

4.

7220..04-

BLOCK 2Z0 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:

Architectural Drafting and Desigh III (Working Drawings - Conoercial

(

Construction) (Cont.).

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Demonstiates knowledge of related technical information, how to use Sweets
Catalogs, AIA andother.technical reference material with 80% accuracy.
Produces neat, accura

complete drawings, professional in appearance and

layout.

Draws symbols and conventions appropriate for construction or construction
component accurately an uses them correctly.
.

.Performs required tasks requirihg drawings within the time limits considered
to'be aivrdpriate for initial employment job' qualification.

Lettering anddrafiidg,skillgAdemonstrated show neatness, accuiacy,'consistency,
4
proper placement and chactet.
A

.a

w

17J

r.

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT e,
BLOCK /COURSE. AMORY AND INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Architectural Technoloity - T-041 (2 Year)
Drafting (Bunning Trades),-- V-015 (1 year)

dROGRAM:

BLOCK/COURSE TITLE:
BLOCK/CO URSE4

Aichitectural Drafting and Design

IV

(Working Drawings

NUMBEi: .221 - Includes InstruCtional Content Contained In
Courses: (CommumPity- Colleges/Teshnicil

Institutes

ARC %221 and ARC 1233)

(Department of 'Sblic Instruction -

CONTACT HOURS (Recommended),

INSTRUCTION

..,

,1

Ilik

oe, not by itsirif prOvicje specific
'D.O.T.
en.tified 'job qualifthations. It is a, conportent
thellevelopraent 'of job' qualificati6n conpetenc a -required by the Architectural Drafting
Techni Ian and BuildiAg trades Drafter. ,

.

?

instruction Equivalen t to .Etocic 220 an ei,prereUisites'.for,
that'Block. ,
.
,

.

.

PERFORMANCE ,

.

:

This cotirs

JOB QUALIFICATIOS GAINED:

PREREQUISITES:

Year Progralh

cies ,r aired to perform /Architectural Drafting
tasks invol,ving the design, end preparation of working drawings from a preliminary sketch of a bdilding.
To kovide a learning experience in working as part
IIPIP
of a'drafting team in a simulated professional
architect's offi4e environment. To demonetrate .
imprdvement in diaftihg ant lettering skills and ,
techniipes and owledge:of construction materials,
by txplrs, uses Characteristics
tics and applications.

.,

.

Year) Program,

.99 Hours -.

To provide and `enhance jcib, qualification competen-

_INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:.

.

99 Hciura

N /A)

.,,
By. periCormance (Competency Based), testing to S4aude
crrawings _prepared as- course rb,suirements,.. ,Test 'items,
and testing should be to pe-rarman.ce,..oi;iented or .W.
.

-,EVALUAT ION

r

_

directed to' determine,if :the learner`can,. in fact,
perform the requtred tasks. Performance s ,....arci
lhould be thcise required to meet initial ezepl. ..e t
job performance req4rements, for the. tasks co,n., ed.
a

? E9UIPMEN.T:
',

0

.

.

.

4

Drafting equipment -and reference material
normally 'round in a.
profession-al drafting environment: See also Appendix: A, Part, I
.

Basic, this.,,progtani...:

,

'If not done pkt.14,pvioui: to this purse,, he- cltise Edith. ..be. organized,.
administered And supervised
such .a way as= .to karat the_
possiblik, procedural environment to be experienced in the aver

professional' arohltebt's office.

,

-221.02-

BLOCK .,221 (Cont.)

1S
iii§K LIST:

Architectural Drafting and Design,IV 1Workin

s) (Cont.)

Note2:, Instructors are expected to perforth the necessary task analyses
forthe tasks listed and.to.add'those which are agreed upon as
needed by the local arTisadviioiycothmittee.-

Basic Drafting Coietencieii:'

.i.liodule .10 - ,'Demonstrate Improvement

4.

- Demonstrate imp +ovementit neatness, consistency, placement and

21.l
o.

.

chAracter in lettering techniques.,

4

221:12 - Demonstrate ImProvement in neatness, consistency, placement and
character in drafting skills.

4

3100

221.13 - Demonstrate improvement in drafting competencies

wimphimis
ttis e
on
"

knowledge of types', uses and characteristics of materials used in

different types of construction.

f p
221.14 - DImons rate ability toe determin

.?

.

appropriate reference'

c

apply problem solving process.
.c

.materi ls for a drafting pro

.

lt
m..a.Vieliminary Sketch, As Part of a_

areVorkin 'Drawin

Module,.

D afting Team:
Peiftorm necessary-,rese'

h'forinformation.to make working%drawings

,f(iiiiihasigned,projest&

aOrmembet of adrafting team

DemonstrateAbil*Ftofunc
.

pro&eigibnal-aralitipes
221.23 - Prepare a site plan.
_

22 .2/6- Prepare a fo
,J;:i,..22.1:25.:.,Orepare

a

ion. plan.

acme:plan..

221,26.1P,reiare.eleVations..

BLOCK 221 (Cont.)

Architectural Drafting and Design IV (Working Drawings)

ST:

TASK

(ont.)

Module .20 - Prepare Working Drawings Froiti

.

a .Drafting Team (Cont. )I

1.

221.27 - Prepare wall sections and details.

Prepare schedules and details to include stairs, if appropriate.

221.28

221.29 - Prepare IMiscellaneous details.,

221.211 - Prepare the mechanical plan.

221.212 - Prepare the structural plan.
.

.

221.213 -; Prepare the askectrical plan.
221.214,x= Prepare the plumbing plan.

21.215 - Prepare tit
.

shee,i', and obtain necessary approvals.

igNIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Student demonstrates' ability to perform as a member of a drafting team by
being ,doppierative, performing assigned tasks, responding. to instructions,
practtces courtesy, asks questions arid. gives answers when appropriate,
coordinates"work and obtains approvals for work accomplished.
DEtkonstratftp .improvdment; in. lettering and drafting techniques

and skills.

Demonstrates ability to use technical reference material.
p4rforms,ixecesslery research pri.e.ro, tg. initiating 'a drawing project.
.

.

:

.

.

Performs assigned tasks correct
Utilizes- Problem
t
'

Note

and meets deadlines.

V

014ing procesp correctly:.
Ike

1A recomdends this phase' concentrate on commercial construction.

,..AATICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
BLOCK/COURSE, SUMMARY. AND INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

PROGRAM:

Architectural Technology - T-041 (2 Year).
Drafting (II:Aping Trades) - V- 015,(1 Year)
.411k

BLOCK /COURSE TITLE:....Codea, Specifications. and Contract Doe Uments

BLOCK /COURSE NUMBER:. .235 -.Includes InstrUctional,'content Contained In
Courses:
(Cob= Unity Colleges/TeChnical
Institutes:
DIET 235 and ARP 1145)
(Department of Public Instruction..., Part of
T&I 7563(Y-2))

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOUkS'ARacommended):

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

55 Hours - 2 Year Program - CC/TI
55 Hours - 1 'Sear Program
CC/TI
90 Hours - High Scho61

To prOyide job qualification competencies .reqPired
to perfoxm Architectural Drafting tasks related to -

41
Various aspects of .building codes ;
v
The effect of building codes in rela
to
construction specifications and dr
3.
Knowledge of coda' definitions whic
ply to
stairs, exits and lire ratings as de ined, in
the State Building. Code
Manual;
4,
The relationship between different agencies
4:Waived in adminiatration of building codes;
5.
Th ,elements of building contracts;
6.
Ty es, of architectural contraCts apd the legal
"r sponsibilities involved in such contracts;
I.
2.

7.

8.

w to prepare building constructionspecifications; and
The contract- acument analysis procedures-for the
purpoW of f ing client-architect-contract re-:. sponsibilitie and duties:
mutual protect on.
ir

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:

'e

ag.

PREREQUISITES:

This course does not by itself proyide specific.
D.O.T. .identified 'job:qualifications. It is a component .in the development of job qualification as
an Architectural Drafting Tecludistian or a Building
Trades: Drafter.. 4

None

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: y'By PefOrmanCt (Competency. Based). testing.

Test items
should :be task, performance oriented or dire-0110. Pei,

.

.formance standards should be those required tWmeet
initial employment job performance 'require44 fOr.
the tat* concerned.
-;.7

EQUIPMENT f-

'

Dra.

ing eq4praent and reference, material normally. faund,in a profeast
drifting environment on the job. See also Appendix A,
,part I - B
c, .copies Of appropriate building codes, type*: of
contracts and specifications;

*

2

41

- 235.02.

BLOCK 235 (Cont.)

TASK LIST: Codespipedifications, end Contrtct Documente (Cont.)

The taak listing and p.rformenc. etandarde only are providd to tiide
instruclors/teachers.and.oerve as a.referenceto ensure that standard
.inetructionalsontent.fOr common courees of occupational-instruction
This
anethat job qualification. performance standards are applied.
permit lateral and Vertical articulation action. The individual
instructor ie'expected to perform the, necessary task analyses -to
theAltact skills and related technical information that t40
wor1er requires for task performance.

Module .10 - Building Codes:
235;11 -.Know the purpose of building codes.

A,

235.12 - Know model building code primary requiremeits.

235.13 - Know appropriate technical society, organization, br body standards
or code,p//
4

235.14 - Know where to find general provisionsirtf governmental codes.

Module .20 - General Provisions of Building Codes:
235.21 - Know how building codes are administered:

Know use and occupancy provisions'of.building codes,
- Know

proviSions for-materials,loads and stresaes.

211124 - Know misce
4

aneous important provisions of building, codes.

4

-235.25

.1Cnow code -requirementa..for building services equip*Ont.-

235.26 .--Know N.C. General StatUtes pertaining:td.the 'enforcement of

codes.

Module .30 - Know Elements of Contracts:
235.31 - Know classification of Contracts.
4,

.44'235.32 - Know' the essentials ol'a construction contract.

t

wilding

BLOCK,235 (Cont.)

TASK LiST: 1;odsa,Speeifications and Contract, Documents (Cont.)

TASK

4-7J

235.40 - Know types and normal provisions of contracts used in the construe\
tion industry to include (a) architect-owner agreements; (b) architect-,

engineer agreements; (c) associated architect agreements; (d) j

venture agreement"; (e) owner-conrector agreements; (f) contra111 raubcontractor agreements; (g) ,modifications to all contracts; (h) stan-

dard form of contracts; and (i) preparation of contracts

Module

- Know Contractural Division of SpecificatilL

235.51 - Know provisions and procedures for. contract advertisement.
235.52 -11(n

rovisions for instructions to bidders.

235.53 - know general provisions for contract' proposal' procedures.

235.54 - Know contract proVisions for general conditions.
235.55 - Know provisions for amendments to general cpnditions.

23516 - 'Know provisions for contract supplementary general conditions and.
deftnitionproceduree for general requirements of the Project,
TASK

235;60

Know types of contract

kumenta

to include (a) contract"agreements;

(b) performance bonds; and. (c.) insurance policies.:

Module .7q- Know Purpose and Content of Specificationsl
'235:71:7 Know general,oltraet. specifications.
.235,72 - KnoW.format and outline for spedifications.
235.73 -.Know the outlines of typical specifications.

TASK LIST: Codes Specifications and Contract Documents.(Conx.)

TASKS

235.80 - Knaw,and be able to list the parts of contrac$04specfications to

include (a) title page; (b) table of contents; () contractual or
bidding requirements; (d) general contract; (e) mechanical apecifications (plumbing, HND'a-and refrigeration); 1,f) electrical con -

tracts; (g) special seParatecontracts (4ROd service equipment;
sewage disposal, water system, sit.utilities, eleVators/escalators,
etc.); and (h) addendum (purpose and format).

235.90 - Know the formats of contract speciftcations to include (i) N.C.D.I.
and (b) Uniform systems for construction specifications.

235.91 - Know agencies responsible for building Code enforcement to include
(a) local; (b) state.; (c) federal; (d) toning; and (a) building

inspector, health department, etc

IIMNIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:'

Demonstrates ability to differen ate between codes, specificatibns and con-,
tract documents ,can state. Abel& p
oses, provisions, general format, parts,
administration Ad responsible agencies for enforcement with, at least 802
accuracy.

;

lli 1/7

23641"'

RESEARCH PROJECT
ARTICIILATI
BLOCK /COURSE. SUMMARY AND INSTRUCTIONAL 040ECTIVES

PROGRAM:

Architectural TeChnology - T-041 (2 Year)
V-015 (1 Year)
raftine(Building Trades)

(

LOCK/COURS 'TITLE:

Cons4uction

imating and Field Inspect

BLOCK/COURSE NUMBER: 236 - Includes nstkuctional Content'Cont ned In
Courses:
(Community College/Te. nical
APNInstitutes - DFT 236 and ARC 111 )
(Department of Public Instructio
N/A)
INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (Recommended):

55 Hours - 2 Year Pr grant
55 Hours. - 1 Year Program

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

To provide the student with job qualification competencies required, to perform Architecteral Dtafting
tasks., involving the estimation of conseAtion labot
equipment and materials); quantity surveys and costs'
from working drawings, plans andiscifications to
include:
1.

MO:fledge of the types of estimates and dte subdivisions of estimating;
Knowled, of the techniques of estimating;
The techniques of preparing material ind labor
quantity surveys from plansoand-sp ifidations
for wood, s$ructural steel and con ete in
structures, residential buildings nd highways;
The techniques of estimating the. Otal costs of
various jobs including labor, materials, equipmento_overhead and profit;
Knowledge of 'bidding procedures. and preparition
of bids;
Knowledge of the purpose of fieldinspedtion or
construction contract administration andthe
division of responsibility;
t

2.

5.
6.

7.

Know the_r equirements of the 'project -or 'project
.representative;
Knowledge- of 'the tools and equipmedt needed to
administer the construction' contract;.'
.

8.

9.

10.

Knowledge of the content of the contract and
construction documents required: to 'administer
the construction dontract;.
Know the requiremknts and duties for openIng,
running, closing and post-conpletion of the
project;
KnoWledge of the records, forme-'and reportswhiph,
.

11.

-

maybe required by constructioncontrect;&nd

12..

Knowledgeof:the.teChniqued of observing, inspectinit cheeliaig,-testing materials and con-.
structton.-

,

-236.0211'

'BLOCK

236

'TASK LIST:

(Cont.).

*4.

t

Construction Estimating and Field Inspections (Cont.)
.

JOB. QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:-

101

.

.

This course does.not'by itself provide specific,
D,O.T. identified- ob-qualificattone:- Sucteesful
completion of this Block, BisicDrafting
Zart
and stated prsraq
item qualify the studooOlor
employment .as 'tons ucti
terials Contr91 Ciprk,
Constructiop Materi
or Cons
tip
Field -Inspector f
oral c tta orsk

con

PREREQUISITES:

Instruction Equivalent to BLOCK-;235

PERFORMANCE 'EVALUATION:

EQUiPMENT:

By performance (Competency Used testing to include
any drawings prepared to meet course requirements.
Test items and Uniting shoUld be task performanceAlp
oriented'tir directedto determine if the learner
can, in fact, perform the tasks required. PerfotmAnce
standards should be those required to meet initial
employmepi requirements for the task concerned.

Drafting equipment, reference materialt, manufacturers' handbooks
and like items normally found in a professional drafting environment.
Copies of working drawilhge for the project or projects to
bS used as,examples are also reqtlired. See also Appendix A,
,Part I -.Basic, this program.

Module AS- Know Types:of Construction Estimates and Costs to Include:
236.11 -4urpose of estimating.
.

.

236. 12 - Know

typei

.-

of

estimates.

2.36. 3 - Know qualifications-of estimator..

236.14 - Know sSbdiviWions of estimating.
236.15 --'Know tax requirements.

236.16 - Know contractor insurance requirements-

18
4

g

/lb

236 (Cont.)

BLOG

TASKIISTi

Construction Fatima

;d Field Inspections (cont.
;

Module .10 - Ammo' ,Types of

.Construe

tstiMites and' Costs to Include,

.

i

Cont:

.

fill-fit,

236.17

Know contract surety bond purpose andltquirements.
r

.
.

236.18 - Know sources of error.

,

i.

I

.,

Moduld .20.- Know the Techniques Of Eptimating to Include:
*
236.21 ;Know bidding procedures.
.

236.22

.

'Know sequence of estimating.

236.23 - Know. importance of neatness and order.
1

234.24,-,KnOw contents and need for checklist (4.o:operations.
*23.25 - Know haw to. Useplapp and specifications....,

236.26 - Know need for and how to exaamine construction sites.
236.2? - Know how to check estimates.

'a
Module .30

Know Haw to-Comiute

uantities and Costs for Materials and Labor

toJneludeI
236.31 - Know how to compute colts af construction equipment.'
, 236.32 - Know how to compute coos of handlitig' and teansporting.materials.

236.33 - Knot/ haw to compute costs of earthwork and excavation.
236.34 - Illow how to compute dostsof piling.
236.35

Know how to compute costa of substructures.

236.36 - Know how,to
Q336..37

compute costs

of :concrete superitructves,.

RAOW how '',to coMpute costs of flOorfinishes.
2

Know hOusto compute
t,2 costs of flOor systems.
236.10 - Know haw to comp.

costs for quantity and labor fore masonry.

r

11111

83

-236.. 04,

BLOCK 236 .(COnt..).

ponsiriction Eatimatint and Field Inspections (Cont.)

TASK LIST;

Modes

30

Kn9W 0004,

to

COloputOlQuantitiea and Costs for Materials and labor

to 'Include (Cont.):
2 36.311

Know how 6) .compute .colts for quantity And labor for damwoofing and
F

waterproofing.
2 16412-- Know hoit, to compute Costs for quantity 'and labor fdr wood construction.
2 30.

'
KnoW how to 'compute costs tfer quantity and labor for..,, lathing and
4

pldstering.

2 36.314 - Know how to compute costs for quantity and labor for painting.

236.315 - Know how to compute costs for quantity abdlsbor foeglasing.
41,

236.316 - Know how to compute costs for quantity and labor for roofing and

noshing.

.

236.317 - Kno* how to comp
2 36..318 = Know how to c

e costs for quantity and labor for structural steel.

ute costs for quantity and labor for approximate

estimates,
236..31'9

Know how to compute Costs for quanity .oxid,'-laborfist streets and

pavements.

%Module .40 - Knox.; Field -inspection Requirements:
-

0

23 .41 - Knowiturpose of

field' inspection

and construction contract adminis

t iota.
236.42 - Know division of responsibility >of general direction or supervision.

I.

5

isff

"1,

-236.05-

1,

.N

HLOCK.236.(ContM
Construction Estimating and'Field Inspections (Cont.)

'TASK

Mgdule .56 -, Know the 'Functions of Project Representative and Project Inspector:
=

236151

Krw functions of project representatpe.

236.52. - Know fudctions of project inspector.

p.

0

0

Module ;60 - Know Types andp.Purposes of Serious Contract Documents:

4

236.61 - Purpose of working drawings.
236.62 - Know' purpose of general conditions documents.

.236.63 = Know types and purposes Ofsupplementary conditions documents)
236.64 -,KnOw types and purpoSes of specifications..
236..65

- Know the types and purgosesof supplementary agreements.

236.66 - know types and perpoies of insurance:
236.67 - Know types and purposes of separate.contractar,

Module :70 -.Kriow Relationship of Construction Documents to Phased of Project
r,,

Operation:

'23e711Khow owning project activities-and doc

nts involved.

:236.72 - KnOw running the project activiVes and documente
/'

involved.

'`

236..73,7 Know, closing out the project activities and,documents involved.

236.74 - Know project post-compl tiongectivities and documents involved.

Module .80 7 Know Types, Content

and Purposes of Construction Recordi, Foilne

and Repor
,

236.81
236.82

Know. urpase and contentproject log.

-

Kn

236.83 7 Know

rposelikid_OOnteot of owner, notification.

urPose and content of ordevto-proceed.

190

,

.

,

-236.06-

BLOCK 236 cCont.)

TASK LIST:

Construction Estimating and Field ;Impactions (Cont.)

Module .80 - KnowTypea, Contents and Purposes of Construction Records, Forms,
and Reports (Cont.):

236.84 - Know purpose and content of shop draigng log.
2.36.85\-- Know purpose and mit nt of shop drawing inquiry.

236.86 - Know purpose and conte t of shop drawing approval.
236.87 - Know purpose and 'content of field

reprt0

A

236.41:- Know purpose and content of change orders.
'

236.89 - Know purpose and content, of applications for payment,..

236.811 - Know purpose and content

of

certificates 'for payment.

236.812 - Know purpose and content of substantial completion report.
236.8131- Know purpose and content of acceptance of proposal.
236.814 - Kitow purpose

nd content of'bidders data.

1

236.815

Know purpos

and content of list of subcontractors.
e

236.816 - Know purpose and, content of receipts.
236.817 - Know purpose of job director.

236.818 - Know purpose and content of guarantee informaeiod.
236.810 - XDOW purpose and content of job data.

236.820 -.Mow purposle and content of:transmittils.

r

236.821 - Know purpose And content of timekcards:
236.822 - Know Aurpose and content of expense records.
-

236.823 - Know purposp and content..ofSroject4lhalysia.

Module-.90 Know Purpose and Activities of COnattuction Observation and Phases
of Observation:
236.,91, -+ Know .pOrpose and-activities of observation bafore'consi4tion.

'1g"

-236.07-

!'

/
4

BIAX:K 2 it) (Cont

)
N

TASK LIST:

Construction Estimating and Field Inspections
(Cont.)
4

AILL211:40662.1211moila40(.Activities of Construction Observation and Phases
of 'Observation (Cont) :-4

236.92 - Know purpose and activities of observation 4uring excavation.
?36.93 - Know purpose and ictivitie

of,observation durtng concrete work.

236.94 - KnoWpurpose and activities of observation during framing.
i

236.95 - Know purpose and activities of obiervatfon during-masonry work.
236:96

KnoW purpose and activities. of observation during mechanical installation.

236.97

a.

Know purpose and activities of observatiOn duting closing-in.

236.98 - Know purpose and ' activities of observation during fillishing.

.

.

INIMUM:PFRFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-4

%

(......--'

i

Student demonstrates the ability to perform 80% of the tasks within
each of
.
,
'the modules.
1

Student performs the tasks listed,withitr thetime limits c;
-average.lot initial employment qualification.

dared

\,
Note 1.

Note
743.,

If not done pievio
y to this coUrie, thi.class should be organized,
administered and sup rvised in such 1 way as to present the Flosest
possible procedural environment SO be experienced in the:Average
pirofessionalktichitlect'i office.
Instructors are expeCted to perfum the, necessary task analyies for.
the tasks.ilsied'and.idadd thosd WhithiKe agreed-upon atineaded
"t"
'by th
cal-area advisory committee.

,1$

r.

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
BLOCK/gOURSE SUMMXRY AND INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTI

(

.1.,

I
PR GRAM:

Architectioral Teo lnol"

-4 T-041 (2 Year)

Drafting (Building Tra es) - V-015 (1 Year)

ArchiteCtural PresentationsI (
and Models - Architectural 0

BLOCK/COURSE'TITLE:

BLOCK/COURSE NUMBER:,

250 -%Includes Instructiona
Courses:
4Communi
DFT 250 and ARC 1
Instruction - N/

To provide job.
by the Archite
to perform as

.

2.
3.
4

rL

4.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED:

tent Jontained In
Colleges/Technical Institutes (Department of Public

'Hours - 2 tear Program
None' - I Year Program

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS. (Recommended),I.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

itectural Delineations
e Practice)

lification competencies required
al Drafting and Design Technician
ed taski or to meet requirements for:

Demonstr
ng archktecturalpreaentatioa'CoMpetencies
Prepar,g/a deaign concept presentation from a
prelt4 ary design concept sketch. \
Knowitthe organization and funCtions of a,2.,
typice, :professidnaltarchitect's ,Office'andfthe
legalrresponsibilities in architectural practice.
/
(Concturrent
with presentation pieparation.)
PreAring a personal.employment interview port-folio.

This course does not by itself provide specific
D.O.T.' identified job qualifications. Successful'
completion of this Block:and the prerequisites
qualifies the student as an Architectural Delineator,
'Illustrator or Model Builder. It is a coMponent in
the development-of job qualification competencies
required by the Architectural Drafting Technician
and Building Trades Drafter.
.

.

PREREQUISITES:

Normally conducted in the 6th and/or 7th quarter ofill 2-year
program as a terminal drafting course in the 2-year program.

ased). testing to include
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:' By performance (Competen
drawings prepared aa'course requirements. Test items
and testing should be task performance oriented or
/
directed to determine if the'learner Cankin fact, per-.7:
form the required, tasks.
Performance standards Should/

bethose requir4toamet initial emplOymentlob per -1

,

formance'requirementefvf the tasks concerned.
111P-0-/

.1 9 3 .

-230.02-

-BLOCK 25

(Cont.)'

/

.

TASK LIST:

Architectural PreTentations I (Architectural Delineations and
Models - Architectural Office Practice)

EQUIPMENT:

Model makin material and equipment, drafting equipment and
reference materials-nofmally found in a professional drating
environments- See also Appe3dix A, Part 'I = Basic, this prbgrath.

Module .10 - Demonstrate Presentation Preparatidn'Competenci s:
'250.11 - Make photographic.displays of construction sites and objecti.

450.12 - Make finished sketches of architectural objects from preliminary
designs.

25013/- Arrange composition (layout) of drawings and sketches to present

the subject to the best advantage toyiewer.
250.14 - Letter in a professional manner.
.250.15 - Know purpose of design presentations,.

Module .20 - Prepare The Deeign Concept Presentation:
.250. 1 - Know,the client's stated requirements. and basic guidance or.

4

1\

visualizationi for proposed design.

No
.

-

250:22 --Determine the approach, procedures and' content proposed for the
.

r

design concept presentation to include (a)' requirements for Verbal

presentation; (b) drawing requirements (site, exterior elevations,

sections4.perspectives or orthographic views--as appropriate for
prithary features, renderings of proposed design); (c) need for
-

photographic views of site With design concept superimposed on it
(projected or enlargements); (d) written descriptions as necessary;
(e) need and .type of model(s); and (a ensure that primary purpose
of 'construction' is highlighted.

e.

-194

}LOCK 250 (Copt.)

TASK LIST:

Architectural Prepentatinns I (Architectural Delineations and
,

:Models - ArchitecturalOffice Practice)

Module .20 Preiare TheDesi gnOoncept Presentation .(Copt.
250.2 3 - _Obtain approval for presentation proposals.

'

1

250.24 - Compose plan of presen tation.

250.25 - Compose narrative portion of presentation,

250.26 - Prepare.necessary sketches-and drawings of design concept from
architect's preliminary sketch.
250.27 - Prepare required photog aphic components lApresentation.

250:28- Prepare modelq(if required) of proposed''

Concept..

250.29 - Rehearse presentation for approval by architect.

Mt dule

Know Professional Architect's Office Organization andliggal
R

offisibilitiesin Architectural,Prorticwr

250.31 - KnoW tlie4.1%twe governing practice of ardhltesture both governmental and
A

profepsioial a
250.32

ociationi-.,

Know office:Ris
,ocedures and relationships of architect with those

N
.nected with il3econstruction industry.
'250.33

Know govgrnmental agencies regulatimeactivities'involving the
archltect.:

.

250.34 - Know the place of design presentations in Sftice procedures.
e

Module .4G - Have Personal PortfolliPtoi Employment Interviews:
250.41,- Know purpose of personal portfolio.

250,42 - Know .desirable cents

250.43 - Prepare personal resume.

Portfolirt.,

P.

-coot

-

'

4

'BLOCK 250 (Cont':)

'TASK-LIST:

Architectural Presentations I.(Architectal-Delineations and
.

4

Models - Architectural Office 'Practice)
,

.

, ,
.
Module .40 - Hap,PerSonal-Portfolici.for Empltqme t.Interviews (Cont.):
..
(
250.44 -.Prepare samples of sketching abilities.
c
,

,

.

-,

,.

,

.

A

250'.4S- Pmepare samples of working drawings:
250.46 -110rep"ae samples oftphdtogrephicabilities.
250.47 - lave photographs
250.48

models .prepared for presentations

Prepare interxiew plan and rehearse interview presentation.
Obtain'letters of teComMendat,ion.

num PERPDRMANCR STANDARDS:.

.

.

'Student deponstrates job qualification leVel techniques, plus knowledge, of
related technical infordation in,the competencies required_to make an
-architectural design presentation.
/

.

.

Y

Student'prepares and presenter .an architectural..design presentation, that is
complepe in Content,clear'in intent,faCcuiate
fact.
-content, that Ives

i4

J

evideree of conAidekation of key elements of presentat on and makes use of
all appropriate media: 'Drawings and "sketches, are neat
d. accurate in detail.'.
Student can state the typical organizaticon and' responsibilities of the per,
sonnel in anarchitect's office and legal responsibilities of the architect ia.
the construction industry.'
I

4

.

Student can state the requiremehts, purpose and, content of a, drafter's personal:
portfolio:
1

Student dtmonstrates ability to prepare a personal portfolio that is neat,
complete and professional.
c
Student prepares a model Of' the design presented,which contributes to the presentation purpose; is accurate in detail and.professional.in appearance.

Noft i: 'If not done pievious,to this course, the class should.be:organized,:
administered and erupervised in such a way as to present the closest!
.possible procedural environment to be experienced in.the,average
professional architect's office.
Note 2:

Instructors are expected to perform the necessary task analyses for
the tasks listed and to add those which are agreed uPtba as needed by
the local area advisoiy committee.
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.

.

BLOCR/CalkSE., SLINMARY. AND INSTRUCTIONAL- OBJECtIVES
.

.

PROGRAM.;

.

Architectural Technology' T-041 f2 -Year)
,Drafting (Building trades').-, .V-015

reinforced- Concrekte Construction /'

.BLO6K/COUREE.

.

.....

-

.

+.'"

4

C221 -;,Iricludes..Inatructional Content Contained Ip
-

BLOCH/C0i1RSE NUMBER:
.!.

j\.

Course /:

(Community Colleges'/Technical

%,.
.

1

Institutes - C21 221) (Departnenttof PubliC
'

-Instruct41.64 = illAY.
-

, INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS -(1114cammended)t

-

,

6.

INSTRUCTIONALOSUECTIVESI

.

.,,,,

"

55 Hours - 2' Year Piogram*
; 55 Hours -g 1 Year. Program*

provtai Special job qualification competencies

useful
thit) performance of Architectural, Drafting tasks. pertaining to knowing the c. osition. and
properties of plat concrete ; calculat g de requirements for size d placement of reinforcing
Steel.; and analyeing an
designiftg reinforced concrete
.

:

beams of various shapes.
rYP

JOB QUAIFICATIONS GAXNED:
.

r

.
VREREVISITES:

......

.

This course does not by itself provide ,specific
D.O.T. identified jOb qualifications. It ,is
capable of providing additional and higher level
'competencies for qualification as a Drafter,
Construction -- D.O.T. 'Nr.0005.281-010 in the

.

`

,

'2 Year Program.

,

.
'

't

Strength of materials; "Instruct ionp. Equivalent.,.to,Basic

,Drafting - Par.t.t, BLOCKS 105, 0106 and .236:
PERFoRMANCE- EVALUATION:
I

By performance (Competency Based) _testing. Test items
shOuId ,be task performance oriented or directed. Per-

formance standards should be those requited to meet,

initial employment- job Ikerformance _requirements for
the .task concerned.
.

.,,.

-

,.

'

-

EQUIPMENT:

biafting equipnent and reference materials normally found in '-a
professional drafting environment on the jbb-.\ Seealso Appendix.

A, Part I - Basic, hia iprogram. Field, taps to reinforced
concrete construction sites and/or reinforced concrete shapes,fabrication plants desirable.

.

i

*Note 1: This course is er suggested drafting elec

available
and
. tfiterest xiets.
/
'A?

s"...

"19
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-C221.02-

BI,OCK C221.(Cont.)

TASK-bIST:.'ReinfOrced Concrete Co s r

pion

Or

221.01 - Define teilinologies used in ,reinforced concrete construction.
2241.02 - Know the maperia/i used in making concrete.
.

221.q, -`Know the admixtures of ingredients required fordifferent applications of concrete.

'/

1)-

221:04 -..Know the requirements and processes for curing concrete.

t.

.

221.05 - 45.11cm types, requirements, characteristics

and applications of

.concrete reinforcement.

.221.06 - Calculate size and.placemnt of reinforcement in various concrete
applifirat!tons.

j

.2717.07.- Know design consideratiods in various applications of concrete in
construction.

221.08

Know

pes, characteristics and procedures for bonding concrete

applic tions,

221.09 - Know types,

lications and charaCteristica of.concrete4eams.
..,

221.10 - Analyze and ,design reinforced concrete beams of various shipes.

Know characteristics,-types, and applications of reinforced concrete

22

Columns.

221.12

Be'familiar with types

characteristics and applications of other

N.4

common'conciete ktructural systems.

."

A

A

-*

MINIMUM PE

CE SlANDARDS:

Student can perform the ..ask requirements with 80%'accuracy.

/
I

2

1, 9 3
,

-1242.017
(

ARTICULATION RESkARCH PROJECT
ALOCK/COURSE SUMMARY-AND INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Architectural Technology' - T-041 (2 Year)
Drafting (Building Trades) - V-015 ta Year)-

,PROGRAM:

BLOCK/COURSE TITLE:

Architectural PresentationsII (Architectural
'Delineations and'Models)

BLOCK/COURSE NUMBER:

1242 - Includes Instructional Content Containad'In
Courses:
(Community Collages /Technical
Institutes - ARC1242) (Department of
-,Public Instruction 7 N/A)

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (Recommended):

121,Hours -,2 Year.Program*

None- 1 Year Program

.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTbVES:

A

To provide an augmentation to the job qualificition
competencies required by the Architectural Drafting
and Design Technician in the performance of tasks
required in the preparation and presentation-of
architectural design presentations to a client.

-

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED::" This course does hot by-itself provide specitilc
D.O.T. identified job qualifications.' It will
better qualify the Architectiral Dragter add Landscape Drifter to prepare for and make design
presentations or to specialize in this area of
activity as an Architectural Delineator, Illustrator or. Model Builder.

I

'

-PREREQUISITES: 'Instruction Equivalent to BLOCK 250
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

EQUIPMENT:

*Note 1:

.

By performance (Competency Based) testidg to include
drawings prepared-as coursesrequirements., Test items
and testifig should be task performance oriented or
directed to determine if the learner can, in fact,
perform the required tasks. Performance standards
should be those required to meet initial employment
job performance requirements for the tasks concerned.

Model making material and equipment, drafting equipment and
reference materials normally found in a professional drafting
environment. -See also Appendix A, Part I - Basie, this program.

This course should'be considered as ad elective for the 2 Year
Program,..where instructional time and the interest Are available.
1

19

-1242.Q2-

BLOCK 1.242 (Cont.) .

TASK LIST:

Architectural Presentations II (Arechitectural Delineations and

Models);
)

1242.01 - Know the client's stated requirements and basic guidance or visualit

Clation for proposed design.

/

1242.02 - Determine the apprfach, procedures -and content prollbsed for the design

concept presentation to include (a) requirements for verbal presentation; (b) drawing requirements (site, exterior elevations, sections,
perspectives or orthographic views--as appropriate. for primary
renderings of propoged design);, (c) need for photographic views
./

of site with des.igni concept superimposed on it (projected or enlarge.

ments); (15 written descriptions as necessary; Ca) need and type of
L.
.

model(s); and (f) ensure that prAmery'purpose of condtruction is
highlighted.:
...

1242.03- Obtain approval for presentation proposals.
1242.04.- Compose plan of preseritation.

p42.05 - Compose narrative portion of presentation.
1242.06 - Prepare necessary sketches and drawings of design concept from
-architect's preliminary sketch.

alp

1242.07 - Prepare required photographic componenta for presentation.
1242.08 - Prepare model (if required), of proposed design concept.

1242.09 - Rehearse presentation for approval by architect.
I

MLNIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Student prepares and presents AEI architectural:design presentation that is cm=
plete in content-, clear in intent,,,accuritte in fadtual content-, that gives
evidence of consideration of key elements of milking a presentation.
4

-1242,03-

BLOCK 1242 (Cont.)

Architectural Presentations If (Archttecaural Delineations and

TASK LIST:
.

Modals), (Cont.)

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (CONT.):
Student makes, use o

propriate media 'in delineationshd making presents\

Drawings and s etches are neat, accurate, properly composed
professional
i appearRnc and detail.

lettered and

Student'prep kes modeL(if appropriate) 'of construction design being presented,
which contrib tes.to prese
tion purpose, is accurate.in detail and profes13ional in appearance4'

,

0

I

.

-230.01(

ARTICULATION RESEARCH PROJECT
ILOCK/COURIM SUMMIII AND INSTRUCTIONAL ONJECTIVES

PROGRAM:

Architectural Technology - T-041 (2 Year)
Drafting (Building Trades) - V-015 fl Year)

BLOCKA-OMSE TITLE:

Structural Drafting (Wood, Steel and Concrete)

BLOCK / OURSE NUMBER: 230 - Includes Instructional Content Contained In
tCommarty Colleges/Technical
Courses:
Institute - DPT 230) ,i(Department of Public
Instruction - N/A)

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS (Recommendid):

INST

99 Hours - 2 Year Progiam*,
99 Hours - 1. Year Program*

cTIONAL OBJECTTS:' To provide and enhance job qualification competencies required to perform Architectural Drafting
tasks'invqlving the analysis and drawing of structural systemm-applications of stpel, wood and cow!
crate. This course'mayerconleidered to be an
augmentation to BLOCKSz 05-and C106, Architectural
Materials and Methods of Construction and is
'therefore shown as an elective.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS GAINED: 'This course ddeg not by itself provide peciilc
D.O.T. identified job qualifications. It is
capable of providing additional and higher level
competencies for qualification as a Drafter,
Nr. 005.281-010, in the 2
Consfruction Year Program.
PREREQUISITES:

BLOCK 220, BLOCK 105, BLOCK C106 and prerequisites for"
those Blocks.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

By performance (Competency Based) testing. -Test items

should be task performance oriented or direc. Ayerformince standirds should be those required drmeet
initial employment job performance requirements for
the task concerned.
EQUIPMENT:

Drafting eqpapment and reference materials normally found in a
professional drafting environment on the job. Aye also,
Appendix A, Parc I - Basic, this program.
4

*Note 1:

This course is a suggested drafting elective, where time is
available.
N,
4.

2o

-

V

-230.02-

BLOCK 230 (Cont.)

1

.

TASK LIST:. Structural Drafting .(Wood, Steel,And Cbacreti)

Module .10 - Draw and Analyse Construction Applications of ettuctural
230.11

Know and dray comiintional structural lite"; shapes.

230.12 - Know considerations islipplications of structural steel.
230.13 - Know and draw common types of structural steal connections.

230.14 - Know structural steal fabrication proc4ures.
230.15 - Know structural steel erection requirements.

Module .20 - Draw and Analyze Construction Applicalimis of Wood:
230.21

Know ,characteristics, applications and draw heavy timber constructions.

230.22 - Know characteristics and draw applications 4,1Q-Zr in light construction.
230.23

Know considerations to be applied in applications of woo4 in construction.

230.24 - Know types, characteristics, and how to draw applications of laminated
wood in construction.
6

230.25 - Know characteristics, types, applications and draw wood connections.

230.26 - Know wood applicitions fabrication

procedures.

230.27 - Know wood applications erection procedirmi.
k

.30 - Draw and Analyze Construction Appliedtions of Concrete:

.31.- Know types,,characteristics,d hay to draw appli
structural systems.

tions of concrete

(

230.32 - Know consideratiOns to be applied in applications of concrete

tr

Is4

-

.tural systems.

c,

#
230.33 - Know types, characteristics, applications/And draw connections used
in concrete structural systems.

230.34

1
- Know methods of fabrication of concrete structural systems.

(
230.35 - Know concrete structural -systems erection procedures.

-230.03-

ilLOCK 230 (Cont.)

TASK LIST:

-\

Structural Drafting (Wood, Steel and Concrete) (Cont.)

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

o.

Stddent can state and apply related technical thformation with 802 accuracy.
Student executes drawings accurately, neatly, wittipcofessionai style within
job qualification performance time limits.
Seudent can make an analysis of the structural applications of the 'three
primary types of structural mitirials with 802 accuracy.

A'

